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Whites Attack Negroes Repeatedly
 TENS! N GRIPS RALEIGH AREA
Injured By Bottle Window Broken
TENSION IN RALEIGH has
mounted in recent mouths
as a result of attacks on
Negroes' houses and persons
In the area, and has greatly
Increased in Melt weeks as
a result of shots being tired
into homes from fast•moving
cars with license tags conceal.
ed. In photo at left is Eugene
Brown, 68, who was struck
by a bottle tossed from a car.
His arm was cut and his chest
injured. Taken to John Gas-
ton hospital, his wound was
stitched and he was released.
In center photo, James Scott.
of 32 Allen rd., is seen
placing boards before picture
window of his home. Thiee
attacks were made upon his
home last Winter before hood.
Bullet Misses Child
lums succeeded in shattering
It. Seen with him is 5-year.old
daughter, Gale. In photo at
right, a resident points to hole
made by bullet which was
fired into home of Oliver
Cray on Friday night, July
4. The bullet came within six
inches of striking 15-year-old
Clarence Hunter, who was ly.
in in bed near the window.
Model Laundry Clears
Up Misunderstanding
Jack Scharff, president of Model Laundry Cleaners,
took steps last week to correct a misunderstanding which
was developing over a plan to use a trained white part-time
worker as a relief employe at one of the firm's branches
during the time a regular Negro employe is on vacation.
The situation involved the Model .Laundry Cleaners
branch at 204 West Brooks road, in Walker Subdivision,
where some customers indicated they preferred having a
Negro serve as relief for the employe going on vacation.io FORMER EMPLOYE
Mr. Scharff was able to obtain the services of a form-
er Negro worker, trained in the operation of the office,
who began work on July 14.
Following is the statement released by Mr. Scharff
last Saturday: "We have employed two Negro sales girls
at the branch office since it opened in November, 1955.
They are Mrs. Willie V. Hayes, of 3310 Rochester. and Mrs.
Gracie Daniel, of 3304 Rochester. It's the policy of our firm
to give vacation to personnel. Mrs. Daniel is scheduled to
go on vacation Monday, July 14 for a two-week period.
"A misunderstanding developed when it was learned
that Mrs. Daniel was to be replaced during her absence by
a trained white part-time employe.
"When our customers indicated that they preferred
having a Negro on the -fob. and it developed that a former
Negro employe was available for the position, that person
was approached for the opening. She is Mrs. Alex L. Han-
na, of 3234 Rochester, who began work at the branch office
on Monday, July 14."
Integration Blessing
Says Schoolteacher
Integration has been a blessing
in disguise for many Negro school
teachers, according to the exper-
ience of one, reported in the July
1958 edition of the Southern School
News.
For 23 years, Miss X. who did
not want her real name used,
taught from 30 to 100 puds in
grades from the first to the tenth,
and served as the school's mu-
sic instructor. When the school
was abolished she moved to St.
Louis.
Now she is teaching in an ele-
mentary school there, and her pay
is almost double what she had
been receiving for far more work.
In addition 16 a better salary,
Miss X now has an opportunity to
s
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52,000 Ready To
Vote, According To
Registration Unit
The Non-Partisan Registra•
Hon Campaign headquarters
office announced that 52,000
Negroes had registered as of
Saturday, July 12. Earl Davis,
one of the campaign officials,
stated that he expected a total
registration of about 53.060 by
the deadline, FRIDAY, JULY
is.
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Order F. J. Earls
To Active Duty
Felton J. Earls assistant distri-
bution officer, Memphis region,
Post Office department, has been
ordered to active duty as Asst.
S-2 first battle group, 29th In-
lantry, Fort Henning, Ga., for his
summer military training.
Mr. Earls holds the rank of
Captain in the United States Army
Reserve.
attend education courses, tuition
free, at the Harris Teachers col-
lege in St. Louis.
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES
Miss X told a Southern School
News reporter that she believed
that integration will provide great-
er opportunities in general for Ne-
goes, just as it has for herself.
• The granddaughter of a slave
woman who learned to read after
Emancipation, Miss X was reared
on a central Missouri farm.
Her father was an eighth grade
graduate hut was well read, and
her mother a school teacher.
There was always an abundance
of books, magazines, and news-
See INTEGRATION, Page 2
Family Once Landless
Now Owns 1,800 Acres
One of the largest and most
prosperous farms in Drew, Mise,
is owned by Mrs. Juanita Scott,
who, during a recent trip to Mem-
phis, opened an account with the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis.
ft was only 33 years ago that
Mrs. Scott, and her husband, Ed-
ward, Sr., started buying their
first few acres of land. Today,
she and three sons, Alexander,
Moses, and Edward, jr., own
1,800 acres of land, upon which
dwell 33 families. Mr. Scott died
last year.
By raising crops scientifically,
Mr. Scott received a prize for the
largest amount produced in the
area. In the late forties, the Scotts
reaped 940 bales of cotton. That,
Mrs. Scott explained, was before
the Government started limiting
the number of acres that could be
planted in cotton.
I In addition to cotton, the Scotts
produce rice, corn, and soybeans
and raise whitefaced Hereford cat
tie on their land.
TOP HOMEMAKER
Mrs. Scott was honored a few
years ago by Mississippi Industrial
college at Holly Springs, and was
cited by the County Agents Home-
makers club for gardening, canning
and general homemaking.
All of the Scotts have beautiful
homes, but the one which was
talked about for miles around, and
which was a show piece in the
area was that which was con-
structed by Edward, jr., far int ex-
cess of $50,000. In it was aliJ. of
the latest labor saving devices,
and both Negroes and whites
came by to gaze on in amaze-
ment.
One day, about two hours .after
Mr. Scott went out of town ,-to
attend a funeral of a relative,
See SUCCESS, Page 2
In Grad Ceremony At Peabody,
CERTIFIED GRAPH() A•
LYsT is the title which Rufus
Coleman holds now after re-
ceiving hit diplome from Mrs.
Lois Lieser, supervisor of in-
struction of the International
Grapho Ana7ysis Society dur-
ing graduation services at the
Hotel Peabo'y last Sunday on
final day of 29th Regional Con.
section. Judge Elizabeth Me.
Cain, of Juvenile Court, behind
Mrs. Lieser delivered the com-
mencement address for the
25 graduating students.
UAW Local 988
Backs Sen. Gore
In Full Force
Negro members of local 988 of
the United Auto Workers union a
International Harvester company
turnechout in almost full force to
endorse, Senator Albert Gore for
reelection to, the U. S. Senate,
Rev, Alexander Gladney said
last week. .
The local, Rev. Gladney said,
held two meetings for the purpose
of giving support to a candi-
date, .and the Gore backers hap-
pear', to be in the majority. Of
the 20 whites at the first meeting,
he said, only one was opposed to
the senator, while about 12 were
in favor of 'the opposing candidate
during a vote at the second
meeting.
There were. more,than 200 Ne-
groes present at the.meeting, 'Rev.
Gladney said, and they attend
sessions more regularly than white
members.
The organization was in favor
of Prentice Cooper when he was
a *dictate for the Vice of gov-
ernor, Tie dropped "out to run for
the "Ben ate. •
,000 See 1. R.
Ten Receive The
Spingarn Medal
Shots Fired Into
Two Homes From
Fast-MovingCars
By STAFF WRITER
A mysterious eight-month campaign by unidentified
whites to terrorize Negro citizens of the rural area sun.
rounding Raleigh, a suburban community near Memphis,
has been intensified in recent weeks with the firing of
shots into two Negro homes by hoodlums in fast-moving,
late model automobiles.
Tension is high in the area, and
Negroes are taking steps to pro-
tect homes and families as a result
of the inability of law enforce,
ment officers to capture the cul-
prits.
On Friday night, July 4, a bullet
smashed into the home of Oliver
Gray, of 5034 Bolen Hues rd., and
came within six inches of strik-
ing the head of 15-year-old Clar-
ence Hunter, who was sleeping
near the window.
SCOTT HOME
A shot was fired lately Into the
home of Vernon Scott, of 3848
Hawkins Mill rd., but fortunately,
in this instance also, no one was
injured. But residents are fearful
that someone may be killed or ser-
iously injured If the attacks con-
tinue.
No one knows, at least none of
the Negro citizens do, just why
the attacks are being made, since
none has attempted to integrate
schools in the area, or purchase
property In a disputed white area.
But as night falls on Negro
homes these warm Summer even-
ings, fathers hurry home, and some
patrol outside until late at night to
calm the nerves of frightened
wives and children inside, some
behind boarded windows.
LOADED SHOTGUN
Hardly any family would risk
sitting on lawns and front porches
in the area for fear of being injur-
ed by bricks and bottles, in past
weeks, and now there is a chance
that someone might be shot and
killed.
Not all of the Incidents have
been reported, but Minor Freeman,
president of the Springhill Civic
club, told a reporter that many of
the Negro citizens in the area have
CLEVELAND — With more than
4,000 persons packed into the
Musia Hall of the Public Audito-
rium and fully another 2,000 un-
able to gain entry, the 43rd
Spingarn Medal was 'presented to
Mrs. S. Bates and the nine
Negro children who broke the
color bar at Little Rock's Central
High School.
Presentation of the individual
medals was made at the Friday
eight session of the 49th annual
NAACP convention which closed
here on July 13. The award was
made to Mrs. Bates and the cgil-
dren in recognition of "their
See MEDAL, Page 2
told him that they only feel safe
now at night when they have a
loaded shotgun within easy reach.
The incidents in the area started
last Halloween night, When young
white hoodlums rode past the home
of Adrian C. Johnson and after a
few passes with Pepsi-Cola bot-
tles — the weapons in most in-
stances — they succeeded in chat-
tering the large picture window in
the living room of his home.
HAD TO SCREEN PORCH
The window has been replaced,
Mr. Johnson said, but he had to
screen in his porch to stave oft
further attacks.
Another family who had a large
picture window in their home shat-
tered with the same kind of bot-
tles were the James Scotts, of 3324
Allen rd.
Mrs. Scott said thtt she had
just returned home from a cousin's
wake on a Saturday night last
January when the first of three
attacks were made on their home.
She said that she was ironing
clothes when a ear came and turn-
ed around In front of the house,
and someone threw a bottle and
smashed a smaller window.
FOUR CHILDREN
On succeeding trips, they were
able to finish the job, and now
Mr. Scott has placed long boards
in front of the window to keep it
from being shattered again.
But the family, which includes
four children whose ages range
from five to 12, have no peace of
mind when night falls these days.
"I always rush to get my work
done before dark," Mrs. Scott said,
"so that we won't have to turn
See SHOTS, Page
It's Torment But . . .
Determined To
Protect Homes
By STAFF WRITER
Luther Nunley, of 3448 Allen rd., is one of the men in
the rural area around suburban Raleigh who Is determined
to protect his home and family from vandals and hood-
lums who have been speeding through the area in an effort
to terrorize Negro citizens there during the past eight
months.
The father of five small chil-
dren, he puts in a hard day at
John A. Denie's and Sons com-
pany, a brick and block manufac-
turing firm, and puts in another
shift after getting home, protect-
ing his family and property.
As a reporter arrived at his home
with leaders of the Springhill
Civic club last Thursday night
and started to get out of an au-
tomobile in front of his house, the
lights of Mr. Nunley's truck were
suddenly flashed on to see if the
visitors were friends or foes.
TWO SHOTGUNS
Recognizing his neighbors, Mr.
Nunley turned off the lights, and
carried the visitors into the house.
Asked what kind of protection
he had, Mr. Nunley said that he
had two shotguns, but did not
go into details on the matter.
Mr. Nunley did say that he stays
up late at night until he feels that
anyone who is bent on doing any
damage will have struck, or gone
home to bed.
ALWAYS NERVOUS
Just down the street from him,
at the home 'of James Scott,
whose window was broken after
three attacks were made upon
the house, 2iIrs. Scott his wife, See
was frightened when an airplane
flew low overhead
A little embarrassed, she ex.
plained that she thought that it was
a car traveling at high speed down
the road. They are always nervous
at night, she said, when they hear
a car coming down the road.
When the reporter and the civie
club leaders approached their
home, Mrs. Scott focused a beans
from a flashlight on them, and her
husband came out of the darkness
from another area.
So afraid was the family that
someone might turn on the light
in the house at the wrong moment
that they had taken all of the
light bulbs from appliances in the
living room, and had to go and
get one after visitors arrived On
the living room table was an emp-
ty box which bad contained shot
gun shells.
NEAT PROPERTY
The house which have been
attacked are not expensively con-
structell for the most part, but
they are situated on beautiful, roll-
ing land, serviced by fairly good
roads.
The gardens and lawns around
PROTECT, Page
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John W. Johnson, Civic
Leader, Educator, Dies
' LEESBURG, Fla. — hundreds
mourned the loss recently of John
Wesley Johnson, one of Central
Florida's outstanding educators
and civic leaders.
Funeral services were held at
St. Paul AME church of Lees-
burg with Rev. W. M. Roberson,
the church pastor, delivering the
eulogy.
' The funeral was under the di-
rection of Clyde A. Dabney, of
Dabney funeral home. The pro-
gram featured the church choir
In foul selected hymns,
Assisting Rev. Roberson was
Rev. C. R. Powell, who gave the
invocation, Rev. H. P. James and
Rev. B. L. Davis, each contribut-
ing a scripture reading and Mrs.
Mayme Mike, who read the obit-
uary.
' A stirring solo was given by
William McKinney, a former stu-
dent of .Lake County Training
school, where Mr. Johnson served
as the first principal.
Miss Dorothy Fields acknowledg-
ed all cards and tributes.
Mr, Johnson will be remember-
ed especially for his contribution
to education as principal of the
local high school.
An able teacher and administrat-
or, hundreds of students graduat-
ed under his supervision and
have developed into worthy citi-
zens.
Mr. Johnson will also be re-
membered for the contribution he
made through instruction and ac-
tual demonstration to the field of
agriculture in Lake County.
The deceased is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Alice E. Johnson;
two daughters, Marjorie and Al-
ice; two sons, Leslie and Jelin
W. Jr.
Interment was at Evergreen Me-
morial Park in Orange Bend, Fla.
Trip To Washington Won
By 125 4-H Club Youth
Approximately 125 Negro boys
and girls from 17 Southern states
will be in Washington, D. C., from
August 10 to 18 for the 11th An-
nual Regional 4-H Club Camp on
the campus of Howard university.
The trip will be a reward for their
achievements in 4-It farm and
borne projects.
l The encampment is being spon-
sored by the Federal Extension
service of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, which is headed
by C. M. Ferguson. Each delega-
tion will be accompanied by two
adult leaders of the Cooperative
Extension Service.
' Highlighting camp activities will
be addresses by educators and
Shots
(Continued from Page 1)
the lights on. Our children are
just scared to death."
' It was Mr. Scott's brother, Ver-
non, into whose house a shot was
fired.
UNSAFE TO WALK
' It has become unsafe also for
Negro citizens to walk along the
roads in the area, as was made
clear by a daylight attack upon
Eugene Brown, 68, of 3873 Ra-
leigh Frayser rd.
Mr. Brown was struck with a
bottle tossed from an old, black
Sedan driven by white adults, he
said.
' On his way home, Mr. Brown
said, the car passed him, and just
as he came along side the vehicle,
a white youngster threw a bottle
at him, and cut him on the right
upper arm, and bruised his ribs.
KNOCKED UNCONSCIOUS
"I was hurt so bad," he said,
"that my wife and a daughter had
to come out on the road and help
me home."
Mr. Brown was carried to john
Gaston hospital, where three
stitches had to be taken to sew
up the wound. Hewas not able to
eturn to his garren work for more
than a week afterward.
A 15-year-old boy, Lee Ernest
Terrell, was knocked unconscious
by an object thrown from a car
at night, and managed to stumble
to the home of Rev. W. Rhodes, of
3722 Hawkins Mill rd., where he
received aid.
REFUSED TO ARREST MEN
Persons who have been:attack-
ed said that the group use three
different cars to travel around the
area, and have concealed the li-
cense plates to keep from being
Identified. They also keep quiet
when making the attacks and have
delivered no messages.
' Mr. Freeman said that authori-
ties have been making investiga-
tions: but that so far, during the
eight-month period, they have been
unable to find the culprits.
Mrs. Scott said that on one re-
cent occasion a greup of white men
came and parked in front of their
house on Allen rd., and that they
caned the sheriff's office, but de-
puties who arrived refused to ar-
rest the men because they said
they were breaking no law.
"If it had been the other way
around, and Negroes were parked
in front of a white home, they
would have found some reasons
to arrest them," she said.
high government officials, a tour
of the Agricultural Research Cen-
ter at Beltsville, Md., and visits
to the White House, the Capitol,
Mount Vernon, Arlington National
Cemetery and other famous spots.
P. H. Stone, camp director,
points out that in addition to the
tours and addresses, the young
people will take part in a number
of group discussions. Paralleling
the delegates' conference will be
professional improvement work-
shops for the visiting 4-H lead-
ers.
States to be represented by the
Head, Heart, Hands and Health
delegates will include Tennessee,
Alabama, Arkansas, Deleware,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Lou-
isian a, Maryland, Misissippi
Missouri, North Carolina, Oak-
lahoma, South Carolina, Texas,
Virginia and West Virginia,
Plea For Race
Mixing Denied
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — City
School Board of Chattanooga, said
July 9 that "it would be extreme-
ly unwise to comply with the re-
quest" that public schools be in-
tegrated at the start of the Fall
term late next month. It was a
unanimous decision.
Douglas Carter, president of
ment, the group which made the
request, said he would have no
comment until after a meeting of
his organization in the near fu-
ture,
The board had previously stat-
ed that schools would not be inte-
grated for "probably five years or
more."
Admits Slaying
Two Policemen
Maurice Bickham, 41, has ad-
mitted killing two Mandeville, La.,
policemen last week, according to
officers.
Bickham, picked up in Baton
Rouge, 60 miles away and wound-
ed in the stomach, according to
authorities, has confessed that he
shot Gua Gill, 60, and Jake Gallo-
way, 50; on a road just outside
of Mandeville. Their bodies were
found with their weapons and car
missing.
Baton Rouge police said Bick-
ham was carrying two .38 caliber
revolvers when they picked him
up.
UCLA SCHEDULES GRID
TILT WITH N. C. STATE
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
UCLA will play North Carolina
State College in an intersectional
football game Friday night, Nov.
13, 1959, in Memorial Coliseum
here, Athletic Director Wilbur
Johns announced.
Scheduling of the North Carolina
State Wolfpack which won the
1957 Atlantic Coast Conference
title gives the Celan* at least
eight games for 1959, which will
be the school's first season out of
the Pacific Coast Conference. uccess
• lak
MONEY FOR RESEARCH—
A $5,000 cliegk was deposited
last week with • the Tri-State
Bank of Memphis, completing
a $10,000 pledge made ba, the
national officers of the Prince
Hall Masons for tuberculosis
and cancer research. From left
are Eddie Pinksten, imperial
potentate; Jesse Turner, cash.
ier of Tri-State Bank et Mem.
phis; S. S. Smith, deputy di-
rector of the Dads of Tennes-
see; Mrs. Marie .C. Jeep, il-
lustrious commandress of Moo-
lah Court No. 22; and Rev.
Charles F. Williams, most
worshipful grand master of
the jurisdiction of Tennessee.
The money was a part of
that whkh the organization
deposited with Negro-owned
banks throughout the United
States (Withers Photo.)
Old Graduate
New Prexy Of
Livingstone
SALISBURY, N. C. — Dr. S.
E. Duncan, a graduate of Living-
stone college, took over the duties
as president of the school last
week, and was given a brief wel-
come by the faculty of the Sum-
pier school and Dr. W. J. Trent,
whom he succeeds.
Dr. Duncan received his early
schooling in the public schoola of
Salisbury, and after graduating
from Livingstone studied for the
master and doctor of philosophy
degrees at Cornell university.
The new college prexy's exper-
ience includes principalships at the
Dunbar High school in East Spen-
cer, and Washington High school
in Reidsville. For eight years he
served as state supervisor for
Negro high schools, and he also
taught at several colleges as visit-
ing professor.
Dr. Trent, who became presi-
dent emeritus in 1857 on his re-
tirement from the school, was pres-
ident of Livingstone for 32 years.
The school is sponsored by the
AME Zion church.
Medal
A
(Continued from Page 1)
pioneer role in upholding the basic
ideals of American democracy, in
the face of continuing harassment
and constant threats of bodily in-
jury."
In his presentation address, Dr.
William E. Stevenson, president
of Oberlin College, praised the six
girls and three boys for their "ma-
turity, wisdom and courage" and
expressed the hope that "perhaps
it will be their contemporaries,
the white children of Little Rock
and of the nation, who will work
out the final solutions."
fCe1 COMMUNITY IMMUNE
Dr. Stevenson reminded the del-
egates and visitors that "no com-
munity throughout our land is
altogether immune from the prob-
lems which have conigonted Little
Rock,, but each community should
hope that if aa'crisis occurs it will
find the kind of leadership by ex-
ample which these students and
Mrs. Bates have displayed so
patiently, courageously, and so
constructively."
Responding to Dr. Stevenson's
presentation address, Mrs. Bates
said that she accepted the medal
not for herself but rather "as a
tribute to all the people of the
South — Negro and white — who
want our country to be in truth
the land of the free. I stand here
merely as a representative of
these millions of Americans who
place loyalty to our country and
its democratic principles above
tradition and provincial prejudic-
es."
Funeral Directors To
Hold National Meet
The 21st Annual Convention of
the National Funeral Directors
and Morticians Associations will
convene Aug. 4-7 at the Hotel New
Yorker, in New York city. 0. P.
Chiles, president and Robert H.
Miller, general secretary, and
their families and other members
will travel from various sections
of the country to attend.
All morticians and funeral- di-
rectors from the New York area
are invited to attend the extensive
demonstrations of funeral equip-
ment. Automotive displays will
feature the latest in design and
performance.
A daily program sponsored by
the Educational committee will be
featured this year around the
theme, "Educating Morticians for
Funeral Service in the Space
Age."
The Annual Award banquet on
Aug. 5 will feature John H. John-
son Publications. Jackie Robin-
son will participate also, along
with Mrs. Jennie Morris of Phila-
delphia, who will be honored as
the outstanding "Woman of the
Year" by the National Funeral Di.
rector and Embalmer magazine.
On Wednesday, a night boat ride
down the Hudson river is planned.
A formal president's ball will
close the four day session, featur-
ing many top stars of the enter-
tainment world.
Baby sitting service will be
available to parents so that they
will not be hampered in partici-
pating in the activities.
(('ontinued from Page 1)
the house mysteriously caught
fire, and burned to the ground.
No one was able to tell how it
started, but investigates said
that evidence showed that it was
started from the inside.
WISE INVESTMENTS
All of the Scotts have the ac-
quisitive Mstinct. A daughter, Mrs.
‘aelna Florence, a teacher in the
Greenwood City school system,
and her teacher - husband, are
b iying a 20-apartment building for
teachers. Mrs. Florence is a
graduate of Spelman college in
Atlanta, and her husband finish-
ed at Morehouse.
Only one of the Scott boys
has moved cut of the state. aail
that one is Harvey, who gradu-
ated from Tennessee A and I State
university at Nashville, with a
degree in business administration
Asked if the Scott family was
still buying land, Mrs. Scott re,
plied, no. and that she believed
that they had enough now.
Postal Worker Is Now
Handwriting Analyst
A postal worker whose spare-
time study of psychology and
metaphysics sparked his interest
in handwritina specimens was one
of 25 persons who received di-
plomas as certified grapho
analysts in graduation services at
the Hotel Peabody last Sunday.
The postal worker who is now
qualified to analyze handwriting
is Rufus Coleman, of 1540 S. Mont-
gomery at., who was awarded his
certificate at the twenty-ninth
anniversary of the Southern Reg-
ional Convention of the Interna-
tional Grapho Analysis Society,
inc., which was held here from
July 11 through 13.
Delivering the' commencement
address for the graduates was
Judge Elizabeth McCain, of Juve-
nile Court of Memphis, who charg-
ed 'he graduates to remain loyal
to professional ethics as they en-
tered the profession.
Mr. 0,oleman was awarded his
diploma after having studied with
the society which has its head-
quarters in Springfield, Mo., for
a year and a half. He plans to
continue with post graduate work.
Can Be Improved
Mr. Coleman said that he firm-
ly believes that one's character
is revealed in one's handwriting,
and that with the proper super-
vision, both can be changed. The
person with the bad handwriting
and the bad character, however,
he said, must recognize his need,
and be willing to make the im-
provement.
As a worker in the post office,
the graphs analyst said that he
has abundant opportunity to put
his studies to use.
"I see the bad, and the good,"
he said. "There are many of
each kind."
Just what does he plan to do
with the knowledge, now that he's
got it?
Al" .1 Uses
"I plan to use it in child and
LOT OF SERVICE
The American Hotel Association
figures that 1,030,000 persons
could be served at one time in
the dining rooms, coffee shops,
cafeterias and lunch counters of
all the hotels in the U. S.
One fourth of the nation's steel
comes from Pennsylvania plants.
vocational guidance, solving fam-
ily problems, personnel selection.
and to seek out talented persons,"
he said.
Mr. Coleman said that he has
an offer to teach classes in the
subject to a group down in Tupe-
lo, Miss., and that will take up
around two or three days a week.
Mr. Coleman is a graduate of
Florida Elementary and Booker
T. Washington High schools.
While taking correspondence cours-
es, he said; he attended a group
study periodically in the office of
Earl E. Davenport, a professional
graph° analyst, who is located In
the McCall building.
On hand to see Mr. Coleman re-
ceive his diploma were Mrs.
Coleman, his wife; Eliehue Stan'
back, Mrs. Erma Scott, and Mrs.
Caroline Cook, a graphs analysis
student of Atlanta, Ga.
Gore Winning ' Mrs. Wilkins Buried;
Friends With A Was Popular Modiste
Moderate Theme
Senator Albert Gore is demon-
strating that a candidate can re-
frain from using the racial issue
as a political foctball and sill win
friends and influence people.
The Tennessee junior senator
drew loud applause last week in
Cleveland, Tenn., when he defend-
ed his stand on the Civil Rights
issue. He said, "The right to vote
is the very hallmark of a free
man, and it should not be denied
to any qualified citizens, man or ,
woman, rich or poor, Jew or Gen-
tiel."
During his visit to Memphis
earlier in the campaign, Senator
Gore told a group of citizens that
he would accept any part of h i s
record in the senate as a cam-
paign issue.
. Rolling through t h e state,
with his campaign pitched on a
lower level is the Senator's oppon-
ent Prentice Cooper. In an effort
to draw crowds as he rolls into
small towns, Mr. Cooper h a s
added a sound truck, and is pre-
ceded by its blaring of "Dixie,"
as he comes in to make a verbal
attack upon Senator Gore.
CRITICIZING GORE
He criticized Senator Gore for
not getting a portion of the
North-South interstate superhigh-
way placed in West Tennessee,
and for not having highway 51
widened.
At the time that Mr. Cooper
was blaming Senator Gore for lack
of 'progress in the state, the Senat-
or was preparing to return to
Washington to vote for af arm
bill, and blaming the Republicans
because, "It's' not a very good
one."
The crowd gave him a big
round of applause when he prom-
ised to dc better "when we get a
new president and new secretary
of agriculture."
Firemen Find It:
Smoke And No Fire
LONDON — (UPI) — Three fire
engines raced 10 a butcher's shop
and began hauling out equipment,
ready to quench the fire that sent
smoke pouring from the shop.
"Hey, quit it," yelled owner
Richard Bridger. "I'm smoking
some continental salt beef and I
just opened the doors to let the
smoke out."
Funeral services for Mrs. Julya
P. Wilkins, wife of Dr. E. H. Wat-
kins and a popular modiste here
for many years were held on Tues-
day at Clayborn Temple A. M. E.
church, with Rev. H. L. Starks,
the pastor, officiating.
Mrs. Wilkins died at her home
at 1003 Leath at., after a brief ill-
ness, Her death was attributed to
a heart attack which she suflered
earlier.
A native of Port Gibson, Miss.,
she was educated in the public
schools of that state, and receiv-
Integration
'(Continued from Page 1)
papers In the house and all four
of the 'children, including Miss X
were sent to the Lincoln university
high school in Jefferson City. It
meant leaving the farm home and
living in a dormitory after the
age of 13.
HEADED NAACP BRANCH
After completing high school in
three years, she went on to what
was then all-Negro Lincoln uuiver-
sity, and in 1933 received her
bachelor of arts degree in chem-
istry, summa cum laude.
Interested in the prob-
lems Negroes face in gaining
equality, Miss X served for 10
years as president of the local
branch of the NAACP.
As a teacher in a big city, Miss
X said that one of the greatest
problems facing the urban teach-
er is that of taking care of chil-
dren in families which have re-
cently migrated from the South.
RIGHT START
In instances where the children
make little progress, she said that
it is difficult to tell whether the
children were retarded or the vic-
tims of a poor environment.
The teacher stressed the import-
ance of giving a child the right
start in school. "Get rid of the
lazy lips as we call it," she said.
"The kindergarten, first and sec-
ond grades mean so much.
If they don't get a good founda-
tion, they are crippled from then
on."
Rio de Janeiro is growing at a
rate of 70,000 per Pear.
ADIOS TO MEMPHIS was
said by 39 Memphis members
of the Vance ave. branch of
the YWCA as they left here
last Sunday en route to Old
Mexico, The group will stop
at various places of interest
along the way, and many of
them were exicted about their
opportunity to see a bull fight
while in that country. In
charge of the group was Mrs.
Addle J. Owens, extreme left,
executive director of the Vance
ave. branch.
ed special traming for her profes-
sion.
Mrs. Wilkins was married to Dr.
Robert I.. Redmond during her
early young womanhood, Aid
they became tha parents of one
son and a daughter before the
marriage was terminated M di-
vorce.
An active member of the AME
church from early childhood, she
joined Clayborn Temple AME
there for many years. She was a
member of the Ladies' Auxiliary of
the Medical, Dental, and Pharma-
ceutical society, and belonged to
the Hiawatha Art and Social club.
SURVIVORS
Aside from her husband, a local
practitioner and surgeon, Mrs. Veil.
tins is survived ay a daughter,
Mrs. Minnie Bell Redmond Bowl-
es, a librarian at the Crane Branch
of the Chicago Teachers, college its
Chicago; and a brother, Dr. Riley
F. Thomas, a member of the
faculty of the Howard university
School of Medicine in Washington,
D. C.
Other survivors Include three
aunts, Mrs. Eliza Hunter, Mrs. Vir-
gie James and Mrs. Lotivenia
Barrier, of Los Angeles, a nephew
Frederick R. Thomas, of Balti-
more, and a host of other relatives
and friends.
Interment was in Elmwood ce-
metery, with members of her clubs
serving as honorary pallbearers.
T. H. Hayes and Sons Fineral
home was in charge of arrange-
ments.
Voters Suffer
Unfair Tests
Citidg intimidation and unfair
literacy tests to keep the Negro
from the polls in the South, Har-
old Fleming, director of the
South were registered in 1956.
Mr. Fleming aired these find-
ings at the 15th annual Race Re-
lations Institute at Fisk university,
in Nashville, Tenn.
The Negro tenant farmers in
the black belt are "forced to stay
in. their places" by economic or
or physical intimidation, added.
Mr. Fleming. "You've got to be
a genius to pass one if yiAere
a Negro, he said speaking of the
use of the socalled literacy test
to establish voting qualification.
Charles G. Gomillion, nresi-
dent of the Tuskegee Civic Asso-
ciation was cited by Dr. Lewis
Jones, director of the Southern
Rural Life Center at Tuskegee In.-
stitute as being "the most influ-
ential man in Tuskegee."
Dr. Jones said the economic
boycott of white merchants in Tus-
kegee was launched by Goma.
lion's association.
•
Protect
(Continued from Page 1)
them are neatly kept, and reflect
the residents' pride its their
homes, They are civic minded,
and in recent weeks they have
been registering in large numbers
Citizens for General Improve-
in order to participate in the Au-
gust 7 election. A new elementary
school is being constructed for the
Negroes in the area, and will be
a beautiful structure when it is
completed.
Before joining Minor Freeman,
president of the Springhill Civic
club to make a visit to the homes
of persons who had been attacked,
the reporter asked if it would
be safe to leave his car parked
along the highway. He was told
that it would not be, because some-
one might come along and throw
a brick through the windshield,
and he moved it onto a private
driveway off of the highway.
544* Iota-
AUGUS -I- SALE
STARTS
MONDAY FioN, MISS THIS EVENTI I 1
SAVE UP TO 50%I
EASY TERMS
JULY 21st
Free parking next door while shopping.
HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
MAIN AND POPLAR MEMPHIS, TENN
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countries to be the strongest love sume t h e chairmanship of this
medicine), lettuce seeds, endive, board,
jasmin, orange blossom, lily and Bishop Greene, senior bishop of
rose petals, fresh violets, wild pop- the church and chairman of the
PY, vervain, myrtle, anemone and powerful general board intervenedbasil and called for the secretary of the
board of education, Dr. L. Sylves-
ter Odom of Kansas City, Mo. to
read an injunction that was issued
by the Common Pleas Court a/
Philadelphia. restraining Bishop
Nichols from serving on this board
in any capacity.
In the light of this injunction,
which the education board did not
see fit to oppose, Bishop Greene
could not be heard or -recognized
in this assembly. Despite t h i s,
Bishop Nichols continued to talk
although he received no recogni-
tion.
Dr. Hubert N. Robinson, pastor
of Ebenezer AME church, Detroit,
cuestioned the effect of an injunc-
tion issued in Philadelphia having
any authority in matters transpir-
ing in Kansas.
In order to avoid any further
question, Bishop Greene called for
an opin on of the bound of educa-
tion.
By a vote of 23 to 1 (Robinson
being the dissenter) the b.,atcl
moved to abide by the spirit and
inient of the injunctiea, especiady
since Bishop Nichols is being held
by Magistrate Harry Ellick of
Philadelphia for a grand jury hear-
ing. Nichols is under 8100 bond
to appear.
PRIMM ELECTED CHAIRMAN
A further indication of the de-
Starts SATURDAY!
JULY 19
4 BIG DAYS!
STRONG MEN...
WITH STRONG HATES!
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FINAL RITES for 14-year-old
John BcrY Ganion, who was
crushed to death along with a
friend. liarison Franklin, 13
when an industrial tractor on
which they were riding jack•
41111 knifed and pined them be.
•
neath it as they were driving
on a wet farm road, were
held at the Hayes Funeral
home in Memphis and at the
graveside in the Gamon ceme•
tery of the Garnon coniuni-
ty near Marion, Ark., last Fri-
day. In photo, left, around (Nis.
ket in cemetery, are honor-
ary pallbearers from Jack and
DI club. s In photo at right
are sen the sictim's parents,
The [hushes Of Trenton Love PotionsSpend Vacation In East
Sy MRS. JUDITH ANDERSON 'Times Square, Madison Square Have BiblicalDr. and Mrs. Oliver W. Boush,
of Trenton, Tenn., spent their va-
cation in the East this summer
and visited such cities as Balti-
more, Washington, D. 0., and New
'York City.
While in Washington, the couple
visited Mrs. Mollie B. Franklin,
the mother of Dr. Boush; W. H.
Boush and Julian F. Boush :n New
York City. They were the guests
of many other friends also.
In New York City they occupied
a suite on one of the top floors
of the Waldorf Astoria hotel for
several days, and were impressed
at night with the bright lights on
•
the streets far below.
They also visited such places as
Garden, and the Empire State
building.
Not all of their vacation vcas
spent in the bustling cities, for
they went to the Eastern Shore
of Maryland where they, remain
several days on the beaches amid
the salt air, and observed the
rolling sea with white-capped
waves.
Nighttime entertainment for the
couple included several beach
parties in various cottages by the
shore. The Boushes were very
much impressed by the hospitality
which they found in the East, as
were their friends who heard them
tell of their wonderful experiences
this summer.
Annual NPA Meet
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The 11th
Session of the National Poro As-
sociation held here was a success.
More than 150 delegates and visit-
ors from 48 states were in at I
tendance.
Founders Day and impressive,
memorial service was held for the
ate Annie M. Malone founder,
president of the 58-year-old Poro
College and Product company.
Mrs. Ella Martin of Georgia gave
the history of airs. Malone. Mrs.
Bertha Mack gave the history of
the National Poro Association.
The Founders and educational
programs were presided over by
Miss Wilma G. Nichols, Conven-
tion chairman. The welcome on
the behalf of the church was given
by Mrs. Mary S. Nation. Two min-
utes greetings from Rev. W. P.
Foley, pastor of Payne Chapel
AME church and treasurer of the
Ministers Alliance, Miss Lelia But-
ler, chairman of the trustee board
of the City Federation of Women's
Clubs. Mr. Samuel O'Neal, execu-
tive vine-president of Citizens
Federal Savings and Loan Asso-
ciation, Mrs. Alice P. Allen of
Miles college: Mrs, Felecia Dew,
secretary of the Birmingham
Beauticians Association; Mrs. Rob-
bie Divers of Payne College; Mrs.
Barbara V. Durr of the madam
Ai. J. Walker Alumni; Dr. Milo
gikrurnbo and Mr. Roland Moody,
Mo., recording secretary; Clara-
bell Jackson, New Jersey, assist-
ant recording secretary, Maude Lo-
gan, Illinois, financial secretary,
Etheline Alexander, Ohio; assistant phial containing black pepper and
financial secretary, Louise Ligon, myrrh, powdered cyprus and mix-
Tenn.; treasurer, Callie Parrish, ed in an Egyptian perfume. This
Ohio; Parliamentarian, Priscilla was meant to insure undying love
Dean Lewis, Indiana; chaplain, through the years.
Mrs. Beulah Bragg, Mo.; assistant Orange blossoms and white lilies
chaplain, Mrs. Velma Sherman, have always been used as love
Tenn.; statistician, Mrs. Rosa Lee potion bases, and are still today
the traditional flower of brides.
Red roses, since ancient times
have been pressed, or eaten raw
or dried, as a love guarantee.
Some ancient love potion recipes,
Background
The history of lov'e potions and
charms can be traced back to the
Bible (Genesis XXX.14) and wind
their romantic way right up to our.
own day, according to the Wallace
Silversmiths Research Library,
in a special research report for
the introduction of their new ro-
mantic sterling pattern, "My
Love,' Wallace silversmiths found
that of all known metals, only
silver and gold were supposed to
have special "love" properties.
Indeed, most love charms, pow-
ders, special nerbs, etc. were al-
ways encased in ornate, hand-
wrought silver containers.
For, according to ancient belief,
only silver had the power to protect
,the magic of love and to ward off
I all troubles, These love potion con-
tainers are still seen today in themanagers of Pero College and Pro- form of beautiful silver pill boxesducts Company gave remarks, and charm holders.Rey. A, Wayman Ward, presid-
ing elder of the Chicago Conference LOVE POTION
and former pastor of the late Shakespeare mentions the Man-An-
drake root (Midsummer Night'snie M. Malone, was introduced by
Miss Wilma G. Nichols, whose ad- Dream) as a powerful love potion.
dress was constructive and full ef The root itself often looks like
information and inspiration, human limbs, and is today the
The following officers were elect- most important and popular love
charm in Egypt and other Easterned: Ernestine Mahan, president, countries, where it ,s traditionallyCincinnati; Ella Ramsey Martin,, presented to bridal couples as a
vice president; Catherine Lang- symbol of wedded bliss and guar-
sbn, Jackson, Miss., 2nd vice pres antees large families of boys.
ident; Elizabeth Troope St. Louis, Love potions take many forms,
but are usually a concoction of
herbs and flowers. The ancient
Greeks and Romans usually pre-
sented their brides with a silver
Hale, Wisconsin; sergeant-at-arms,
Mrs. Louella Itarper, Indiana. pub-
licity chairman, Ruth J. Jackson,
Alabama; Organizer, Parthenia
Bell, Miss.; chairman executive
Board, Mrs. Callie P. Smith, Ohio.
co-chairman, Mrs. Goldie C. Vin- power are:
cent, Mo.; secretary, Mary Pclk, Greek: For making a powerfulMo.; assistant secretary, Jestine love powder, crush the seeds ofGiven. Michigan. 
any 3 different wild flowers (den- ing of denomitational funds as aPresid nt's Coun h i
Mr. and Mrs, John Gamon,
jr., with Mrs. Ginion being
suported by Taylor Hayes, of
T. H. Hayes and Sons Furter-
al home. Services for the
Franklin youth were held in
Waverly, Ark., last Sundly.
Ex
-Jamaica
Chief Plans
Wedding
LONDON — (UPI) — Sir John
Huggins 66-year-old former gov-
he plans to marry the 45-year-old
ernor of Jamaica, said this week
dress shop owner for whom he
left his wife, Lady Molly, and ran
off to Italy.
Sir John returned to London
Sunday night from his romantic
Italian vacation with Mrs. Mar-
garet Hitchcock. They took up
quarters yesterday in a $30-a-week
two
-bedroom apartment in Hamp-
shire.
The former governor and the
stylish, silver-haired Mrs. Hitch-
cock announced they would marry
"some time in the future!"
Sir John created a sensation
two weeks ago when he walked
out on Lady Iluggins and flew oft
to Rapallo, Italy for a vacation
in the sun.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPD —
The first Negro hostess candidate
of a major U. S. airline was wash-
ed out of training school because
of "physical deficiencies," it was
learned last week.
The girl, Margaret Grant, 21 of
New York, entered the Trans
World Airlines hostess school
here June 16, along with 40 other
girls, all white. The class gradu-
ated July 10.
TWA announced in New York on
May 12. that it had hired Miss
Grant to become its first Negro
hostess. At the same time, a suit
against TWA, charging discrimi-
nation, was dropped.
A feeder airline. Mohawk of
Mrs. R. Hurley, NAACP south- Ga., Miss North Carolina, South
west regional secretary, will be the Carolina and Tenn. Mrs, Hurley
principal speaker at the city wide was appointed regional secretary
recognition service July 29, 7:30 with moe than 350 branches and
p. m., at Mt. Olive ('ME church. 50.000 members.
honoring ward and precinct lead- Serving in this capacity she hasera who have been engaged in the
Non-Partisan Registration cam-
paign. Rev. H. C. Bunton is pas.
tor.
Born and educated in Washing-
ton, D. C., Mrs. Hurley is 3 gradu-
ate of Miner Teachers college and
the Robert Terrll Law School of
that city. She has served in the
Treasury department of the Fed-
eral government.
She was one of the reorganizers
of the Washington Branch of the
NAACP, being a charter member
of the executive committee. She
also organized the Washington
Youth Council and during her
sociation's national office,
She became NAACP Youth secre-
tary in 1943 with the responsibility
of organizing .the NAACP Youth
and over-all direction of yosth pro-
grams.
MADE REGIONAL SECRETARY
In 1991, going from youth or-
ganizing to all-out organizing she
was asked by the late Walter Whit
to coordinate Membership cam-
paigns in five southern states. 'The
traveled thousands of miles each
year organizing and visiting branch
es, speaking for NAACP and other
organizations meetings and in-
vestigating numerous cases.
Her work in the Emmett Till
and Rev. George Lee cases, con-
cerning the Miss. Delta, gained
Mrs. Hurley National notice.
Previously, she was cited as
"Citizen of the Year" by the Bir-
mingham Chapter of the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity. For her work
in the face of "hostility and threat-
ening violence" she was placed on
the Chicago Defender Honor Roll
work as adviser to that grohp she l in 1956,
attracted the attention of the as- Mrs. Hurley fs a member of nu-
merous organizations in the Human
Relations Field including the Y.
W. C. A.. the Y. M. C. A., and the
Southern Regional Council.
She is an active member In the
St. Paul Methodist church in Bir-
mingham, Ala., being a past pres-
ident of its Wesleyan Service
Guild,
The Non-Partisan Registration
campaign, under the direction of
W. C. Patton has been successful
Southeast Region was estab-1 in getting more than 50,000 Ne-
liaised in Birmingham, Ala , Fla., grays registered.
New York, employs the only Negro
hostess in the United States.
When questioned about the pro-
spective graduation, a TWA spok-
esman replied, "she washed out
because of physical deficiencies
about two weeks ago."
The spokesman said a routine
physical examination disclosed a
"rare ailment, rot infectious, but
which could be aggravated by pro-
longed flying."
, He said the findings were dou-
ble checked by the University of
Kansas City and the Presbyterian
Hospital in New York.
Copper is added to some steel
in small amounts to increase re-
sistance to atmospheric corrosion
also some times to incre ate
The brine from sweet pickles
gives potato salad a delicious
flavor and can be substituted for
vinegar.
Americans Eating
Candy At 18 Lbs.
Per Person Yearly
WASHINGTON — (UPI) a--
americans ate more candy last
year than even before.
Sates totaled 3,068.000 pounds.
per capita consumption was 18.1
pounds, sesemtenths of a pound
more than in 1936, but under
the record of 20.5 pounds for
1941.
J111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIII11111111111111111l1I111111111?
Bar Bishop Nichols from
Presiding At Church Meet
said to have great magical love WICHITA, Kan. — Bishop De- informed Bishop Nichols that he termination of the body not to
recogMze Bishop Nichols, the body
voted unanimously for Bishop How-
ard T. Primm of Texas to serve as
chairman of this body that has the
control of all AME colleges and in-
stitutes.
catur ,Ward Nichols, former pre-
late of the 11th Episcopal district
and now under fire for an account-
c c a rman, delion, thistle, etc.) together with result of recent civil action filed
4111.1111 
Mrs. Ruby Rowell Towner, Tenn.; the berries of mistletoe. Jry them in Philadelphia, attempted unsuc-111111111111111116- co-chairman, Annie L. Jones, Ohio well in the oven; then crush into cessfully to assume the chairman-MALCO
Three
times
funnier
because
he's got
troubles
with
TRIPLETS!
.co-chairman, Luella Harper. Indi- a powder. Mix with hot water or ship of the general board of edit-ana; financial secretary. Classie a drop of wine, cation to the AME church in sea-Ruff, Georgia; treasurer, Rosie Lee
Hale, Wisconsin; chaplain, Lillie The most popular herbs and sion here at St. Paul AME church
Little, Tenn.; parliamentarian, Lu- flowers supposed to have magical last week.love properties are carrots (from Nichols was greeted with singingella Harper, Indiana.
Greek times, believed in many and mild booing as he stood to as-
"Roses for the Home" gives
othei pointers on the culture of
home garden roses, and on disease
and insect control. It also describ-
es different classes of biagla and
climbing roses. Single copies of
"Roses for the Home" (1-1G 25) are
free on request to the Office of
Information, U. S. Department of
i agriculture, Washington 25, D. C.
Perhaps the next time a young
man sends one dozen roses, it
might be interesting to eat them
as a salad. It's today's newest
rage in France,
CAMDEN, Ark. — (UPI) — Arkansas sheriff's offi-
cers discosed they confiscated a burned effigy of a "black
woman" which they found hanging on a civil war monu-
ment at Camden's courthouse square about midnight Fri-
day.
Deputy Sheriff Charles Gillespie meat of Colored People.
said a sign strung across the chest The effigy was viewed by bun-
of the charred effigy read dreds of people returning from a'
Daisy Bates — Ike's best friend," rally for Gov. Orval E. Faubus..
• and indicated it was the second 
About 
3,0°° 
persons attended thelsuch effigy found in Ouachita 
 
county during the past two days. rally, held at tne city's fair-,
The sign was an obvious refer. grounds.
tome ti Mrs L. C. Bates, president' Police, who refused to discuss
of the Arkansas chapter of the Na- the incident, said no investigation'
11111111111111111.11111111r tional Association for the Advance. was planned.
-
This ad is worth one pay- I
ment on any repossessed I
or returned car, 1955's,
1957's, 1956's, just take up
notes as low as $37. All
models and body styles In-
cluding convertible and
station wagons, some
trucks.
See Me In Person
Tom
Gideon ,
HULL DOBBS
Third & Gayoso
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone JA. 6-8871 I
New 1958 Fords fully fac- •
tory equipped $95 down,
$57.756per month including I
GROUND-BREAKING cere•
mony for the Goodwill Ilumea
for underprivileged Negro chil-
dren will be held on the six-
acre plot at Whitehaven•Caple•
ville and Horn Lake rds. in
South Shelby county nest Sun-
day at j p. on, The Goodwill
Homes, shown in this archi-
tect's drawing will include a
one-story building for boys,
another for girls, and will have
What can you get with t h e
Quality Stamps that you receive
wnen you shop at the Big Star
stores?
Well, it depends on just how
many stamp books you have, of
course; aria whether or not you
have the will power to redeem the
stamps one book at a time, or
wait until you have saved up
quite a few.
There are a considerable num-
ber of useful items which you can
get with one book of stamps.
Among them are a silver a s h
tray, a sterling silver rattler for
the baby, a baby's silver spoon, a
cigarette lighter, a Flash Master
camera, a Lux alarm clock, a
cook book, a dictionary, book ends,
a brass door knocker, and a long
list ..t toys to name only a few.
But save a few more books and
you can redeem a Parker 51 bun.
Sot,, July 19, 194
a building containing offices,
a living room, and dining area
In between, Contract for the
construction of the building
has been awarded to Edgar
H. Davis and Sons, prominent
local contractors. Officiating
at the ground breaking cere-
mony will be John A. Parsons,
president of the Goodwill
Homes for Children. Inc.
lain pen set, beverage set, •
bridge table, a folding buffet, or
folding chairs.
A person with a large number
of books saved over a period of
months can really do business at
the Quality Stamps Redemption
Store at 1323 Union ave.
Come in with 10 books of Quality
Stamps, and walk away with a
Westinghouse Grill.NWaffler; for
14 books there is a Hamilton
Beach Food mixer; and the per-
son with 26 books is eligible to
carry out a Smith-Corona "Sky-
writer" typewriter.
When you redeem your Quality
Stamps for valuable merchandise,
it is only the second part of a
sensible saving scheme. The first
comes when you shop at Big Star
and receive high quality mer-
chandise at the very lowest pos-
sible prices.
Mrs. Ann Hall And Son
Attend Family Reunion
Or. and Mrs. Charles Radford
Lawrence were honored at a
party celebrating their twentieth
wedding anniversary on June 21
at their beautiful home at Sky
View Acres in Pomona. N. Y.
The beautifully-decorated tables
carried out the theme of the
couple's two decades of married
life. A special highlight of the
occasion was the presentation of
a picture of the bridal party
trimmed in lace. At the formal
dinner, guests seated with the
Lawrences were among those
who participated in the wedding
20 years ago.
Exquisite gifts of china were
presented to the couple by the
guests.
Host and hostesses for the cele-
bration were Mr. and Mrs. Geof-
frey Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Jack Moses, and Mrs. Ann Hall.
Mrs. Moses is the former Lois
Lawrence, and Mrs. Hall the form -
em Ann Lawrence.
Among the guests were Rev.
and Mrs. S. A. Morgan, parents
of Dr. Margaret Lawrence. Rev.
Morgan performed the marriage
ce.emony for the couple in 1938.
ATTENDANTS PRESENT
Others were Mr. and Mrs. Chris-
topher Jones, of Richmond, Va.
A cousin of Mrs. Lawrence, she
served as her matron of honor
at the weddina.
Also present were Mrs. Marga-
ret Frasier, of Jamaica, Long
Island, N. Y.: Mr. and Mrs. James
Farley and their daughter, Bets
Ann, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Green, of New York
City; Mr. and Mrs. D. Jack Moses,
and their children, of West Ches.
per, Pa.: Mrs. Ann Hall, and son.
Walter, of Memphis; Mr. arid Mrs.
Geoffrey Lawrence, and their
son. Geoffrey, jr., of Brooklyn.
Others present were Mrs. Aurae*
Farris and Miss Sandra Whittinr
ton, of New York City: John and
Raymond Gee, of Brooklyn; and
the Lawrence's children, Sara,
Charles III. and Paula.
Dr. Lawrence in a member of
the faculty of Brooklyn college.
and his wife is in charge of men-
tal health service of the Rockland
County school system.
The anniversary celebration of
the couple also served as a re-
union for the members of the
Lawrence family, who are children
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charles
R. Lawrence, of Memphis.
Every pair of summer shoes;
also limited selection of fall
styles on sale now. . .terrific
MONDAY and THURSDAY
UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
Finest selection of Freeman and Edwin Clapp Shoes In the South
4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., July 19, 1958
FROM THE OLD to the New
—Mrs. Mattie R. Tapp teen
(erg 68-year-old nit mbar of the
Mother Church of African Meth-
odism in Tenn., and a member
One of the most pathetic ad-
missions in the Bible is brought
Out in the admission of Paul
when he said I have a thorn
in the flesh. Only a few days ago
I thought of this statement made
by Paul. Whatever he wanted to
be there was always this handicap
that prevented hint front being as
efficient as he would like to have
been.
While I was in the midst of de-
liberaton a car passed by with
the notation No.v all of us
who drive cars know :hat this no-
tation tells its that the person own-
ing the car is a handicapped set-
eran But whereas the state and
government has taken time out
and •sprcified that certan people
are !Indite:pood seterans there
are thousands of us who are 'handi-
d veterans' runing on
the hose with no nolaron what-
ever. These poor song men, so
labelled, are men who in the
In at battle seese unties; to
the extent that they are in-
of' the St. John AME con.
eregation ohen it marched to
the last site in Vona talas with
since that time, the Res. J. M.
Granberry, jr., .1, the chair.
man of the building i ommittee,
Elmer Kelly, stands by at the
opening service of their new
st50,000 church.
capasitnted for the balance ol their
daa..s.
! There are some of us who are
'handicap veterans' , . . Neter-
hans because we have been on,
1 this Christian journey a long time
• and handicapped because there are
:many things taking place in our
minds and our actions that are not
in keeping with the highest Christ-
! ian principles.
I Let its look for a moment at our-
: selves! I talk with people every
now and then who tell me. "If I
don't go to Heaven only one thing
will keep me out and that is my
hatred for this or that." Or maybe
someone else will tell me Cues if
I don't go to heaven it will he be-
cause of my craving for this thing
of that or maybe my temper or
maybe my desire for a good time.
How further handicapped could
we be? How much more lo we
need as individuals to keep us from
, seaming the approval of Cod?
Yes, we all are 'handicapped get
erans. Sometimes only we know
COVER GIRL CONTESTANTS
— These ten young mist's.
alone with lour other', are vy.
toe for the honor of cover gild
for the program to be used
o n anual Youvg Peoples
Das to he celebrated at the
Providence %Ml cherch or,
latintaa, Jul, 27 Me contest-
int,. seated front left, are
Misses Ernestine Lee, Delores
Gates. Emogene Jones. and
Lilian Web, On ....mind ION.
same order, are Mitten Ruth
Elaine Lee. Mary Ana Wit.
First English Bible was trans-
lated in 1535.
• • •
Average work week in Great
Britain la just under 46 hours
• • •
The Pacific ocean has a ho 11
twice the are,i of the Atlantic
hams, Brenda A. Le Oreal.
Le. and Bets Archibald. The
honor wit go to the girl oho
raises the highest amount 01
money oser $25. Res. .1. C.
Miler is pastor 01 the church
located at 184 Decatur St.
of our short comings but they are
there nevertheless and we are siost
as accountable for them as if
the whole world knew about them.
Now let me tell you that where.
as some of us may interpret sick-
ness, poverty and the like as handi-
Bishop Nichols Booed
At Kansas AME Confab
WICHITA, Kans. — Bishop lit
catur Ward Nichols, former pre-
late of the 11th Episcopal Districtl
who is now under fire for an ac-
counting of denominational funds
as a result of recent ,civil action
filed in Philadelphia, Pa., at-
tempted unsuccessfully to assume
the chairmanship of the General
Board of Education of the AME
church in session here at St.. Paul
AME church last Wednesday.
Nichols was greeted with singing
and mild booing as he stood
to assume the chairmanship of
this board. Bishop Greene, sen-
ior bishop of the church and chair-
man of the powerful general
board intervened and called for
the secretary of the board of edu-
cation, Dr. L Sylvester Odom of
Kansas City, to read' an injunc-
tion that was issued by the Conig
mon !gees Court of Philadelphia,
restraining Bishop Nichols froem
serving op this board in any cepa.'
city.
In the light of this injunction,
which the education board did not!
see fit to oppose, Bishop Greene'
informed Bishop Nichols that hal
i-oiild not be heard or recognized'
in this assembly, Despite this,
Bishop Nichols continued to talk
although he received no recogni-
tion.
Dr. Hubert N. Robinson. pastou
of Ebenezer AME church, De-
troit, Mich., questioned the effect
of an injunction issued in Phil-
adelphia having any authority In
matters transporing in Kansas in
order to avoid any further ow s
lion. Bishop Greene called for an
opinion of the board of educa,
lion. By a vote a 23 to I (Robin-
son being the dissenter) the board
of education moved to abide by
the spirit and intent of the tn-
junction especially since Bishop
Nichols is being held by Magis-
trate Harry Ellick of Philadelphia
for a tvgnd jury hearitag and1
Nichols is under SWOO bond to ap-
pear.
BISHOP PRIMM ELECTED 1
The body Voted unanimously
for Bishop !toward T. Frimin of
Texas to serve as chairman of '
this body that has the control of
all AME colleges and institutes.1
Bishop Nichols continued to sit
on the platform later going out
and sitting in the church yard!
caps hut they are not .near the • talking, with those whom he felthandicaps that some self - img
posed handicaps are. There is lit-
much more than many of us aretle we can do about sieness, or
poverty, or some of the other things
that happen to us in this life but
when it comes to the., former
things uncontrollable tempers. on.
controllable desires and the like
we can do much more than many
of us are doing.
: When you lEAVE A Tiling unat-
tended goo give it permission to
I grow and on and eventually it con-
it conquers sou.
Many times and in many in-
stances we lay the foendations for
. our handicaps by our indifferenc-
es. Yes, we allow these things to
. gain further and further control
over us until there is nothing Mat
we can do about them.
1 ,Now let me tell you that where-
at some of us may interpret sick-
ness. povery. and the like ashandi-
cps, but they are not near the
handicaps that POMP self-imposed
handicaps are. There is little we
can do about sickness, or pverty,
or some of the othe things that
happen to is in this life hut when
it comes to the former things un-
rontrolable tempers, uncontrolable
desires and the like we can do
_
!AMERICA'S OREATEST NEGRO SOCIAL!
! Introiluelinn. Make strell•nt MAIM* i
Mend. FREE eet•Ils. give Axe
RAINBOW, BOX 36. NYC 12 i
!
'gIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIBIBqISEM
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•
-a SURGERY II
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doing.
When you leave a thing unat- I
tended you give it permission to gr
won and on and eventually it con-
quers you.
Many times and in many in-
stances we lay the foundations for
our own handicaps by our indif-
ferences. Yes, we allow these
things to gain further and further
control over us until there is noth-
ing that sve can do about tht m.
In some cases we boast that
everyone knows that we have
(hit or that we have that so be-
cause of that we live in a world
fairly trouble free.
Maybe that is our wish. Maybe
we want to live in a world trouble-
free but what about those who look
to us for esamples, how much arc
we extending the kingdum of God
through our lemons tempers, un-
controllable appetites and the like?
Nearly every day I hear someone
say, "John is a good man but —"
well, that sery but is what is going
to send John to hell and all of
those who follow hint
Once again may I remind each
of You that everythine that you
have is only a stewardship given to
you by Cod. Your days. your tal-
ents, our home, and numberless
other things that you have have
been entrusted in your hands
that you may extend the kingdom
of Heaven.
A wise man once said. "Noth-
ing that I have s mine" If you were
to turn the words around and play
with them a while you would
wonder what was wrong with. the
man. I will tell you right here
and now — nothing, nothing at
all was wrong with him! Ile had
came to grips with a certain
truth that all of us one of these
days must do. We Must rid our-
selves of the thorns in our bodies,
or our minds.- or wherever they
might be and rededicated (ourselves
to the real program of kingdom
buildings.
I don't know what thorn that'
was that Paul mentioned. 'rhe
theologians haven't been able to
agree on what was wrong with
Paul, but they all agree that
something was wrong with him
that prevented him from doing
his best. The same thing is true
with many of its the sooner we
realize it and free ourselves of it
the better all will be,
wire his liaends in this current
crisis.
OTHER ACTION BY BOARD
The General Board of Education
further endorsed and approved the
application of Morris Brown col-
lege of Atlanta to Frticipate in
the Interdenominational Theol-
ogical center to be constructed in
Atlanta and allocated the required
- - -- -
Vet Appointed
sum of $20,000 annually from the
bulldog fund for the denomina•
lion's share for the financial sup-
port of this operation. Some
11183.500 was alloted for the operat-
ing expenses of 12 colleges and
seminaries. Permission was grant-
ed to Shorter College in Arkansas
to build a dormitory through the
use of funds (rain the FHA. Per-
mission Was given to Paul Quinn
college in Texas to float a bond
issue and that the $7400 held by
the secretary of Education, Dr.
Sherman L. Greene, jr., for a gym•
nasium at Payne college in Ala-
bama, he released immediately
for debt reduction.
1,Christian Club
MVC's\ PR Aide
Texas. WAR recently appointed as-
II. L. Thomas, of Thornton. Holds Meeting
instant director of public relations
at Mississippi Vocational college
at !Ha Rena.
A recent graduate of Paul Quinn
college, he served as director of
publicity and was assistant to the
director of public. Jelations timre
since 1955. During his military
service, Mu. Thomas
the public information office. and
conducted a number of radio pro-
grams.
Mr. Thomas us a member of
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, Na-
tional Alumni Association, and
other professional organizations.
f
Cuba is a chief outlet for U. S
rice and lard exports
The members of the Christian
Service club met recently at ITO
S. Parkway, East. with Mrs.
Georgia Ivory and Mrs. Georgia
Lacy serving as co-hostesse6.
The meeting opened with a de-
votional reading by the chaplain,
Mrs. Jackson, and then business
w s d scussed, and projects
,planned. The meeting ended with
a very tasty menu served by the
hostesses.
The club's next meeting wilt be
held on July 20, wi'h Mrs. Gar-
itrude Jackson as the hostess
Among the club's officers are
Mrs. Bettie Dotson, president:
Mrs. Inez Coats, secretary; and
Mrs. Ernestine Roberts. reporter.
AMt uwrcii upens
$150,000 Building
By C. L. SMITH
NASHVILLE — The Mother
Church of African Methodism in
Om state of Tennessee St. John
AME, celebrated atwitter mile-
stone in its 95-year history, when,
the $150,000 new church was for-
mallycenti.opened and consecrated re-
Designed in the new interna-!
tional style by the Nashville firm I
of McKissack & McKissack, archi-I
tects, the new St. John church is :,
an example of utility and beauty,'
in that the bricks of the former'
St. John cL•cch, demolished in the 1
wake of Nashville's Capitol 11011
redevelopmeng-were utilized in the
new structure.
The interior brick decor is high- 1
lighted by the prized stained
Maas window, brought from the;
old church, depicting "The Good 1
"whit'h fills
ed position above the pulpit.
NEW PROGRAM
"We hate attempted to Lila MI
the light of the day in which we ;
live." commented the pastor of St.
John. The Reverend J. at Gran-
berry, jr.
In onflinina the new proeram for,
the relocated church, Rs v. Gran-I
berry stated that "as a congress.'
lion, we spend too much money j
for a place to worship for one 1
day only, and leave for six days s
purposeless building." 1
Rev. Granberry, therefore, Is In.
stituting_ a seven-day-church pro.
gram that will include recreation-
al activities, a free baby t :nic,
day nursery for the community,
handicrafts and creative art, and
other activities and services de-
signed to benefit the community
an "present a challenge tc those
who are interested in God's King-
dom and its increase
CUT RIBMON
Marching from the old to the
new church: as the St. John mem-
bership did in 1890. the 350-ment-
bered congregation included 'Int
of the members who took tnat
march ag years ago, Mrs. Nettie
B. Topp. Mrs. Topp cut the tra-
ditional satin ribbon as the St.
John members assembled for the
first service in their new budding.
raacing the speaker's platform
at the afternoon worship was Tzn-
nessee Stale university's minister
and dean of men Dr. William .1,
Simmons. Detroit's Bishop E.
Ilicknian, presiding bishop of the
13th Episcopal district was the fea-
tured speaker at the mening won.
ship, when a cepacity crowd ill.
canted the formal consecration
service.
About 65 per cent of Formosa's
people are literate
Three states have towns bg the
name of Romance.
$-GET MONEY-$
For Your Church or Club
Your Church or club can pool their Quality Stamp books and
obtain cash monies, o brand new piano or magnificent organ
for your church or school.
Just get every member of your organization started saving
Quality Stamps on a basis. What a wonderful way to obtain
the things you need in your church, Sunday school or meeting
place. ASK FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE CHURCH AND CLUB
PLAN AT THE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY, 1323 UNION.
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
Nothing is more satisfYlna to
taper oft a refreshing summer
meal than the all time favorite,
Jack Sprat's Apple Pie. Then
you will have the fruit for the
day as well as the extra vi-
tamins and protein that Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour adds
, to any meal.
JACK SPRAT FLAKY PASTRY
1.: c. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat, flour
4 tbls. Shortening
r. c. ice water
Blend shortening and flour.
Add water to moisten. Form
into ball, place in refrigerator
until ready to use.
PIE FILLING
2's cups sliced apples
I cup seedless raisins
I tsp. nutmeg
54 cups of sugar
I tbl. flour
1 tsp. cinnamon
few grains of salt
Combine apples and raisins,
combine sugar, flour and spices
and salt. Add to apple mixture.
Add lemon juice, mix well. Line
eight inch pie plate with flaky
pastry. Add enough apples mix
ture to fill plate. Moisten edge
of pastry with water. Place pas-
try strios on filling in open
woven pattern.
Press edges together. Trim
pastry to one inch of edge of
pie plate: fold under. Pinch
pastry edge to make even fluted
standing rim. Bake in oven 425
degrees 40-50 minutes.
Serve hot, plain or with
cneese. Serve cold, plain or '
with whipped cream or ice
Cream.
Dad and the small fry will
ass for seconds.
Bee for now
Jane Porter.
A Grand Time—A Grand Show On Big Star Radio!
604646,0,
14DIA'a 50.000 POWERFUL WATTS tarry the regular weekly Big
Star Talent Show to a many-state-wide audience each Saturday
morning at 11::10. Talented boss and girls of Memphis and the mid -
South hail (his opportunity to demonstrate (heti splendid talent,
to his large audience. From this youthful array will, ,for sure,
come many big stars of tomorrow's entertainment world. Your
Rig Star food stores of Memphis and the mid-South are happy to
bring this show so that youth, on a continuing basis can employ
this opportunity for their talent to shine. If you would like an
audition tryout for the Rig Star show, you are cordially invited to
contact WDIA at any time. Pictured from left to right of the lastRig Star Talent show are: Curtin Johnson, Grant Parham. BarbaraPerry, Julluc Taylor, Frank Peete. Elizabeth IVestley, Mrs. Maryerown. Charlie Taylor, Calvin Logan, Juanita Calvin. and WilliamMachin.
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All's 
Fair 
In' Love 
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a
utomatic 
w
e
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w
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a
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Chemlan.
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 the civilian 
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Their 
Parents 
W
alked 
A
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a
y
A
B
A
N
D
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N
E
D
 by their parents. M
r
.
 a
nd M
r
s
.
 011en Lovell, the six Lovell
children sit s
adly in juvenile h
o
m
e
 in L
o
s
 Angeles. M
r
.
 a
nd 
M
r
s
.
 Lovell
left a
 n
ote s
aying they c
o
uldn't stand s
e
eing the kids hungry 
a
n
y
 longer.
They 
s
aid 
they had gone to find 
e
m
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a
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a
 
place 
to live 
a
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w
o
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r
eturn to the 
children. U
P
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SERVING 1,090,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
The Memphis Health Department and
the Vice Squad of the Police Department
are making a mistake in the method they
have selected to combat venereal disease
among Negroes in Memphis.
ilk According to a Vice Squad spikesman
Wthe Health Department requested that
Negro women in certain areas be picked
tip because of a rising venereal disease
rate in those areas. Over two dozen wom-
en have been apprehended in cafes in the
Beale Street area. They were scheduled to
be forced to undergo medical examina-
tions while in custody to determine if
they were infected. Some of the women
were said to have records of prostitution.
Those arrested were charged with vag-
rancy and loitering.
Now, no serious-minded citizen h a a
any desire to oppose the elimination or
control of venereal diseases. But also, no
serious-minded citizen can condone mah-
ods which will infect the entire c o an-
munity with the viruses of persecution
and mistreatment.
Police methods are not good Health
Department methods. Why cannot t h e
same procedure the Health Department
'Nes with white women in such matters,
ravo! Stay On!
Sometime ago the publishers of the
Arkansas State Press of Little Rock, an-
nounced that the suspension of the state's
largest and most militant Negro newspa-
per was underconsideration.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates, the publish-
ers (Mrs. Bates spearheaded the fight of
the famed "Little Rock Nine" for integra-
tion in white Central High School), point-
ed out that they were considering closing
their paper, after seventeen years of pub-
lication, because of successful intimida-
tion of merchants by hate groups, result-
ing in the boycott of the paper as an ad-
vertising medium; because of abuse of
mews agents and newsboys who sought to
Well the paper, and due to the apathy of
Negroes to rally to the paper's aid.
Flowers For Roy Wilkins
Dear Editor: We were very glad
that Roy Wilkins was chosen as
spokesman for the group that call-
ed on President Eisenhower a few
weeks ago. As executive secretary
of the NAACP, an organization
which is growing more powerful
each day, the choice of Wilkins
was a clever strategy. For, W.
ions is able, courageous and he
represents the most militant Ne-
gro organization in America today.
For him to have been given a
secondary role in so important a
discussion as that which was held
at the White House, would have
inimized the gravity of the inte-
Won crisis, and lessened the in-
ience of the National Association.
If Wilkins were given a free
hand by the NAACP directors, he
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but applied in the case of Negro women?
W h y cannot procedures be followed to
protect the innocent women, who have
legitimate reasons to be on Beale Street
or in the vicinity, but who will undoubted-
ly be included among those arrested?
As it is the procedure now being fol-
lowed has already resulted in the arrest
and humiliation of innocent women. It's
easy.to feel they were treated in such a
manner because they are Negro women,
denied the full protection of the law. They
have a legitimate charge of false arrest
against the Police Department, since ev-
er" American is supposed to have a con-
stitutional right to protection from such
seizore without due process of law.
Once before, during World War II,
the Memphis Police Department's Vice
Scowl resorted to such gestapo methods
to combat venereal infection among Ne-
groes. The methods did not help the com-
munity. They were abandoned. Surely
there is a better way to discover and ap-
prehend those whose physical conditions
are menaces to the community.
Bad judgment and bad practice are
twin evils which help nobody eventually.
But last week, thanks to the encour-
agement of liberal persons and groups all
over the country, the publishers changed
their minds about suspending their news-
paper. In an editorial, Mr. and Mrs. Bates
said, "We are thankful to all the people
who have aided the cause of justice in
Arkansas. With their support an d the
support of those in Arkansas who are not
in the clutches of the White Citizens
Council, we'll not give up. . . and serve
notice here that THE PRESS IS DE-
TERMINED TO STAY."
Lovers of justice and right every-
where join in congratulating t h e Bates
and wishing their publication a continu-
ingly useful existence.
would be far more outspoken than
he is now. He should not he muz-
zled. For the time calls for bold,
fearless and uncompromising lead.
ership. Wilkins has those qualities.
Let the NAACP unshackle him;
they'll increase their membership
and power. Mrs. Susie Overton,
5170 South Parkway, Chicago.
Support Our Own Business
Pear Editor: I believe much
could be accomplished if all Ne-
groes would decide to support
their own business In the first
place such a move would strength-
en our commercial institutions,
improve the kind of services they
render and make for larger job
opportunities for our own people.
It is my firm conviction that
the solution to racial discrimina-
tion in any form is economic in-
dependence. The Negro must be
able to stand on his own financial
I1111111111111111011111111111111111111111M0111111111111111101111111
"SHE DIDN'T LIKE MY CANOE: . SO I
PADDLED HER BACK."
feet before he will gain the re-
spect of white America. We can-
not continue to beg the white folk
for bread and expect them to treat
us as their social equal. Our sal-
vation lies in financial freedom
which we can attain by support-
ing our own commercial organiza-
tions.
Rev, Joseph S. Tucker.
First Class Prices
Second Class Citizens
Dear Editor: Federal Judge
Lemley's decision in the Little
Rock school integration crisis is
tragic, disgraceful and a danger-
ous precedent for American juris-
prudence.
Most laws fall into a rather ob-
jective category but racial laws
are always highly subjective and
controversial. Nobody organizes a
mob to protest the placing of a
signal light at a dangerous inter-
section, or an ordinance that for-
bids jaywalking or spitting on the
sidewalk. But whether objective or
subjective, all laws are enacted
for the regulation of human con-
duct, and in a democratic society
should be given equal respect and
enforcement. It would be admira-
ble if a law (even one such as the
Federal Income Tax law) would
engender an attitude of goodwill
and brotherly love. But above and
beyond any consideratio not wheth-
er we like or dislike a particular
Civil fights law, the fundamental
tuarifieltion for its enactn cot is
the protection of human rights.
The primary function of the law
is not conversion but regulation
and prosecution. It is the function
of religi( to convert people, to
cause them to respect and love
one another. If we were spiritual-
ly what we ought to be, we would
not need the external compulsions
of the law to force us to do what
is morally and ethically right, If
we wore what we ought to be On
the streets and highways of our
nation, for example, the billions
spent for traffic law enforcement
meld be used more constructively
for the benefit of humanity. We
would insure the safety of streets
and highways by habitually fol.
lowing the rules of courtesy.
No nation can long endure where
some laws are respected and ri-
gidly enforced and others are not.
Ana--ehy prevails where citizens
can choose the law, they will
respect and obey.
A number of Communists have
been prosecuted under the Smith
Act for advocating the violent ov-
GOD'S BUILDING BLOCS . that the church, leaders couldn't
"Vacation Bible Schools are pro- help but notice. There arent't en.
ceasing plants in which building ough interested prepared, and will-
blocks for God are made." tog church folk to do the job pro-
With that statement a well- vided by the vacation Bible schools
known Memphian voiced his con- Those schools offer a challenge to
elusion regarding the resurgent church folks. They say, "Put your
interest in the two-week courses religion where your mouth has
in Bible study and church-center- been." The schools need competent
ed recreation and teaching which teachers and leaders. Where are
has been evident this Summer in they?
many of the city's churches. It's a funny thing, but many
Particular interest is what is hap of the churches seem to feel that
pening in the Negro churches. Sev- eager, young, teen-age girls, and
oral significant developments may a handful of over-worked and too
be observed. In the first place, the much-h ed housewives consti-
Vacation Bible Schools are seem• lute an adequate teaching staff
ingly attracting more youngsters for the vacation Bible schools. And
this summer than in the past. that's a woeful and tragic mis-
One sees dozens of kids lined up take. For, if any school needs the
outside the doors of the churches best in instructors, scientific or-
conducting such schools. Usually ganiration, consecrated leadership
they are at churches that have and practicing Christianity, it's the
more than a main auditorium. he Vacation Bible School.
kids need classroom and play That's true, because many of the
space. Some of the Negro church- kids attending such schools, come
es have such facilities. In one or from homes where there are no
two instances churches have Si. Bibles. Too many of them have
ble School el  meeting in re never heard the Bible read at
converted residences. The import- home. Loads of the youngster,
ant thing is that the schools are don't attend Sunday School, either
in progress. regularly or off-and-on. A surpris-
It's a waste of time to speculate ing number of them will never
on why there are so many kids receive any formal, organized,
in attendance at Memphis' Vara- intelligent instruction on any sub-
ject pertaining to the Christian re-
ligion . . . other than what is fed
to them in snatches in the more or
less make-shift Bible Schools pro-
vided in the local Negro churches.
Now, ain't that something upon
which to build the structure of a
life? And yet, with only such frag-
ments of Christian teaching and
understanding, thousands, and even
lion Bible schools this Summer.
There could be a stack of rea-
sons . . . first, there are more
kids around. The schools provide
a good place to corral youngsters
with nothing much to do for a hot
half day. A lot of mothers wel-
come the relief provided by
their children's attendance at the
schools. And, no doubt, some par-
ents send their children because millions of boys and girls are be-
they believe systematic study of tog launched out into the world
the Bible, or any kind of whole- as "Christians" . . . presumably
some affiliation with the church is qualified to stand as front line de-
time well *spent for their kids. The fenders of the faith against such
major fact is . . the kids are God-less ideologies as Commun.
there, ism and other forms of modern
Some churches insured the pres• "sin."
ence of youngsters at their Bible One wonders if the vacation Bible
schools by staging surveys in their school idea shouldn't be expanded
immediate vicinities. They check- as a function of the community
ed the number of youngsters and state. It's true that we preach
around. And disregarding denomi- religious freedom in this country.
national differences, invited the But one wonders if we mean "free'
kids' parents to send them around, dom from religion" . . . rather
In a number of churches, the than "freedom of religion."
response was remarkable. ..1f. it's "freedom from religion."
The response revealed a lot then the situation should he
of things to interested church lead- clearly understood by all . . and
era. It showed that there are large thus ease some of the confusion
flocks of God's children who wel- and frustrations which beset so
come attention from the ones tie many people. Too many folk are
told to "feed my lambs." . . . It all torn up about being expected
should have shown our church lead- to be and act like Christians . .
ers that there is something to those when they don't even have a
lines about "The fields are ripe hear-say acquaintance with the
and harvest waiting . . ." real thing. WW1, now, how about
There was one thing revealed that? Ilwah?... .
"Winning a fight In principle
is not winning a fight in fact"
it: the substance of a letter we
received last week charging that
northern Negroes are too com-
placent about matters below the
Mason-Dixon line.
The writer, a Mississippi
school teacher who feels that it
is better that her name not be
used, also charges that the
northern complacency is attribu-
table in large part of southern
Negroes.
"I have noticed," she said,
"that northern Negroes and their
miganizations an d newspapers
can become indignant about
matters in the South once these
situations become national Is.
sues.
"however, many situations
never get the exposure they
should and I believe we south-
ern Negroes are responsible for
that."
Then she explains:
"There is no question but that
northern Negroes had a lot to
do with the efforts that brought
about the historic Supreme Court
decision concerning segregated
schools.
"This was a victory in prin•
ciple because latest surveys in.
dicate that integration is far
from accomplished in the South.
But I'm afraid that implemen-
tation of the high court decree
does not proceed any faster be-
cause Negroes in the North as-
sume that integration is a fact.
"The same is true of most of
the civil rights victories that
have been won in the courts and
in Congress. Once a bill is en-
acted and signed by the Presi-
dent or a court decree handed
down, the northern Negroes be-
lieving the battle is won, turn
their attention to other pressing
problems.
"The fact is," she continued.
"that a decree or a law 'Is
just the beginning. It means
very little until ills enforced or
put into action.
"For reasons you must know,
many of us in the South can't
do much in the South about the
implementation of these orders
because of intimidation.
"But there are some things we
can do. (1) We can join the
NAACP, is Chicago, Detroit,
New York or Philadelphia where
there's no chance of the mem-
bership lists being subpoenaed
into court; (2) We can write
letters, as I am, to columnists
and writers on northern papers,
keeping them apprized of the
situation down here. I'm sure
the recipients of these letters
will respect our confidences."
Concluding she pointed out one
ciliation that has been little pub-
licized.
"In bus stations in the South,
there used to be two waiting
rooms," she said, "one for
whites and one for Negroes,
"If you assume that the Cu.
preme court decisions on bus
travel wiped that all out, you're
mistaken. There are three wait.
ing rooms now instead of two.
"They are 'Intra-state white',
and 'Intro-state colored' for per
sons traveling within the borders
of a state where jim crow laws
still apply.
"Then there's a 'waiting room'
with no color designation for in-
terstate passengers affected by
the supreme court decision."
erthrow of the government. I would
like to know how many white su-
premiets, under the banner of
States Rights, have been prose.
rusted for advocating that the fed-
eral laws, affecting integration
in public schools, be disobeyed.
Judge Lemley's decision in the
Little Rock school integration cri-
sis 's very much like saying to a
ot:minal: "You are violating the
law of the land but I will grant
you permission to violate it for
another two and a half years. The
hammer in your hand drips with
the blood of your victim's head
but I am going to give you two
and a half years more to apply
the crushing blows." This kind of
arbitrary decision has destroyed
"me effectiveness of our voice in
wort(' affairs. It is sheer acquies-
cence to mob rule.
If all the Negroes in the United
'States refused to respect the law
of the land as it relates to sec'
vice in the Armed Forces and
annual payment of Federal In-
come Taxes, would Federal Judge
Letni.‘y similarly render such a
biased decision favoring their ac-
China has two of the world's
great rivers, the Yellow and the
Yangtse.
• • *
Kansas is said to be the geo-
graphic center of the U. S.
Simple Discourses On Summer Reading
"That-man down at the end of
the bar stays drunk PO much he
ought to sing "The Bottle Hymn
of the Republic,' " said Simple.
" 'The Bottle Hymn' should be his
theme song. And he is married
to a wife who is so ugly she looks
like ten miles of dirt road "
"A woman's beauty lies, not no
much in how she looks as in what
she does," I said.
"His wife do not do," said Simp-
le, "neither does she does. And
she is so dumb that, in a DC
house she bought an electric iron
with an AC current. Every time
she irons she blows out all the
fuses."
"That is hard to believe,"
I said.
"Believe It or not," said Slum-
le, "some people is simple. And
the is one. Also her husband. Beth
of them belong to the overpopu-
lation."
"The over-population? What do
you mean?" I asked.
"Didn't you see in the paper
today where some countries is al-
ready over-populated?" asked
Simple. "And t ha whole world is
likely to be soon. The bottlebat-
tier at the end of this bar and his
old lady is two of the over-popu-
lation, I say."
"You mean undesirables?"
"Tee-totally unneeded," a aid
Simple. "You know there is about
one hundred babies born every
minute in the world. The paper
says by 1957 there will be four
billion—not million but BILLION—
A friendly, hawk-nosed, bronze
gentleman, with an alert mind and
a trigger tongue, might have been
one of America's greatest actors
had he not chosen to become the
top banana in the colored corn-
munity of Dublin, Georgia. He
is H, H. Dudley, ur.dertaker, mo-
tel owner, and the most success-
ful Negro business man in the
Georgia hinterland.
Most Negro leaders in the deep
South have a remarkable capacity
for acting. They have a role to
play and their success depends
upon the skill and finesse with
which they play it. When you con-
sider the stage upon which he
finds himself, Dublin's Dudley is
an actor of consummate skill.
For centuries now the key to
survival for Negroes in some sec-
tions has been held by a local
leader of unusual ability who has
mastered the art of manipulating
the ambitions, the hopes and the
fears of the dominant whites.
Such leaders rarely reach na-
tional stature, but in most of the
towns in t he South the colored
communities always produce one
or t's,a who unofficially assume the
mantle o' boss or "heap big
Indian chief.''
In some communities, the
preacher, the school principal or
the colored physician becomes
chief but in a remarkable number
of instances, the Negro entrepren-
eur gets top billing.
For one thing the Negro in busi.
ness in the South usually comes
into daily contact with a large
number of whites and the better
business man he is, the broader
those contacts are apt to become.
Since his business is largely racial
or segregated, although there are
a few exceptions here and there,
the succeesful Negro entrepreneur
is not generally regarded as a
peoples in the world. Do you reck•
on that will leave room for me?'
"The world is pretty big," I
said.
"B it by then it will he pretty
crowded," said Simple. "And I
expect half of that four billion
will be Negroes. Oh, it is interest-
ing what you can read in the pa-
pers this summer."
"I did not know you were such
a reading man," I said.
"Not usually," said Simple,
"but when it is hot, I always buy
a paper so, if don't feel like
reading, I can fan with it. A paper
is the best summer time reading
because you can also use it for
a clean cover like a cushion, if
you want to set down on some old
dirty stoop or a bench ip the park
where the pigeons has been.
"There is plenty uses for a news-
paper besides reading. lf a sudden
shower comes lip, yJui can always
put the paper over your head and
protect your conk. A lady can pro-
tect her treatment. A little girl
can protect her curls, You can
even use a paper for a sunshade
If the aim be's too hot. It book
is too small for any of these things,
which is why I say a paper is the
best summer time reading."
"I see," I said.
"And if you do want to read,
just rooky here in today's maga-
zine section about how Mr. Kinsey's
off-shoot in London has done a
Kinsey Report on animals which
states that animals is just like
men.
competitive threat in the white
business community. Even if he is,
the dominant whites respect his
effort to "make money off his
own people.''
Then too there is no danger of
a Negro in the deep South getting
too big or wealthy to handle in
the eyes of the dominant whites.
All the social controls, including
the government and the police pow-
ers, are securely in white hands,
especially in rural Georgia. A
"good" Negro who is ambitious
can be given an extra lengt h
of rope without threatening the sta-
tus quo.
In the view of the more so-
phisticated Northern Negro, these
local Negro chiefs in Dixie are es-
sentially chips off the old Uncle
Tom block.
Leaders like Dudley of Dublin
resent this designation and re-
gard themselves as diplomats for-
ever negotiating a better deal for
their underprivileged, under-edu-
cated and generally impoverished
fellow, second-class citizen.
Mr, Duley told me that the Un-
cle Tom era is over and the white
man in the South is not the sucker
for flattery he once was. Accord-
ing to him, you have got to tome
up with some reasons now to per-
suade the dominant whites to move
in a certain direction. He told me
one story, however, which indi-
cates that the whites still go for
the oil.
It seems that Dudley found him-
self in a tight spot at a political
rally where the few Negro votes
in the area were being discussed.
He knew he would be called
upon to speak and he did not want
to make any commitments since
several important white political
rivals were present. What did he
say?
Mr. Dudley jumped on the
"They got no better sense than
we have--some of them even get
married and go out and fetch and
carry for their wives Men kiss,
so do elephants. Dogs kiss, too,
in more places than one. And
there is a fly which always carries
his girl friend a present before
he makes love to her. And some
animals is cannibals. They e a t
each others up. If a lady mantis
is married to a man mantis, she
better be careful or he will chew
her to pieces, and he do not even
get arrested. One nice thing about
animals and insects is, they have
no cops amongst them. With hu-
man kind. if a man even chews
the rag with his old lady too loud
and too long, she is liable to call
the law."
"I think you are wrong," I said.
"about animals and insects having
no police protection. I seem to
have read once that ants, for ex-
ample, are very well organized
socially, and that they have what
aniounts to police who direct traf-
fic and make other ants behave
themselves."
"They do?" said Simple. "Then
ants must have even leas sense
than mens. I would not be an ant.
'Free as a bird!' that would be
me if I was going to be an ant.
mal"
"A bird — drinking in the heav-
enly blue," I said.
"Yes," said Simple, "if I was *
bird. But right now I had rather
have some earthly brew, Only
thing is, I'm broke. Buy me a
beer, daddy, I will drink to you."
North with both feet. He told thern
that if he were a white man he
would rent the Statue of Liberty
in New York and wire it for sound
to broadcast a message to the
North, East and the West. He
would issue a challenge to t h •
Yankees. He would tell them to
bring over seven or eight million
African bushmen today and set
them down in the North and then
Jet the world see how they would
treat them.
He proceeded to tell his white
audience that the Southern white
man had produced a "master-
piece" out of the African Negro.
According to Dudley, he told them
"Look at me, I am your master-
piece."
This line worked so well, that
Dudley was given a standing ova-
tion and the whites in the com-
munity began congratulating them-
selves on the spot. The important
fact to Dudley, however, was that
the whites forgot all about having
him make any political commit-
ments.
Historically Southern Negro
masses have been so occupied with
the trials and tribulations of sheer
survival, the higher aspirations
have, until recently, been some.
thing to dream about. Today, the
economic boycotts and passive re,
sistance measures in the target'
cities are profoundly changing the
thinking of white and Negro.
New chiefs are coming to the
front with a new note of mili-
tancy in the colored communities.
Dudley and hire counterparts in
the rural sections are getting ready
for new roles. Of one thing I aim
sure, in a town like Dublin, the
leading role will always require
more skill and artistry than Ham-
let or anything out of Shake-
speare. Down there they play for
keeps. God help the amateur.
ot: But,. 'N' %%%S Wire ARE
sBA voNtAGE "Nis
- SuNtmER!
LIF-L^:eirerrer
tIvOuGHT i1v4OuLt,8E  
JUST WI LUCK ..IF WERE SAIPv4RECKEI9
oN AN iStAND
P40...1 CNANC,ED
to14 PLANS ABOUT
SPARK',!
DEAR MME CHANTE. I am a
widow, 36 years old. I have one
teen-age daughter who is in nurs-
ing school. I live with my parents
in our home. I am self employed,
happy, but lonely. Would like to
hear from a serious gentleman be-
tween 36-50 with marriage in
mind. I will gladly exchange pho-
tos in my first letter. Mozelle
Hassell, 2322 Maryland st., Gary,
Ind
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I have
heard from many how you've help-
ed them find love and companion-
ship. I am looking for someone
who is honest and sincere and in-
terested in marriage and a good
home life. I am 18 and have two
children. I have medium brown
complexion, 5 feet 4 aches tall,
weight 150 lbs. I would like to hear
from men between 20-24. He must
be willing to take on the respon-
sibility of a family. Would like to
receive photos and will send mine
in return. Janice C. Drinks, 436 N.
Division st., Buffalo, N. Y. •
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
patient at MacRae Sanitarium. I
am a very lonely widow, age 37, 5
feet. 4 inches tall, dark brown
skin, weigh 130 lbs. I have two chil-
dren and have been confined over
a year. I believe letters from both
male and female would help me
THE MAN WHO WOULDN'T GIVE UP
Double Amputee, Once Doomed
To Die, Urn Useful Actin Life
By ERNESTLNE COFIELD
Washington's birthday is a spec-
int occasion for William Pass-
re because it ii as on that day
1" years.a4o that he walked for
tee last time.
It was a sunny winter das when
II he walked into I he Robert Long
hospital in Indianapolis and climb-
ed into a bed with the hope that
he would soon be able to join his
friends on the gridiron again.
But Bill was never to see that
dream fulfilled. fnstead, he was
to know years of constant pain.
Even more important, this teen-
ager would become an inspiration
for hundreds of people and his
faith in God would become so
deep it could never be shaken
Bill was an active junior in 1946
at la'ashingtun High school in East
Chicago when fate dealt him his
first blow. As he was about to
open the gym door in high school
another boy came out. The door
struck his right kneecap and frac-
tured it.
ON CRUTCHES
For weeks he hobbled around on
crutches. Then. los left leg be-
came stiff. The youth entered the
Warren Clinic snow Doctors hos-
pital.) Michigan City for a week
of observance.
The doctors couldn't find the
• cause of the stiffness They sur-
mised it could have been caused
by -a complication of some sort.
After leaving the Michigan City
clinic:. Bill entered Robert Long
hospital on that fateful day. Feb
22, to have pressure on his swoe
relieved in the hope of removing
the stiffness from his legs.
When Bill went into the operat-
ing room, the suffness in his legs
hadn't caused him any pain, but
when he came out not only was
he parabled but he had deieioped
a spasmodic ;witching of the
nerves.
Each time the twitching start
ed. Bill knew sheer Leona. To
make matters worse. he develop-
ed bed sores At this stage. the,
physicians said there was noth-
ling else they could do and be
was released
DEALT IRD BLOW
From there be entered St Calls- life to live for." he explained.
hospital in East Chicago wen wens Leos
This was when fate dealt him on July 7. 1949. his right le-
the third blow Bill's legs doubled w a s amputated and 12 davs
back to his stomach. He was re- later his let. Immediately after-
leased from St Catherine with the wards he began to get better and
warning that, "it was just a mat- in a shor ttrrie he was able to
ter of time art out of bed and leave the house
But it wasn t just a matter et for the first time m three veara
time " The ptucky youth aaitt: At first, he said he was afraid
had all the faith m the world .0 go out and a people pouitins
I had mans good friends. good fingers and wanting to know what
nurses, a wonderful mother and `lappencd. But in time he learned
grandmother to make a joke out of it.
ga%e me tosp-„rattos and If you went to a party. Bill was
new faith in God I keened to re -here If you went to a football
sPeet people, all People while I ,..ame. Bill was there. If you wen
t
was in the hospital I learned to a dance. Bill waa there If Fa:
that if you respect them. they will went to a night club. Rill was
respect you •' there
Duran the teenager's year at He hie visited the eampus of
SL Catherine. he became well every Big Teo School He has vma
know asoma! the city. Any yrat• ed New York. New Jerses, De.
in heir. you would find Peoele troit. Kentucky and all of the cities
ef SI Sationalities and from all ananni Chicago.
•
walks of life surrounding h i s
bed. l'cu found people there of
all ages; people who seem to have
no common grounds for meeting,
were there.
These people came not to show
pity but to receive inspiration and
to be cheered. A former minister
of Bill's often said:
"When I go to the hospital to
visit William. I am often low in
spirit, but when I leave all of
this has been dispelled. I have
gone to see him to cheer him,
but instead he cheers me."
.aLWAYS HAD SMILE
In constant pain. Bill always had
a smile and he never complained.
lie was always ready to hear the
latest gossip or pass on little
tidbits he had gathered.
People of the community aided
his widowed mother, Laura Pass-
more. by buying the special equip-
ment Bill required and sponsor-
ing beset it s
It was this type of courage that
made Bill fight to prove the doc-
tors were wrong. After coming
home, his mother. Mrs Pass-
more, changed doctors. The new
doctor placed weights on his legs
to try to cheek the twitching.
About the same time all of Pas-s-
more's hair fell out.
Through all of this. Bill had a
determination to finish high school.
and a former school teacher. Mrs.
Eula Mae Martin. came in to tutor
him
"I'll never forget her." Bill
said '-When the pains would hit
me. she'd sit patiently for 15 or
ai minutes until they passed "
Then, the big decision came in
Bill's life. His doctor told him the
only way to save his life was to
amputate both legs. The 20--ear-
old youth knew that ut.,tever
thence he had of ever 'walking
again would be gone
He said he lay in bed and-,
thought about what the doctor
said He picked up a Bible VIC':
leafed through it Then. he car-,
across the passage that said
-11 your right eye offends y0u.
pluck it out and if your right arm
offends you cut it off.-
'I had a determination to live
because there was so much in
•
BILL PASSMORE
TW 'XING of
Tautaayika retches farewells
of thoesands of see, women
and children oho gathered to
say goodbye to Twiniug who
servd aloe years as Gov. and
Perhaps most important of all.
Bill has been steadily employed as
a dispatcher for a cab company
for five years. He has also been
a columnist for the Gary edition of
the Chicago Defender since 1950.
His first job was with an auto-
mobile dealer filing a n d ad-
dressing envelopes.
"Although it was only temporary
I had an opportunity of going out
and doing a job." he said.
Willing friends of Bill chauffeur
him around in his car. Thy don't
seem to mind picking him up and
carrying him inside and then corn-
ing back for his folding wheel
chair.
HIGH SCHOOL GRAD
The highlight in Bill s life came
in 1952 when he received his high
school diploma. Commenting on
this, he asserted:
"I had always wanted to attain
it. It seems like all the -obstacles
c • an in a • der-ia-chief of the
British Trust tenntery. Guns
howeased and there see, soma
400 eifficial guests on hand to
say coodhy. anew them
chiefs who had mired Is.-
deeds of mules Per the was-
in the world tried to stop me. I
had to struggle through long
hours of pain. Then I was older
and could appreciate it more."
For the past three years he has
taught a Sunday school class at
St. Mark AME Zion church, which
he has attended all of his life.
During 1952-53, Bill took book-
keeping and accounting through a
correspondence course offered by
Davidson Technical school, Detroit.
also attendede E a s t Clii.
cago Business college where he
took shorthand and typing for a
year.
He had to drop out when the
friend who was taking him back
and forward changed shifts on his
job., This September he plans to
entee Indiana University Calumet
center along with his sister, Mary
Coty. Explaining his ambitions, he
said:
"I'd love to be a diplomat or an
ambassador to some foreign coun-
try. One of the greatest things I
love to do is meet people and lis-
ten to their life stories."
What does Bill do in his spare
time' He visits the local hospitals!
als!
"I go into all the rooms, it
doesn't make any difference
whether I know them or not. I
say Hi znd give them encourage-
ment."
Me. Picture shows Sir Ed-
ward and Lady Twining skill.
hag the 'mods that lined the
was to the S.S. Kenya that
waited for them at Dar es
Sala a
recover. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos. I am a Christ
tan. I like some sports. St r s.
Stella Mae Banes, I'. 0. Box
123, Alexander, Ark.
• * *
DEAR MME CHANTE: Can you
help me find some pen pals. Race,
color and sex do not matter. I
am 40, single, of white-Indian de-
scent, 6 feet tall, black hair, blue
eyes, light ruddy complexion. Mr.
Orville Smith, Jr., Car liotel, 514
Main it., Kansas City 6, Kans.
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
a very lonely widow looking for an
honest mate. I am 35, 5 feet 7
inches tall, weigh 158 lbs., and
would love a nice gentleman be-
stween 35 and 45. I have my own
small apartment; I like all sports.
If anyone is sincere please answer.
Will exchange photos and answer
all letters. Mrs. R. H, White, c-o
• • •
DEAR MME CHANTE: T am
looking for a good husband who is
able to support a wife. I am 47,
light complexion, black hair, brown
eyes, 5 feet, 3 inches tall, weigh
147 lbs. Have no bad habits, like
all clean sports and belong to the
Baptist faith. Would like a man
between 48 and 60. I don't mind
working to help my husband get
ahead. Will answer all mail. If not
interested in marriage, don't write.
• • • Says Mafia JustMiss Francis Smith, c-o B. L. Hill,32a E. 58th at., Chicago 37, Ill.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
lonely woman a n d would like
to correspond with men between
between 50-60 years of age. I am
50, 5 feet tall, dark brown corn-
plexion, weigh 150 lbs. I would
like to hear from men who have
their own home. Will answer all
letters and exchange photos. Miss
E. Warren, 968 Spring at,, Mus-
kegon, Mich.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
young lady of 25, a practical regis-
tered nurse, of N. Y. City. My
religion is Seventh Day Adventist.
I would like very much to corre-
spond with young men and wom-
en of this religion as well as others
throughout the world. Miss Gwen-
dolyn Smith, tZ9 Kingsboro Pro-
ject. Brooklyn 33. N. Y.
• • •
DEAR NIME CHANTE: I read
your column weekly and think it
a wonderful way for people to
meet. I am a very lonely widow
with two wonderful children. I am
27, brown complexion, 5 feet, 4 1-2
inches tall, 133 lbs. I would like to
meet an intelligent and sincere
man between 30 and 40. 5 feet, 10
inches tall to 6 feet. I enjoy most
sports and music. Will answer all
serious letters. Gloria Washing-
ton, 6146 S. Wentworth ave., Chi-
cago 21, Ill.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
constant reader of your column.
It seems that you have helped
so many people. I wonder if the
same can be done for me. I'm 46,
weigh 150 lbs., 5 feet 2 inches tall,
tan complexion. Baptist faith. I
would like to meet a sincere man
between 40 and 60. Color doesn't
matter. I own my home but am
very lonesome. I've never tried
to contact anyone before through
your column. I trust I can find
happiness through you. I am so
lonesome. Miss L. Preston, 209 S.
Whipple St., Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I read
'our column often and hope you
can help me find a nice young
man to correspond with. I would
like for him to be between 27-37.
I ant a young lady of V. 5 feet.
5 inches tall, 125 lbs. with a tan
complexion. I have been married
and have two children_ Will ex
change photos with all who seem
serious. Mrs. Frances Holbrook,
521 Columbia are., Franklin. Tema,
DEAR MME CHASTE: I am a
young man 22 years old and a deaf
mute. I am very lonely. Would
like to correspond with ladies be-
tween 16-23. someone who knows
the sign language. Charles An-
drews. 6412 3rd Cit. No., WHam
12. Ala.
• • •
DEAR WWE CILLNTE! I am
looking for a nice young man who
is interested in a good wife. I am
single 5 feet. 4 inches tall. weigh
:70 lbs. medium brown complex
ion. I am not fat nor bad looking.
I am a very good housekeeper. a
goal cook and very neat and
clean. I am ea. bat very active. I
In New Africa
1 Big Family
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Mafia underworld syndicate, un-
der investigation by the Senate
Rackets committee, essentially is
jifst one big law-breaking family.
By tracing some of the crook-
ed branches of the Mafia fainily
tree. the Rackets committee has
co.ne up with a genealogy chart.
Bloodlines on the chart crisscross
a large section of the U. S., run-
ning from New Jersey to New
York. to Michigan and Ohio,
and back to Pennsylvania.
The chill, of course, adds sup-
port to the legend that the only
way to membership in the Ma-
fia is by birth or marriage — with
the Pedigree ever thereafter being
handed down from father to son
in the strict baronial manner.
HIGHLY SECRET
Martin F. Pera, of the U. S.
Narcotics bureau, told the commit-
tee that this extreme clannishness
of the Mafia enables it to maintain
discipline and secrecy of the high-
est order.
This, according to Pera,. makes
it extremely difficult for police
to solve Mafia crimes.
". . . We have found that the
reason . . that we get so little
information from that group is
simply because the man that vi-
olates their code may be con-
demned to death and his own
brother may have to carry out
the execution," Pere said.
" . . . The penalty is death for
any breach of discipline or
any disclosure made on the part
of these members ... the penalty
is also death if they made a
mistake and allowed someone —
that U. an undercover agent — to
enter their midst,"
The Mafia "family" has its own
sort of social snobbery. too.
"Let's say," Pere said. two
prefer a nice handicapped guy be-
cause I am blind. On the other
hand if there is a man who is not
handicapped and is interested. I
will gladly colander hirt. LeMon-
ia Franklin. co Eine Lee Swift,
1435 S. Kedzie ave.. Chicago 23,
IH
DEAR WYE CHANTS; Your col-
umn has isterested me for some
time. I am a woman of 35, 5 feet,
4 inches tall, 130 lbs.. considered
nice looking. I am looking for a
sober Ode& reliable man with
high pnociPles. who is witting to
accepf the responsibility of rear-
ing a two year old child. 1 am a
good cook aod housekeeper, have
a good education. like sports.
movies and most clean entertain-
ment. Would like to hear from
settled ended men only. 11,
Hill, 509 E. 60th at., e-o Coach-
man. Chicago, Ill.
•
people of a prominent status with-
in the Mafia, if they have chil-
dren, you will find that their sons
and daughters get married.
"They don't marry on unequal
terms too often ... in other words,
a leader within t h it organization
would not have his child marry
someone who is a nobody with
in the organization."
•
•
•
'GRAND COUNCIL'
Membership in the Mafia hag
been estimated at anywhere
from 10.000 to 500,000. It, is said
to be ruled by a "grand council"
with "group chiefs" handling local
problems.
The Mafia pedigree dates back
to the 18th century when a group
of oppressed tenant farmers form-
ed a "Black Hand'' society in SI-Ili
city to terrorize their land lords,
The painting of a "Black Hand"
on a door marked their victim.
The Mafia is said to have gotten
its name in Palermo when a drunk
en French sergeant caused the
death of a Sicilian girl. Enraged
'crowds, roaming the streets in
search of French Soldiers, shout-
ed "Idorte Alla Francis Italia
Anela." The initials form t h
word Mafia.
French is Italy's cry."
'rise cry meant: 'Death to the
During the late 1800's and 1900's,
many Sicilians, including Mafia
members, came to the U. S. to
escape dire poverty. Some turned
to crime for a livelihood. Accord-
ing Co Pere, their first criminal
activity was extortion of money.
from Sicilian and Italian merchant
who made good in America.
Probably the first show of Ma-
fia violence in the U. S. occurred
in New Orleans in the 1880's when
two feuding groups killed police
Chief David Hennessey. Police
raided Italian neighborhoods and•
rounded up a large group of pris-
oners
SHOOT U
Later, an armed mob broke
into the jail and shot 11 prisoners.
President Benjamin Harrison apol-
ogized to the Italian government
,for the incident, saying it "did not
originaee in any general animosity
to the Italian people."
It wasn't until the bootlegging
days of prohibition that the Ma-
fia flourished in this country on a
nationwide scale. It now asserted-
ly operates principally as a nar-
cotics ring, with assorted side
With money from the return
on investments in narcotics, Osti-
mated at 1.500 per cent the Mr
fia also ts branching out into le-
gitiniate bosinesses and labor un-
ions Anil it is this activity which
has brought the Mafia under screti•
ny of the Senate Rackets com-
mittee.
In the pattern that ha; devel0P- •
esi, the racketeers in some cases
sink large sums of tainted money
Into a business, cut prices and
drive their competitors to the
well, Then, they make the most
of the monopoly.
The committee fnurid that the
delegates attending the underworld
"convention" at Apalachan. N. Y..
late laid year had connections
with about 33 types of businesses,
ranting alphithetitally from auto
agenelea hi Waterfront enterprises.
In ik view of Committee chair-
man lalt I., McClellan ID, Ark.,/
thia activity 10 a greater menace
16 11/6 /tattoo than the Mafia's
more convontiostal criminal ?noe-
1 ion
Ito has Itral111011 Ii i threat to
the entire Illiguglis
•
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Radiance Marks 'AP Pink' Bettye Jo Shannon, Wilbur Thomas Nuptia
'0 SERENE AND LOVELY Mrs. Wilbur E. Thomas, whose June 28 vows-taking was a fashionable highlight.
High mass nuptials were celebrated in St. Carthage church.
• THE BRIDAL PARTY surrounds happy duo. Group
includes (from left) Patricia Pride, Eloise Compton,
lw
Maryann McCarroll, Barbara Miller, Janice Smith. Mati-
yelyne Rollins, Margie Johnson, Norvelle Thomas, sister
of the groom, bridesmaids and Leatrice Smith, maid of
honor. Ushers are Obie Hudson, Harry Hardwick, Wil-
liam Shannon, brother of the bride; William Lee, Alvin
Smith, Charleston Lee, Benny Lee Thomas, brother of
• FINAL TOUCHES TO exquisite bridal finery are
given by the bride's mother, Mrs, William H. Shannon.
• RADIANTLY HAPPY bride and proud and hand-
some groom leave the church. Oblivious to all others,
• FOLLOWING THE tradition of newlyweds of time
immemorial they cut elaborate five-tiered wedding cake.
the groom and Michael French. Photo right: Waving
fond farewell, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Eugene Thomas
set for a short trip to Michigan City, Ind. The couple
plans a September honeymoon in Mexico. The bride is
Little flower girls are Julie Lewis and Donna Faye
Young.
J
Alr. and Mrs, Wilbur Thomas seal their troth with a kiss.
Congratulations are extended by Aid. and Mrs. WiItiaZ
T. Murphy, 19th Ward.
the former Bettye Jo Shannon, daughter ot Major and
Mrs. William H. Shannon. The groom's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Grant Thomas. (Story inside; photos by
Koehne)
Delegates Get View On Race Relations Crisis
•
•
nEnmAs CHEEK. a Milwau-
kee school teacher, takes floor
to ask question Miring lively
discussion period which was a
part .1 all lectures at the 15th
Annual Race Relations lust'•
lute held at Fisk university
front June 30 through July 12.
Mr. Cheek was one of more
than 100 delegates from 30
states, representing public and
private organizations, w Ii o
were present to learn new
techniques for improving race
relations in their own com-
.11010.1..-4W./.4 • ...Ir. ,OtrOW4i...WWWIts, 
•••• --se - -
• •
munities. The Institute Is co-
sponsored each year by the
Race Relations department of
the American ''issionary Asso-
ciation Boa, of Home Mis-
sions of the Congregational
churches and Fisk university.
It is America's oldest and
most respected institute OR
human relations.
•
•
DELEGATES to the annual Fisk spent afternoons in clinic a
ttending a workshop led be
Institute on race relations at sessions. Here, a group is ..een D
r. Robert Johnson, director
of research for the National
r,onfcrenre of Christians and
Jews. Perms atteneir,;: the
session were told that a km%
and perhaps bitter struggle will
precede integration, and that in
some instances "integration
Is moving backwards." One
speaker told delegates that
there W.IS some danger that
segregationists may slicers-dui
ly reverse the Supreme Court's
decision outlawing segregatioa
in the public schools in this
country.
•
Di, MIN BURMA. head if his address at the Race Re- corridor of Fisk's Park hall, school teacher, of 
1111wi1ikee.
alletelogy department ,I Cris 'aligns ;poitute. Holding an are from left, Merle R. 1:pps, Wis., and Miss Popl
in? Gard-
a,. Marge, GrineIL Iowa. ,- ,nformal session with Dr. Rut- of Tenncysee A
 and I State ner, of the Community Commit-
11111aan4 by delegates after rw,k, With back to 'camera. in university; Herman Cheek, tee on Social Action
, Wichita.
1(1.1
TIME OUT FOR PI AY found
delegates to the lath Xonual
Race Rek.C-ns Institute doinp,
the promenade at the square
dance which is a yearly social
event. There were more than
100 professional leaders at the
conference, and this year the
which tare other minorities.
Institute discussed problems
Including those of Spanish
and Mexican heritage. Fhe
group is faced with job prof,- •
loins similar to those *bleb
confront the American 74
gm,
0
10
W-41.
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VARIED ACTIVMES recent.
ly marked the annual 4 If Club
Week observance held reient
ly at A & T college in Greens-
boro, N. C. Among them NJS
TT
the presentation of Dr. Rose
Butler Browne (center) chair-
man of the department of
education at North Carolina
college in Durham. The key•
\‘,
note speaker during the observ-
ance, Dr. Brown, receives a
corsage from 4 Her Viola
Garris of Jackson. historian,
AS her club mate, Gloria Rich.
4-H Club Enjoys Week Of Social
Events, Contests At N. C. Meet
GREENSBORO, N. C. — More had made from material won last
year as runnerup in the same con-
test.
Gwendolyn Nelson of Roxboro,
who modeled a church dress, and
Marian Poe, Salisbury, who wore
an evening dress, were given run-
nerup prizes.
A team from Wayne county eked
all of which kept the delegates
busy during the entire period.
' Principal addresses were de-
livered by Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs,
president of AarT college; L. R.1 boro.
Harrill of Raleigh, State 4-1I Others winning state champion.
(tub leader, and Dr. Rose Butler ships included: J. C. Robinson and
Browne, chairman, department of Dalian Moore of Mount Tabor
education of North Carolina col- community; James Cooper and
lege at Durham. William Stephens of Winton; Lem.
A Halifax county girl was crown- on Edwards and Charles Becton
ed queen of the "Clothing Stars of Greenville..
of 195a." a fashion show in. which Jefferson Hayes and Eugene
the girls modeled the garments Roscoe of Gatesville; Johnnie
they had constructed. Pridgen and Charles Newton of
Mildred Faulcon of Enfield, won Burgaw; Jeanette and Alfred
the title with a school dress she Sneed a sister and brother team
than 600 farm boys and girls
from throughout North. Carolina
attended the 28th annual 441 Club
week observance recently held at
A&T college.
The five-day event featured
three-major addresses, finals in a
series of contests to determine
state championships, instruction out a win AS State champions in
classes dealing with safety, better the livestock judging contest. The
personal grooming, everyday cour- winning team included James
testes and music appreciation and Rayford, Willie Rodgers and Earl
a merry round of social activities. Smith, jr., all of Goldsboro, RFD.
The second place winner of the
Edgecombe county team were:
Benjamin Jones ,„William Knight
and Vonneree teloatch all of Tar.
'from Rockingham.
Herman Bennett and Robert
Johnson of Wadeboro; Mona
Boston, Lillington; team, Irma
Chavis and Barbara Strickland
of Louisburg band breadmaking
individaul, Martha Mainor, Kin-
ston,
Howard Arrington, Four Oaks,
who graduated from high school
this past June, was elected presi-
dent in a runoff election.
Two-other Johnston county
youths were named to high posts.
Clara Richardson of Smithfield, is
the new vice president and Gloria
Peacock of Benson, will serve as
secretary of the organization.
Other officers elected were La-
Verne Robinson of Louisburg,
treasurer and Dorothy Ramsey,
of Roxoboro. histortan.
The newly elected officers were
installed at the outdoor candle-
light services, a closing feature
of the week long celebration.
The meet was conducted under
the supervision of Mrs. Anna D.
Hunter and William C. Cooper,
assistant 4-H club leaders with the
AdiT college extension service.
Many and varied are the activi-
ties of Memphians this Summer
. . and reports of the interest-
ing trips, parties and vistors all
add up to "Easy Living". . . a
la Gershwin's "Summertime'.
One of the interesting affairs
held recently was the gay Party
tossed by Mrs. Louis Hobson, Mrs.
Rudolph Johnson and Mrs. E. L.
Hawkins of Buford's Lodge at Sar-
dis, Miss. . . honoring Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Rogers of Salt Lake
City, Utah, who arc visiting Mrs.
Rogers' sister, Mrs. Grace Park-
er. Guests drove down early Sun-
day morning for a day filled with
the fun of boating, fishing, swim-
ming ... beginning with a wonder-
ful breakfast and following these
convivial doings, a sumptuous bar-
becue dinner — done to perfec-
tion by Irby Fogleman.
Enjoying every moment of that
perfect day were Willa Dean and
Theodore Jackson and their daugh-
ters and children — including Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Broome of De-
troit and Mrs. Edwina Jackson Eli'
thy of Washington, D. C., and Mrs.
Beverly Jackson Ford (who is the
only sister living in Memphis)
also present were Mrs. Ruth Park-
er, Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank
White. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rob-
erts. Mr. and Mrs. Clint Cleaves,
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Pierce, Mr.
and Mrs. John Hickman, Mr. and
Mrs. froy J. King, Mrs. Forestine
Lewis Freeman, Mrs. Rosa Maul-
don. Mrs. Essie Mae Melt:ton,
Mrs. Elizabeth Parks, Mrs. Annie
Lee Reed, Mrs. Grace Parker, sis-
ter of the honoree . . . Mrs. Ann
L. Hall and Bill Weathers. Mrs.
Elizabeth Shaw, Mrs. Sadie McCoy
Mrs. Willa Monroe, Mr. and Mrs.
Fleming Polk . . . and, of
course the lucky fisherman of the
day ... W. S. Larkin, E. L. Hawk-
ins and the latter's son, Emmett
Hawkins, jr.
WHERE THEY WENT
Several well-known Memphians
spent a gala Fourth of July up at
Fox Lake in Indiana. where they
were the guests of Atty. and Mrs
A. A. Letting and Mrs. Letting's
father. well-known insurance mogul
Jeff lab, at Mr. Ish summer home
there. Driving up in the middle of
the week were Dr. and Mrs. Oscar
Speight, jr., and son Billy . . .
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Rivers
and Atty. and Mrs. Letting and
their family. The Lettings and Mr.
Ish were joined, in Chicago by Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam and their
son, Art, who had just left St.
Louis and the Jack and Jill Con-
vention,
Informality was the keynote of
the lazy and carefree days of their
long week end party ... and help-
ing to make it even more fun was
the presence of other friends in
nearby cottages at the exclusive re-
sort . . one of which belonged to
the Reuben Aliens, former Nash-
villians, whose daughter — the
former Cleo Allen was a classmate
of Margaret Rivers in the first
grade in Nashville, whore Mar-
garet's parents lived before mov-
ing to Texas. The nice thing about
their meeting was that they both
remembered one another from that
one year spent in school togeth-
er so many years back. Mrs. Let-
ting and the children bid everyone
adieu to the Gilliams, Speights
and Riverses and to her husband,
who returned to Memphis that Sun-
day night, while she remainted at
Lake for a six week vacation.
• • •
Fellow-scribe Miss Jewil Gentry
is back in town following an excit-
ing time in New York City where
she stopped at the Waldorf As-
toria . . . the aristocrat of Ameri-
can hotels . . . while attending
the National Links convention and
another week of interesting party-
ing in the great metropolis.
Among the many former Memph-
tans she encountered were Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Irons who were
in Memphis not long ago en route
to Rio de Janerio and Martinique;
Miss Melte Lanier and her sis-
ter, the former Miss Frances Lan-
ier, and Emile Jones who is plan-
ning a European tour in October,
and ditto for Frances Lanier (Ezell
was just back from Nassau.) 0th.
ers encountered who are also well
known in Memphis were Dr. and
Mrs. R. T. M. Howard —
With whom Miss Gentry visited last
week in Chicago at their lovely
Lake Shore Drive apartment. Jew-
el and Mrs. Johnetta Kelso were
guests at the wonderful party given
by Mrs. Mollie Moon in the famed
Rainl.iow Room on the 65th floor
of Rockefeller Center . . . at-
tended a NBC TV show at the in-
vitation of Dave Hepburn . . .
and Jewel was also feted at the
well-known "Little Red Rooster"
by Mr, and Mrs. Irons. She stop-
ped off in Pittsburgh before going
on to Chicago where she attended
many parties, including a Bon Voy-
age party given for Miss Lu-
cille Ish who joined her sister, Mrs.
Harriette Walker in New York
for a trip to Europe last week.
Miss Rubye Gadison, another
fellow-scribe, left last week end
for an extended vacation that
will take her first to Mansfield,
Ohio, where she will be the guest
of her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. John
Vinson, and following that stay,
a whirl in other Ohio cities before
going to Pittsburgh and later to
Washington, D. C. for the Del-
ta Sigma Theta convention which
will be convening at the same time
as the Alpha Kappa Alpha soror-
ity's Golden Boule. Rubye will be
stopping at the Statler-Hilton, the
Delta headquarters, which is
just across the street from the
Sheraton-Carlton where the A. K.
hearing more about these con-
A's will be enscounced. We'll be
ventions later . . for scores of
Memphians plan to be on hand.
Mrs. Mary Roberts left town
last Sunday morning with a thick
plane ticket which will take her
on a long vacation junket, with
stop overs in Cincinnati to visit
Rev. and Mrs. St. Julian Simp-
kins and daughter Bertha . . .
then on to Cleveland to visit a
friend . . . followed by a trip to
Chicago before going to South Ha-
van, Mich., to visit her parents
and on up to Milwaukee to be
present for the arrival of the new
heir in the family_of her sister
Vianna.
Attending the Race Relations In
stitute at Fisk university recently
was Mrs. Ruby Speight . . who
was thrilled by the workshop and
the opportunity to hear so many
outstanding personalities, includ-
ing Atty. Thurgood Marshall.
• • •
A lovely note from Mrs. Freddie
Miller Dowdy let us know that she
and her daughter Barbara Jean
Franklin — a student at Father
Bertrand high, are visiting her
mother, Mrs. Bertha Miller and
family in Los Angeles, while at-
tending the University of Southern
California, where Freddie is busy
at work on her masters degree.
• • •
Another interesting post was
the one from Mrs. Ozie Hodge,
aboard the Empress of England at
High Sea bound for a tour of
eight European countries. ACcom-
-etweesesarensweeesiswirPWWW.11.0"."
ardson looks on. Center photo:
New officers of the North Caro-
lina 4 H club council elected
duing the observance are (from
left seated) Gloria Peacock,
Benson, secretary; How a rd Ar-
rington, Four Oaks, president
and Clara Richardson, Smith-
field, N. C., vice president,
Rear; Dorothy Ramsey, Cox-
boro, historian and I,a Verne
Robinson, Louisburg. tieasur.
er. Photo right: Mildred Feel-
con (left), Enfield, N. C.,
was crowned as queen of the
"Clothing Stars of 1958" the
fashion resiew contest during
411 Club Week at MT col-
lege. Runnersup for the title
are Marian Poe (center.) Sal-
isbury and Gwendolyn Nelson,
Roxboro.
By Mrs, Anna Lee Cooke
The annual Jubilee which Is
looked forward to about this time
every year by the Youth of the
('ME churah closed last week on
the oanipas of Lane college
where 332 were enrolled includ-
ing 242 young people.
Those enrolled represented the
Jackson
-Memphis conference, the
Tennessee conference and the
West Tennessee conference.
JACKSONIAN NAMED
PRESIDEN
Winning the presidency by popu-
lar vote was Ross Bruce Cheairs,
son of Mr. and Mrs Ross Cheairs
who reside on N. Cumberland at.
He was victorious over Joseph
A. Johnson, Ill of Nashville, Tenn,
representing the Tennessee con-
ference and Benjamin Nelson re-
presenting the West Tennessee con-
ference. Mr Cheaira represents
the Jackson
-Memphis conference.
He will he a senior this year
apnying Mrs. Hodge is Miss El-
mira Williams and they are both
members of Manassas High's fac-
ulty . . . and we'll be eager to
hear all the glowing recitals of
their experiences come the opening
of school at the end of August.
CONDOLENCES
The entire Tri-State area was
shocked with the news of the tragic
accident which took the lives of
young John Berry Gammon and
his little friend, Harrison Frank-
lin at the Gammon farm Sunday
before last. Hudreds of friends
mourned their loss and wished
and prayed to ease the burdens
cast on the hearts of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Gammon
and his sister, Miss Ida Marie
Gammon and the family of Mr.
and Mrs. Buddy Franklin.
Our sympathy also went to Mrs.
Samellen Mhite Carroll in the deal
of her husband, Louis Carroll.
To these and all who mourn
we say . . "Earth Has No Sor-
row Heaven Cannot Heal."
VISITING
Mrs. Oscar Suggs, popular teach-
er of Detroit, Mich., is visiting
here and is the guest of her
brother, Clarence Blackburn, her
cousin Mr. T. J. Johnson and fami-
ly, and friends Mrs. Alberta Samp-
le and Mrs. Attie Mae Roberts.
Mrs. Suggs has stopped here brief-
ly many times before, but this
is her first extended visit.
CHIT CHAT
When our Educational TV sta-
tion — WKNO — presents Sophieles
"Oedipus Rex" on August 26, Mrs.
Jewel Speight will be playing the
role of Jocasta, the wife and
mother in the Greek tragedy. The
ail
-Negro cast was selected last
week and among those besides
Mrs. Speight winning roles were
Lawrence and Virginia Blair. This
performance has been marked al-
ready as a MUST by everyone
in the immediate community.
The last has not been seen yet
in sacks and chemise styles . . .
and friends of the Celebrity So-
cial club had an opportunity to see
a full parade of the same at their
annual Tea and Fashion Show
held July 13, at the Mary Wayne
Center 2212 Eldridge . . . ably
presented under the guidance of
Miss Viola Woody, the club presi-
dent, and her committees:
• • •
A word to the wise -4 before we
go to press . . . the most promi.
nent socialites in any community
are those wim do not let their so-
cial functions impede their civic
responsibility . . and they are,
therefore, REGISTERED 1 0
VOTE and never fail to CAST
THEIR BALLOT on Election Day.
YOU, like us, beliete that Mem-
phis is a place of "Good Abode"
. . .but we also know that the
votes of ALL citizens will make
our city an ever. ''BETTER place
in which to live!"
at Merry High school and was also
named president of the Merry
High Student Council for t h e
coming year in last spring's elec-
tion.
A night of enjoyment that is
always anticipated is Talent Night
at the Jubilee. Miss Mary Ruse
Rodgers, of Trenton, Tenn., again
took honors for first place for her
beautiful singing.
She will be a junior this year
at Trenton Rosenwald school.
Following the Jubilee, Miss Rod-
gers spent several days with her
aunt, Mrs. Mary Perkins v.ho re-
sides on Hale at., In Jackson,
Both Bishops B. Julian Smith
and P. R. Shy spoke to the youth
on Friday. Bishop Smith is the
newly appointed Bishop to this
district and Bishop Shy, former
pastor of St. Paul church who has
been recently elevated tot h e
office will serve the Georgia dal-
trict.
BRIDES HONORED
The matrons of First Baptist
church honored three new brides
recently with a shower at the
church. Recipients were Mrs
Charles Ferry, Ill, nee Bettye
Davis; Mrs. William Martin, nee
Mattie Jones; and Mrs. James
Jones, nee Frances Jackson Mrs.
Martin who became the bride re-
cently of Dr. William Martin of
Indianapolis, Ind., will inake her
home there. Both the Berrys and
the Jones are presently residing
in Jackson.
July 4th proved a very pleasant
day, especially for those who at-
tended the delightful party on the
spacious patio and lawn of theRex
perfect host and hostess. 'Twas a
beautiful night and the party go-
ers were really there,
Among those present were the
Joe Deberrys, the Sidney Perrys,
Mrs. Rose Cheairs, the Charles
Bledsoes, Miss Eva Broome, the
Isiah Jones, the S. H. Bronoughs,
the J. F. Hughes, the William
Baileys, the Paul Martins, the
Musgroves. the Howards, the A
Porters, the Otis Prices, the Gil.
mores, (Jack home from summer
study for the 4th,) Mrs. Daisy
Shaw, Mr. F. T. Jeans and
guest, the John Adkins, the Bel-
ton Devises, Dewey Gates, Mrs.
Lawrence Hunt, Miss Johnella
Smith (visiting from St. Louis)
Mrs. Mary L. Womack, home from
summer study; the Ausie Brooks,
the W. E. McKissacks, Doc just
back after a year's leave and your
scribe and her better half, J. A.
Cooke, 0 yea, the J. L. Davis
were seen coming in later with
Mrs. Davis' sister as their guest.
Various games and dancing and
the festive barbecue which is in
line for the day made it a com-
plete evening.
The group also enjoyed looking
at slides of activities taken at the
University of Michigan where Dr.
McKissack recently received his
master's degree in public health
aad most interesting were scenes
of Detroit and Lansing, Michigan,
where Dr. and Mrs. McKissack,
Miss Mable Golden and William
Edward McKissack, III spent a
short vacation.
We had a chance to see the beau-
tiful home of Dr. and Mrs. Clinton
Canady. nee Hortense Golden, lo-
cated on the outskirts of Lansing.
The color slides made you feel
as if you were there, for it was
nothing less than a dream house.
In Jackson, due to the illness of
Fore Seeks Doctorate
RALEIGH, N. C. — Mr. Robert
Farr, registrar at St. Augustine's
college for the past three years,
has resigned his position in order
to pursue his study for a doctorate
at Catholie university.
The White House has four ele-
vators and 107 rooms.
Fuller-Rice Vows Are Said At
Picturesque Double-Ring Ceremony
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. —
Picturesque Immaculate Concep-
tion Catholic church was the scene
of the wedding of Miss Patricia
Anderson Fuller and Lawrence
Jerotne Rice, jr. recently at 10
o'clock.
The bride is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. O. Anderson Ful-
ler. The groom's parent are Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence J. Rice, Sr.,
of Gary, Ind.
The Very Rev Monseigneur
Paul Kertz read the double ring
ceremony and celebrated the
nuptial mass before an altar dec-
orated with lilies of the valley,
white gladioli, calla lilies, and
green toliage,
Mrs. Carmine Vignole, organ-
ist, played traditional wedding
music as prele«de to the cere-
mony: accompanied by the choir
and Mrs. W. Sherman Savage,
who sang ''On This Day." "Ave
Maria;" "Fenix Angelicus;" and
"Mother At Thy Feet We Are
Kneeling."
The bride, attended by the
groom, presented a bouquet of
white carnations to the Blessed
Mother and made their pledge of
consecration.
The bride, escorted by her
father, was lovely in her gown
of gardenia white handclipped
chantilly lace and tulle. Lace
covered the fitted bodice. sabrina
neckline and brief sleeves, touch-
ed with pearls and irredescent
sequins.
The voluminous skirt was en-
hanced with a double row of ap-
plique lace banding. Her finger-
tip veil of silk Illusion was se-
cured to a cap of matching lace,
the crown of which was fashioned
of vignola French lace, studded
with pearls and imported tulle.
She carried a cascade of lilies of
the valley and fleur d'amour.
Miss Billie Thomas of Cincin-
nati, Ohio, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Misses Eloise
and Inez Savage; Mrs. Jeweldine
Clark Anderson and Miss Frankie
Weathers, both of St. Louis.
Miss Margaret Ann Dawson
was junior bridesmaid and Miss
Joan Carroll lighted the pew
candles.
Little Misses Linda Pullam and
Lisa Pohl were flower girls and
wore white dresses and head
bands of spring flowers. Master
Thomas Lorenzo Greene was ring
bearer.
The honor attendant's gown was
jonquil yellow and she carried a
bouquet of peach roses. The
bridesmaids wore nile green
gowns and their bouquets were of
white and yellow carnations.
All of the gowns were of silk
organza and chantilly lace over
taffeta Their head hands were in
matching colors with brow veils,
touched with pearls, matching
slippers, and white gloves.
The candle-lighter was dressed
in a blue gown, identical in style
to those of the attendants.
The grocm had his brother,
Paul Rice of Gary, as best man
The ushers were: Lawrence Al-
fred of Chicago, James Egins of
Columbus, Ga., and Billy Todd of
Gary.
Masters Danny Dowdy and
Jimmie Peter Parks unrolled the
aisle cloth.
Mrs. Fuller, mother of the
bride, wore a sheath dress of pink
Miss Barbara Floyd, are her !Mi-
ters, Mrs. Mayme Price of Long
Island, N. Y, and Mrs. Eula V.
Taylor of Saginaw, Mich. Also here
is Miss Floyd's grandmother, Mrs.
Minnie Hill of Jonesboro, Ark.
Miss Floyd who has just com-
pleted her teaching year with the
Memphis City system is reported
to be in a much improved con-
dition. Both Mrs. Price and Tay-
lor plan to visit relatives in Hum-
boldt before returning to their re-
spective homes.
Expected in the city this week
are Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Floyd
and their children from Indiana,
Mrs. S. H. Branough has ar-
rived in the city from Indianapo-
lis, Ind., and the Bronaugba bole
chantilly lace and satin, fashion.
ecl with a fitted bodice and drap-
ed with bands of pink chiffon.
Her corsage was of pink roses.
Mrs. Rice, mother of the bride-
groom. chos, a gown of beige
lace and crepe. The V-shaped
neckline outlined the bodice and
soft folds of the fabric fermed
cap sleeves. Her corsage was of
talisman roses.
The reception was given at the
home of the bride and serving as
hostesses were Mesdames Earl
E. Dawson, Cletus Stamper, Alan
'I. Busby, James E. Miller,
Charles Dickinson, James N.
Freeman, Lorenzo J. Greene and
Miss Dolly McPherson.
Assisting were Misses Augusta
McSwain, Emma Cassie Lincoln,
RADIANT BRIDE — Losely
Miss Patricia Anderson Fuller
of Jefferson City, Mo. became
the bride recently of Lawrence
Jerome Rice, Jr. of Gary,
Indiana in an elaborate dou-
Barbara Blue, Ann Smith, Pa-
tricia Seeney, Arthur Pullam, jr.,
James E Miller, jr. and Ritchard
Watkins.
The parents of the bride were
hosts it a breakfast for the bridal
party in Schweich hall in the Lin-
coln University campus immedi-
ately after the ceremony.
The lawn and patio of the Ful-
ler residence was the setting for
a supper for the principals and
out-of-town guests.
Pre-nuptial activities included
a luncheon by Mrs. Cletus Stamp-
er with members of Alpha Up-
silon Sigma chapter of Delta Sig-
ma Theta sorority as guests: a
linen shower by Mesdames W. W.
Dowdy and Jones D. Parks.
A kitchen shower by MesdameS
Charles Dickinson and Alen T.
Busby: a patio party and supper
by 'Mesdames W. Sherman Sav-
age and James E Miller; dinner
by Mr. and Mrs. H. Randolph
Halsey: and a buffet
-dinner fol-
lowing the wedding rehearsal by
Mrs. Earl E. Dawson.
For gitzrg away the bride chose
a green linen sheath dress with
white pique cape collar and eye-
let trim, adorned with a white
carnation corsage. After a short
wedding hip, the couple will re-
side at 1734 Virginia street, Gary,
Ind.
The bride is a graduate in
music from Lincoln university
and has studied music therapy at
Michigan State university, She is
a member of the Delta Sigma
Theta sorority
Rice attended Lincoln universi-
ty and is presently engaged in
dental laboratory work in Chica-
go. He is a member of the Kappa
Me ring nuptial mass. The
bride is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. 0. Anderson Fuller.
Rice is the son of Mr, and
Mrs. Lawrence J. Rice, Sr.
The couple will reside in Gary.
Alpha Psi fraternity.
Out-of-town guests included
Kansas City, Miss Marinde Fer-
guson; Marshall, Mo., Miss Willa
Brown: St. Elizabeth, Mo., Supt.
and Mrs. Ray Doerhoff and sons;
St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Manning, Mr. and Mrs. A. Mc-
Clenny, Mrs. Mary Lou MeClen-
ny, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weathers,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Brodssard,
Miss Valona Broussard, Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Dent, and Mr, Gar-
reett Anderson:
Gary, Ind, Mr. and Mrs. Law-,
rence Rice, or., Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McLaurin and daughter. Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Powell, D.
Smith, Phillip Rice, Eddie It,
Williams, Chester McGuire, and
Mrs. Martha Naylor;
Langston, Okla., Dr. and Mrs.
G. L. Harrison; Wichita tails,
Tex., Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Jack-
son.
moved into their beautiful new
home on East Lane ave.
Mrs. Earl Shaw has returned
from St. Louis, Mo., where she
attended the National Convention
of the Jack and Jill of America,
Inc. She represented the Jackson
chapter. Also attending the meet-
ing from this chapter was Mrs.
Mary L. Womack who is enrolled
in Washington university. While
in St. Louis, Mrs. Shaw was the
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al-
bert Shaw.
Upon Mrs. Shaw's return, her
mother, Mrs. Maude Trotter left
for Chicago. Ill,, to visit her sister-
Mrs. Lucille Rhodes and other
friends.
Also in Chicago visiting with her
daughter is Mrs. Fred Whitsett.
Mrs. Whitsett plans to visit De-
troit and Canada before her re.-
turn.
Guests in the home of !dr. and
Mrs. Earl Shaw for this week
are Hugh Rogers of Gary, Ind .
and Shumphert "Buddy" Smith of
John City, Tenn. Both men are
former Jecksonians.
ly held at Asbury was a great
success. It was under the leader-
ship of Rev. I. L. Rucker and
Rev. W C. Armstrong. Ander-
son Chapel and Asbury had a joint
vacation school.
The first session of summer
school closed at M I. and Rust I
colleges last Saturday. The second'
session began Monday, July 7.
Prof. , . 7- passed
Music listening at Grant Park
Sunday, July 6, was ideal and
those who were present got a
generous portion of rewarding mu-
le for their time and fare to the
and shell
With Inc Wed-
nesday. July 2,
concert rained
I out, the Sunday
,night audience
had the pleasure
of hearing in ad-
&ion to the cel-
lo soloist of the
evening, Leopold
Teraspulsky. the
orchestra's 
Seigal
Fritz Seigel, as violin soloist, too
Both soloists were heard Minn?,
the first half of the program
which was completely re-arranged
and in a manner that afforded a
rich musical presentation.
Teraspulsky. principal cellist 91
the orchestra, opened the con-
cert with a deeply felt perform-1
ance of Boocherini's Concerto in
B Flat major for cello and or-
chestra.
It was in this presentation that
he revealed not only a mellow
and vibrant tune, but an ingratiat•
ing musical comprehension of the
erandeur of this composer's cre-
ativeness.
His tone was bold anti warm,
and he showed a real feeling for
the music he played.
Tnere was a certain joyfulness
i s isproac to t e music which
North Mississippi hospital. He was equally met by the or-best.
was loved by all. Prof. Caldwell • ra under the baton of Joseph Ron
was ursine as principai of Old senstock, the first of our guest,Salem High school. He taught mat- 
conductors.hematics and biolo at Rust forgy
20 years. The funeral was held The orchestra was in fine form
at Asbury. Eulogy by Rev. Ruck., showing that Grant Park sym-1
Flagg. Mrs Mollie Dixon'„unt. er. Interment at Oxford. Ile leaves' 
phony is quite an organization at
Meharry Prexy To Address Dentist Confab
Pittsburgh Host IlmuSIC and Tennessee
WAVERLY
4To th eeting , By THEODORE 
. 
1 K y passe away hospital
Mr i_ cE iCa. sts . Ildarris Johnson of hWaveri-5 By ALVIN GHOLSTON
WASHINGTON — Dr. Harold D.
West. president of ateharry Medi.'
cal college, Nashville, will addreui
the peak meeting of the 45th 1
annual convention of the National
Dental Association which meets in!
Pittsburgh, Aug 3-7,
Dr. Ulysses W. Williams local
chairman of the convention, made 1
the announcement this week. I
Dr. West's speech will cover the
present-day advances in modernI
science ahd physics and its bene-
fits to the dental profession. ,
The meeting will be held in the
University Health Professions au-
ditorium.
Welcoming the dentists will be
the mayor of Pittsburgh, David .
L. Lawrence. and L. Beserly Car-;
ter. newspaper publisher.
Responsive remarks will be by,
Dr. Harry T. Penn, Roanoke, Va.,
president of the National Dental
Association, and Mrs nth)! Ven-
son, Memphis, Tenn., president of
the Auxiliary.
Leading dental authorities par-
ticipating in the clinics include:
"Oral Surgery" — Dr. W. Har-
ry Archer, University of Pitts-
School of Dentistry.
'Anesthesia.' — Dr Leonard M.
Monheim, Ilniversity of Pittsbirgh
School of Dentistry
"Periodontia" — Dr. Clifton 0.
Dummett, Veterans licspital. Tus-1
kegee.
"Prosthcdontia" — Dr. Robert,
L. Pearce, Veterans Hospital,'
Pittsburgh. Pa.
"Peddodontia" — Dr. R. E. R,.
Lovell, Tufts Dental college,
Boston Mass
"Orthodontia" — Dr. Earl Ren-
fro, L'niversity of Illinois college'
of Dentistry, Chicago, Ill.
"Oral Medicine" — Dr. Daniel
Collins, Veterans Hospital. Wash-
ington, D. C.
Mississippi
PICK ENS
Mrs. Millie Wayne and sister,'
Lillie Lofton were recent guests
the home of their uncle raid aunt,
.Mr. and Mrs. Joe Day.
Funeral services were held at
Bethel MB church for Mr Will
Phillips. He leave, his wife, two
children, one brother. two sis•
tern and other relatives ard friends
to mourn his passing.
• • •
ABERDEEN
Bs HENRY E. CRUMP
Correction, The Defender- wishes
to make a correction that ap-
peared in last weeks edition. It
read- Death claimed Mrs. Clara
n hi h h
Semal was in first class shapeem to mourn his passim:-ed Mrs. Mollie Dixon, Mrs. Clara
Flagg's aunt.
Mrs. Jessie Bell Morgan of Rob.
bins, Ill., and her niece of Chi-
cago spent a few days visiting with
her brother and other relatives
and friends.
There were several baptized at
First Baptist last Sunday. Rev.
P. S. Cousin delivered the sermon.
Mr. Joe Troupe of Chicago spent
a few days here visiting his moth-
er. He also visited his sister, Mrs.
Mariah Bell Mitchell who is in
the hospital.
V. S. Buckingham and son; Hen-
ry and Robert Buckingham of Chi
cago motored to Birmingham,
Ala., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. C. Guinie
of Birmingham spent the week end
with her brother and sister in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hines.
Mr. Hines' daughter and hus-
band of Chicago were also week
end guests.
Mr William Lenoir of Chicago
spent the holiday home visiting're-
latives.
Mr. Ben James and wife of War-
ren, Ohio, scent a week here.
The Ladies Aid of First Baptist
with Rev. James Gettys officiating.
a White and Hannah in charge of
the body.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hunts of
Columbus were recent visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Shivers.
• • a
HOLLY SPRLNGS
The vacation Bible Schnvl recent
. a wife. two sons and two daught-/ quality.TI should have read Death claim
i or his performance and his choiceThere was much gaiety here cf this Ftruch was greatly apprec.the 4th of Jul'. A grand picnic. iated by that audience,
was given on highway 7 by Mr.1
Landon Abston,
The funeral of Mrs. Martha;
Lawson was held at llopewell Sun.
day evening.
Those on the sick list in eludes
Mrs. F. Moore, Mrs. Williamson,
Mrs. Hattie Haynes, Mrs Ludella
Philips and Mrs. Byrd.
Mrs. Dorothy J. Kemmons and
children of Chicago are spending
sometime here with her father,
Rev. E. A. Lawson.
• • •
CANTON
Miss Ethel Lucille Nichols! Mr.
and Mrs. David Brawn and Verna
Mae Harper motored to Cleveland
to visit with relatives and friends.
They were accompanied as far as
Chicago by Mrs. Ilerticine Hawk-
Ines. .
Dr. and Mrs A. Carmichael
have returned home after an ex-
tended visit to Nashville: Chicago,
Philadelphia and Washington,
D. C.
Rev. Otho Young has returned
home after spending three we2ks
conducting a revival in Waterloo.
Iowa. Enroute home he stopped in
St. Louis lc visit his sister.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Edmond
in Nashville. Funeral services
were held at Salters Chapel AME
church, Rev. Bryant officiated.
Mr. Jonhson is suvived by a de-
voted wife, Ida: a daughter, Miss
Mary J Johnson of Calif.: three
sons, Mr. H. D. Johnson of Me-
Ewen: Mr. Leo Johnson of the
U. S. Army and Gray of Wavely;
eight sisters, Mrs. Mattie L. Spic-
er, Mrs. Resino Turner, Mrs.
Christian Anthony. Mrs. Ida Gard-
ner all of Waverly; Mrs. Eliza-
beth Wells of Johnsonville; Mrs.
Vashti Charles, Mrs. Olivia Ros-
man and Mrs. Lucille of Patton
and one brother, Osman of Har-
vey, Ill. Manuel and Floyd Rus-
sell of Nashville also attended the
funeral
Mr and Mrs. Robert Cox, Mrs.
James Drake, Mrs. Georgia
Brooks, Miss Katie Milam, Mrs.
L M Craig and Mr. Albert Bar-
ber all of Clarksville, Tenn.,
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Ezekel Turner here in Waverly.
Mr. Bill May of Darville. Ill.,
spent the 4th of July here with his
mother, Mrs. Eunice May and oth-
er relatives.
Mr. D. H. Goodrich of Indianapo-
lis, Ind., spent the 4th of July
here with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Goodrich.
Mr. Clarence Carter of Waver-
ly spent the day before the 4th
with his parents in Huntingdon.
• • •
CLA RKS VILL E
By EDWARD H. BROWN
Brenda, the young daughter of
Mrs. Eunice Lee will make her
home in Los Angeles. Calif., with
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Buck. They are going to
tour the United States and ranada,
their last stop will be ;Montreal,
Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. John Norfleet
returned home after attending
e Church of GodConvention
which was recently held in Flint,
Mich. While there they were enter-
tained in the YMCA.
Rev. L. A. Gregg, pastor of
the Mt. Olive Baptist church, has
the 53rd session of the National Ba
list Sunday' School and BTU Cong-
ress which wiA recently held in
Omaha. Neb.
Mrs. Mamie Allen. of Gary. Ind.,
sister of Charles E. Smith is
confined to the hospital 'with an'
illness.
Res'. A. J. Norris. CME Pre-
siding Elder of the Clarksville Dis-
trict recently held the Third Quar- 1
terly conference at the Wesley
('hapel (TOE church. Rev. C. H.
Bagwell is pastor of Wesley chapel.
Ruth Brown and paul
orchestra were at the American
Legion Hall on June 30th.
Recent death: Mrs. Willis Hos-
THE SUMMER INSTITUT E
for high school teachers of gen-
eral science, sponsored bs the
National Science Foundation,
opened at Virginia State col-
lege June 30. Fifty•seaen high
school teacher on grants from
the National Science Foimda•
lion attended the conference.
Shown abote derail; an initial
•
\;
reception by President Robert
P. Daniel of Virginia State
college are, left to right, Dr.
T. Nelson Baker. professor of
chemistry, Virginia State col-
DEFENDER
Sot., July 19, 199$
The brine from sefeist pickle:
gives potato salad a delicious
flavor and can be substituted fin
vinegar.
lege; Robert Harris, Wilkes-
boro. N C.; George Dalton,
Statesville, N. C.: and Herman
Saunders, Leuisborg, W. Va.
(Photo by Burke.)
 luncheon held in her honor. She
discussed her work while teach-isnhgowoend the picit sulraen: aonf d 0 
souvenirs nw
u ,,,
ai ' a 
and
dfBaton Rouge the island as she told of her work
there. We are very proud of Miss•
 
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD  Clark and of the outstanding work
Letters from Mrs I. N. (ileitin!
relate how she is enjoying King-
ston. Jamaica and other points vis-
ited thus far. We do not envy her
or the pleasure of the trip, nut we
do wish she was here in Ilouston,
Tex., enjoying the good food, long
rides and other pleasures that
we are enjoying while in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. If. Parnell.
For being in this home does not
mean being quiet, or in one place
long at a time.
We especially enjoyed the plea-
sure of a day in the beautiful, mod-
ern home of Mr. and Mrs. M. Mar-
tin in Kendleton. Tex Especially
the visit to their ntodel, modern
farm plots, where modern prac-
tices are used. Mrs. Martin. also
, showed us the model school build-
ing where she teaches. And the
activities being carried on in their
church during "Special Services"
 week.
et Thelma D. Ley°, Monday, July Letters from New Orleans tell
14, at 8115 p.m., at Lyon and Healy1 of how Mrs. Verla Lawson has
Concert Hall at Jaclyson and Wa- entered Columbia university, and
bash ave., two guest artists Ed• is enjoying not only her studies,
Taylor, organist will appear.. 
wardo L, tenor and Herman but her life in dormitories where
she can best apply herself to study
and to campus activities.
Letters received from Miss Bil-
lye Purnell while here tell of the
hot weather in Chicago last week
but we are glad to know that
Lango. has traveled extensively she is applying herself to her
and son. Terry of Indianapolis are throughout the United States. Cana- chosen 
field and is enjoying the
viaiting relatives here in the city. When she first came to (Shim da and in Europe singing as solo- work that it 
provides, especially
The beauticians of Canton spon- go some years ago she was pre. ist and with the Chicago Spiritual the 
"insight prcvided. for helpful
sored a style show at the Cameron sented in a recital at the famed! Jubilee Singers. advice 
and contacts. '
Street High school. It was largely Olivet Baptist church, and has Notice has 
just come to es tell-
since studied and launched a, SELECTION PLEASE! 
ing of the death of Mrs. Harry
attended
Alabama
WILLIAMETTA MOORE
Williametta Moore, mezzo so-
prano, will be presented in a song'
recital Sunday. July 13 at 4 p. m.,
at Monumental Baptist church, by
the Department of Missions.
Mrs. Moore has sung in several
productions and has appeared as
soloist on a number of outstanding
programs.
Among Mrs. Loyo's students ap-
pearing on the program will be
Joyce Jones, Shirley Conley, Mrs.
Jessie Burns, and Bobbie Jones.
The guest vocal solbist Edwardo
Nance in New Orleans. She was
singing career. GOBO, Japan — (UPI) — the wife. of our nephew, 'Harry
Edna Williams will be at the Thoughtful city fathers have in- Nance, and the aunt of our niec•
piano when the mezzo sings Sun- stalled a huge music box at the es, Mesdames Ora Nance - Lewis
day. municipal crematorium. When a and Mrs. Zenobia Nance - Roberts.
LOYO'S STUDENT RECITAL coffin is shoved in the incinerator Mrs. Lewis is here now with her
At the program entitled Pianor-' and the door slammed shut, soft sister, a hospital, but is reported
TURBSVILLE Mr. Jack Alexander of Ohio, Was gauza to he presented by students, music fills the building.1,_ better.
By L. R. MEYERS I here • 
The quarterly meeting of the
Charity Union Benevolent Society
was held at Mt Zion AME with,
president general Rev. L. J. Wash-
ington presiding. Several lodges.
that brought together a large.
group of members from other sec-
tions were in attendance. An old
fashioned dinner was enjoyed by!
all.
Rev. Stallworth of Birminham
program sponsored by the Sisters!
and Brothers Union Society of
which Mr. Sadie B. Latham is pres-'
ident at New Bethel Baptist church.
Several new members were added
to the order.
The Workers Council meeting of
the Village Spring Manly Baptist
Association sponsored by chair-
man Mrs Rhoda Boyd. was
held Sanirdav and Sunday at Mt.
Canaan Baptist church. Rev. T. C. tion 6: 8 verse:- subject. A Raked
Williams. pastor. A laree crowd, Life. Poole Undertakers 
of Birm-
attended and inspirational mes- Ingham. Ala.. in charge 
Baseball
sages were delivered by the Revs. game July 4th. at West 
Blocton
Scarber and Windon. I park by Brierfield and Bloctora
Mrs. Fame Green who erten scores 8-3 in favor Bloctan. Ball
brated her 106th birthday in May i game at Mount Olive July 5 with
died last Monday. Funeral to he Abenett. Mount Olive was the 
wina
announced later. ner.
Floyd Jackson from Pennsylvania
and William Hammond from Be- .
Orrin are here visiting their par- Firemen Find It:
cots and other relatives.
NEST BLOCTON
• The thirl Quarterly Conference
of the AME New Hope church was
in session June 28-29. Rev, J. W. engines raced to a butcher's shop
IlenrN presiding elder, was in and began hauling out equipment,
charge All departnients in a the ready to quench the fire that sent'
reund reports. The amount of sab smoke pouring from the shop
was paid in full "Hey, quit it," yelled /wrier
The Baptist Sunday school con- Richard Bridger. "I'm smoking NEW OFFICERS of the North
Yention of the Shelby Springs (Ilan some continental salt beef and I Carolina Agricultural Teachers
trict was held July 2-4 at Monte, just opened the doors to let the Association elected last week
Ala. I smoke out." i the annual conference heir at
We were truly religious during
this week end. Climaxing our re-
ligious activities, were attending
services at two different churches
Sunday and seeing part of what
we have never witnessed before,
i. e.. the Installation of a minister
for the pastorate of a church,
and the attending large groups of
church members from other
churches to "Bid him God Speed.-
One seldom realizes how kindly
they may be received until it be-
comes a reality. Since coming to
Houston. Texas two weeks ago, we
have been shown so many kind-
treatments by different families!
and individuals that we begin to'
wonder if we were really sick
when we came here, or if we
just thought so. For we surely do
not feel or act like a sici person
now. Houston is a beautiful city,
and its citizens are very kindly
disposed.
For instance, just think of a
"sick person" going to two differ-
different church services in a day!
We are happy to receive notice
that the Anna T. Jordan Center in
Baton Rouge is now offering Chil-
dren's Dance classes, beginning
July 12. Dance rhythm for chil-
dren of ages 3 to 5. Dance Rhy-
thm 2, for children ages 6 and up.
Dance Rhythm 3, for children
above those ages. Classes to be
taught by a dance specialist, thus
instilling gracefulness, order and
precision to children instead of
allowing for other types of habit
forming exercises.
Our Girl Girl Scout Day Camp
will begin in their camp at Clarke
Memorial Golf Course. The time,-
Bus stops etc, are listed on their
notices.
Miss Charlie Mae Clark who has
been away for some time, recent-
ly returned from Okinawa, gave
an illustrated talk Tuesday at a
voor
John Treadwell of West Virginia
is guest of relatives here.
A platter party in session
July S. at the Masonic hall. Willie
Bradford and his band of Birming-
ham. Ala. furnished music.
Entertainment Was in session
at mason hall .luly 4. Mrs. Ida
B. Campbell and Mrs. Sarah Lan-
drum were in charge.
The funeral of Mr. J. C. May.
nor, age 35. was to session at the
Mount Olive Baptist church July 11.
Sirs ivory arc five brothers, three
sisters and a host of other rela-
tives. Program: A song "What A
Friend We Have in Jesus;" pray-
er. Rev. Hudson: as a neighbor, by
Mrs. Lillie Parker: song, "Must
Jesus Bear The Cross Alone:" obit-
uary by Mr. Edward Parker. Rev.
W. S. Lewis officiated. Text: Gala-
Smoke And No Fire
LONDON — (UM — Three fire
A&T College are shown from
left to right: cseated) Turner
Battle. Littleton. secretary:
J. L, Faulcon, Ahoskle, preai•
dent and H. Fred Simone, Pan.
leg°. v ice president, Tlin•a
standing are. F.. S. Quirk,
Lumber Bridge, sergeavt.at-
arms: R. D. Smith, Chapel
Hill, parliamentarian and W.
J. Walls, Tabor City, chaplain.
she has done and will do when she
begins teaching in our city this
autumn.
I There will be an extra incentive
for giving their best during the
1958-1959 Academic year for High
school teacher of Biology and Phy-
sical Sciences, Dr. F. G. Clark,
president of Southern university,
of a National Science Founila-
non Grant for an in - service
Institute to be hoist during the 1958-
1959 academic year for high school
teachers of Biology and the Physi-
cal Sciences. This institute is to
begin on Saturday, Sept. 3, 1958,
and will run until May 23, 1959,
Arkansas
WARREN
By MATTIE BURNETT
The quarterly conference un-
ion was held at Okolona AME
church in Hermitage, Ark , last
Sunday. Rev, J. B. Alexander, host
pastor. Res. 11, L. Hicks, pastor
of the New Zion AME church in
Warren delivered the inspiring
message which was enjoyed by all
churches in the city. Participating
were Bethel. St. John, St. James,
and New Zion, Rev, G. W. Smith,
president of the union, presided.
Sponsors of the queen and
oueenettes contest recently held at
Bethel entertained the lovely girls
last week at the church. The scene
was a very beautiful affair and
the queen and queenettes enjoyed
themselves to the highest. Rev.
J. H. Watkins, host pastor.
Total amount raised during quar-
ter of the quarterly conference at
Bethel AME was $1,903 and grand
total for quarter was $2,121.11.
Miss Shirley Ann Neeley, daugh-
ter of Mr, and Mrs. Leroy Neeley
is spending a lengthy vacation in
Oakland, Calif., with relatives and
friends. We hope she has a wond-
erful vacation.
Mrs. Francine Ellison and Mrs.
Fannie Fullmore of Akron have re-
turned home after spending some
time at the bedside of their father,
Mr. G. W. Watts who is ill but
now much improved. We hope he
has a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Viola Griffin of Milwaukee
was a recent visitor of her sister,
Mrs. Mary Neely and family. Mrs.
Griffin is a former resident of
Warren and the lovely wife of Rev.
Albert Griffin. They are always
welcomed visitors to our city.
Miss Martha Fisher, member of
the graduating class of '58 of A.
M. & N. visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Fisher over the
week end. She is spending the
summer on the campus of A.
M. & N.
Little Dwayne Watkins, son of
Rev. and Mrs. J. 51, Watkins has
returned home from Little Rock
and St. Louis where he visited his
grandparents.
The presiding slier, Rev. C. M.
Ilankins and our pastor, Rev. J.
M. Watkins and his ssafe were re-
cent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe iturns in their beautiful home
on Pine street.
Howard McCoy', son of Mrs. Boot
Burnett was confined in the Brad-
ley County hospital due to food
poisoning. He is now home and
doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Euell Edward
of California spent a pleasant time
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Neeley.
The Bethel Beacon Club of Beth-
el AME held its regular meet-
ing in the home of yours truly last
Wednesday afternoon with vice
president, Mrs. Jeannette Burns,
presiding. After completion of the
business, our pastor, Rev. ..T. M.
Watkins was presented to the club
by the vice president fo closing
remarks. Next meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Rita
Belcher.
Illinois
FREEPORT
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brumfield
and grandsons, Royce Brumfield
and yours truly motored to Rock
Island last Sunday to visit their
daughter, Mrs. Troy Bland. Mr.
and Mrs. Brumfield spent the day
and returned to Freeport with
their two granddaughters, Joni
and Doni Bland,
Mrs. Mamie Farr, son.in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hunter and their daughter, Mrs.
Audrey Finketon and children
have returned from Detroit where
they spent their vacation with
Mrs. Mary Givens, Mrs. Given is
the daughter of Mrs. Farr.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Norman and
family of Waterloo, Is., were
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. Norman.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cun-
ningham and family are spending
their vacation in West Mississip-
pi visiting relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Lenair and
family of South Bend, Ind., are
spending their vacation here
with Mrs. Lenair's mother, Mrs.
Anges Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brumfield
are parents of a son, born
July 5 at St. Francis hospital.
Mrs. Rester Smith and sons of
Memphis spent several days here
visiting friends. Mrs. Smith is
known here as Mrs. M. L. Porter,
Jr.
BREVVTON
By ALEX AUTREY
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Williams
and family are visiting here with
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson. Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Jackson's grand-
children, Sandra, Mary Louise,
Jessie and Charlie attended Bible
school here during the week. They
formerly attended Bible school at
Piney Grove church with Mrs.
Catherine Taylor as directress.
Mr. Willie Draford of Mobile is
guest of his sister and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Robin-
son have their daughter, CIA.
dine Lewis and children visiting,
Mr. James Sanford of Brewton
and ion Alberta Butler of Mont-
gomery left last week. They will
visit several cities.
Masonic Lodge No. 2 held a
meeting at Springhill with Dea-
con McCreary as worshipful mast-
er.
Mrs. Joe Fountain has her moth-
er visiting with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Marshan
and son motored out of town over
the week end.
Mr, S. C. Cheathman has re-
turned from the hospital and is
reported improving.
Mrs. Creola'x husband Is horns,
from the hospital after breaking
his lee in an accident.
Mr. Will Jenkins is missing.
Many people have joined In the
search for him.
010
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SAFE DI ACT — At San Fran-
cisco last week Chicago (ohs'
Ernie Banks slides safely into
third (top) on hit to center in
first inning- of game with
Giants. Cubs' Bobby Thompson
By HARRY TRIMBORN
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
Lightweight contender Kenny Lane
Oska he's a cinch to take theaway from Joe Brown inton July 23
because of the
aid of an old
gentleman who
has never been
stopped — Fath-
er Time.
The 26-year-old
Michigan farm
boy who entered
the rough-tumble
world of boxing
to "get out of
doing chores,"
figures he'll be the new light-
weight champion even before
the scheduled 15-round bout is over.
"I don't think the fight will go
the distance," said the ever-smil-
ing challenger.
''Brown's getting old. He'll be
dead on his feet before the 15th
round."
Lane conceded the 32-year-old
4'
ampion is a "good boxer, but
't take a good, hard punch."
I figure to take him in the 12th
or 13th round," Lane predicted.
Lane may just be engaging in
the usual pre-fight optimism, al-
though he insists he isn't. Brown
won the title practically with one
hand. That was in August, 1956
when the Baton Rouge, La., Ne-
gro boxer defeated Bud Smith.
Brown broke his right hand in
the second round and fought the
remaining 13 with only one hand.
CITES 'EVIDENCE'
As further "evidence' for what
he thinks will be his victory over
Brown, Lane cites the recent de-
feat of Ralph, Dupes who was
kayoed in the eighth round by
Brawn last month.
"Dupes kept backing away
from Brown all through the
fight," Lane said. "Be let
Brown take the initiative Not me.
AIb. going to take the fight to
Wm and you'll see he's not so
hit to Willie Mays in center
who threw to second trapping
Banks between !second and
third. Second sacker Danny
O'Connell made low throw to
hot when he's on the defensive."
The five foot, six inch challeng-
er, who wears his hair as short
as the fuzz on a peach, said he
has no special strategy set up
against Brown.
SWITCH HITTER
"I'll just go at him with both
hands," he said. "I'm a switch-
hitter.. If I think a right-hand
stance will be better, I'll use that.
If not, Ill use a left-band stance."
Lane, who has racked up a
51-win, five-loss record in his pro
career, left his wife and two young
children back home in Muske-
gon, Mich., to train in New Or-
leans.
"1 gotta get acclimatized," 'he
explained. "The weather here is
about the same as in Houston, and
I like this town.• 1 got a lot of
friends here."
CHAMPAIGN. III. — (UPI)
Jim Frisina of Taylorville, copped
Ms fifth Illinois State Amateur golf
title Saturday with a 2 and 2 win
over Christ Sarro of Champaign.
Frisiana, 47, won titles in 1942,
1947, 1.954 and 1956. He announced
following Saturday's win that he
would not again compete in this
tournament. He has played 24 con-
secutive tournaments.
Frisina held a 4-up lead in Morn.
ing play, holding even at a course
par of 72. Sarro cut the lead to
3 and then to 2 in the afternoon
but Ermine came back with a bird-
ie on the 12th to regain his 3-up
lead.
.Frisitia held a 1-up lead for the
afternoon first nine, with one un
der par at 34. But on the second
nine he won six of the nine holes.
Sarro, 26, is is part-time student
at the University of Illinois. This
was his first match in the state
tournament.
THE TAG Ot'T — Felipe lieu, second by Chicago Cubs second go. Ernie Ranks covered see-
San Francisco left ticklet. is sacker Tony Taylor whim nod and Unwire Dascoli calls
tagged out between first and Daryl Spencer hit into a double the play, UPI telephoto.
play in third inning at Chica-
  ---
1 Promoter Must Sell Horns
Jim Davenport at third teem
ter) and umpire Donatelli (bat-
torn) called Ernie safe as ball
rolls past baseline, it was
second game of twin bill. Cubs
won by 6-1. UPI Telephoto
--
New York was the first city in
the L. S to have tracked vehicles
which were known as horse-drawn
trolleys,
WINNING PORM — Baltimore
Orioles amithpaw Billy (Dig-
ger) O'Dell flashes winning
By GEORGE C. HARLAN
NEW YORK — (UPI) — "A
boxer is a commodity with a tem-
pera:nen( that has to be research-
ed. merchandised and sold like a
bar of soap," ,says Bill Rasen-
solin. newly-named promoter of the
Floyd Patterson-Roy Ilarris heav-
weight title bout.
The 38-year-old ex-advertising
executive .said that "it is easier
to create an image of i.n unknown
fighter like Harris than to promote
a new product."
BOUNCE AL WEILL
Rosensohn, who atepped In as
promoter of the Aug. 18 fight in
Los Angeles after the California
State Boxing Commission pulled
the rug from tinder veteran fight
manager Al Weill, said the fi-
nancial success of the venture will
hinge on his ability' to build up
Harris in the public imagination.
intend to bring a business
approach to boxing which it has
not had before," he added.
He said that on an investment of
only $125,000 he expects to reap a
$500,000 return. "In what business
can you get such a return for so
small an investment?" he asked.
''The secret in this business is
cutting down on your risks," he
declared, lie explained that he
wangled a deal under which none
of the fighter's guarantee comes
out of his pocket.
$210,000 GUARANTEE
lie said he personally has been
guaranteed $210,000 by Teleprompt-
er Corp., the closed-circuit TV
form in All-Star glITIlp while batters in a row in his three
mowing down National League inning wrap up appearance.
batters. O'Dell retired nine UPI telephoto.
company from which he resigned
as advertising vice president to
take over the promotion of the
match. In addition, he said, he
expects at least a $500,000 gate of
which he gets 50 per cent.
According to Rosensohn the
champion, Floyd Patterson receiv-
es the other 50 per cent, but out
of this he must pay Harris his
guarantee of $100,000.
The Los Angeles business excell-
ing TV sets to hospitals, also said
he is sounding out Lloyds of Lon-
don on a pre-fight accident policy
covering his two pugilists.
The youthful promoter conced-
ed he faces an uphill job in "sell-
ing" Barris to the public. Harris
is unbeaten but has never star-
red on television.
But Rosensohn pointed out that
live, who started his career rent-
$50,000 worth of ballyhoo can do
wonders for a fighter who hails
from Cut-and-Shoot, Tex., has
eight brothers and sisters, teach-
es school, and is handsome in the
tradition of Gentleman Jim Cor-
bett.
Exuding confidence Rosensohn
said he expects to sell 5,000 ring-
side scats in Texas alone.
He picked Los Angeles, he said,
because that city has not wit-
nessed a heavyweight champion-
ship fight since 1939, and because
"in New York I would be just
another promoter."
He said he intends to pursue his
career as a sport promoter no
matter how his first venture pans
out. He declined to say what his
future plans wsre ether than he
has "lots of ideas."
DATE WITH FLOYD —
heavyweight contender Roy
Ilarris works out at his home
In Cut and Shoot, 'Texas, on
heavy bag for his forthcom•
Ing title bout with world charn.
PALMYRA, N. — (UPI) —
Rater Johnson, square-shouldered
U. C. L. A. track star from Kings-
burg, Calif., won the National A.
A. U. decathlon championship for
the second time in three years, but
he failed to break the world rec-
ord.
Johnson, who set the recognized
world record of 7,895 points In
winning the event two years ago,
tired even though he managed to
stave off a fine showing by Na-
tionalist China's Yang Chum-
Kwang, he fell short of the mark.
TOTAL 7,754
Johnson's 10-event total was
7,754 points. Vassilli Kuznetsov of
Russia compiled 8,016 points on
May 17 . 18, but his mark as yet
has not been officially accepted.
The long-legged U. C. L, A.
student apparently had the new
mark in his grasp after eight
events, but with possible thoughts
of his trick knee and the forthcom-
ing United States-Russia meet in
Moscow, Johnson held back in the
Javelin.
Chuan-Kwang, a tall, slim ath-
lete, surprised the more than 5,000
fans who watched the action in
overcast but warm weather by
winning the javelin and finishing
almost 24 seconds ahead of John-
son in the 1,500-meter rim, the final
two events.
Chuan-Kwang's effort pulled his
final second-place point total to
7,625 points, far superior to the
7,101 points he scored recently in
You'll appreciate tbe extra full-bodied flavor and
extra velvety smoothness of Gordon's. SO
SMOOTH YOU CAN ENJOY IT STRAIGHT—
thanks to superb liqueur quality.
pion Floyd Patterson at Lon 1
Angeles, August It. Harris,
24, was a Former grade school
teacher in Cut and Shoot. LPL :
telephoto.
winning the decathlon in the Use
(1 amen.
EDSTROM THIRD
Dave Edstrom of the Univer-
sity of Oregon finished third with
7,154 points and he will go to Rua.
sia with Johnson.
Charley Pratt, Dm defending
champion, whose home town host-
ed the championships, took fourth
place with 6,922 points, while Bob
Lawson of the Southern Cali-
fornia Striders was fifth with 6,550
points.
In the first three .events John-
son stayed close to the form chart
which would have assured him a
record. He did 14.8 seconds in
the 110 meter high hurdles won
by Chuan-Kwang, who took a
brief lead, then threw the discus
154 feet, 11 inches and pole vault-
ed 12 feet, six incites to regain
the lead.
JAVELIN STUMBLING BLOCH
But the javelin proved the stunts
Ming block. Johnson has thrown
the javelin as far as 240 feet, but
from his first toss it was apparent
that he did not feel up to a top
performance. On top of that, a
fairly strong wind was blowing
right in his face. His best toss
was 201 feet, nine inches, while
Chuan-Kwang's winning toss was
208 feet, seven inches.
Johnson had a 10.6 100 meters.
a 48.3 400-meters, broad jumped
22 feet, five and one-half inches,
thrown the shot 50 feet, two and
three-quarter inches, and high
iumped six feet,
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Stork Stops
Born At John Gaston Hospital:
July 5, 1958
; A son, Moses, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Moses Hawkins of 239 E
Trigg.
A son, Dennis Amen, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Estridge of 1659 Mar
rison.
' A son, Martin, to Mr. and Mrs
Earl Thompson of 1347 Wabash.
! A daughter, Etta Mae, to Mr
'and Mrs. Ruben Jackson of 504.5
Truse ave.
' A daughter, Alicia Yvette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Holmes o
1561 Florida.
A daughter, Doris Gene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Martin of 865 N.
Third st.
A daughter, Beverly Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Temple of
327 B. Decatur.
' A daughter, Gloria Van, to Mr.
and Mrs. Savannah Oliver of 893
Lavon.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Neal Bell of 3695 Boxtown
rd.
July 8, 1958
A daughter, Lynne Victoria, to
Mr. and Mrs. Caste!! Jordan of
1483 Locust.
A son, Rex John, to Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Manning of 882 J.
Lamar Mall.
A son, Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Longmire of 1380 Engle-
wood.
A son, Alton, to Mr. and Mrs
Floyd Dixon of 1759 Farrington.
A son, Michael, to Mr. James E.
Boyd of 603 Jessamine.
A daughter, Annete, to Mr. and
Mrs. Milton D. Hennings, of 3050
Tillman Cove.
A daughter, Loray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Tucker of 2187 Cley-
ton.
A daughter, Rosie Renell, to
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Safer of
858 Vance.
A son, Rickie Westbrook, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Westbrook of 624
-Center Lane.
A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs.
William T. Black of 1306 Hemlock,
A son, Avery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Hardin of 959 Athens.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lester S. Young of 3047 Green rd.
A daughter, Rhonda Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Felix Johnson of 2133
Farmer.
July 7, 1958
A daughter, Aquilla Palestine,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L White
of 2974 Broad.
' A daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Turner Roscoe of 561
Buiatyn.
A fen, Robert Dwayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Pratcher of 603
Corrine (R.)
' A son, Anthony Renee, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Meli in of 034 Le.
now Mall.
A daughter, Brenda Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs, Robert B. Guyton of
114 Temple.
A son, Leland Jerome. to Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Crawford of 1412
Valse.
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Clark of 1339 Kennedy.
A son, to Mr. and Sirs. Roose-
velt Watson of 1106 N. Dunlap.
A daughter. Rita Fay, to Sir.
and Mrs. B. W. Burnette of 2031
Farrington.
LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There is e reason why people like
to do business with us. Taw, two,
will like our courteous treatment
and desire to help yes.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 1100 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Nome Operated • Nome Ownisa
Pion* JA 5-7611
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS LAMPS
FANS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Umina 
-IA. 7-2631
23611 Pork Avo.-FA. 3-1507
op.. '4 NAPA Pm. Pork/no
A daughter, Loretta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Bartlett of 1875 Hunter.
July 8, 1958
A son, Tellies jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Tellies Barton of 630 Ayers.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Stevenson of 1495 Minnie.
A son, Eric Lee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill D. Brooks of 546 Baltimore.
A son, Michael Angelo, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman S. Phillips of
1141 Grant.
A son, Michael Sperfce, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tony S. Washington of
1695 N. Hollywood.
July 9, 1958
A son, Rickey Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. John A. Pryor of 1461
Apple.
A daughter, Line Patrice, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Williams of
1331 Washington.
A son, Robert James, to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Jordan of 2971 For-
rest.
A daughter, Audrey Karel, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ira W. Conley of 2238
Howell.
A son, Terry Marvin, to Mr. and
Mrs. James M. Payne of 2590 Don-
ald rd.
A daughter, Racine. to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Burns of 123 W. Nor-
wood.
A son, Thomas Lamar, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clemmie Livingston of
1612 S. Lauderdale.
A daughter, Valorie Monique,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie C. Howell
of 176 Ingle.
A daughter, Bernice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Jones of 1027 N. Sec-
ond.
July 1,0, 1958
A son, Cloyce Levant, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Raines of 225
Ingle.
A son, Anthony Levant, to Mr.
and Mrs. Freddie L. Jones of 990
Peach.
A daughter, Delores, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Anderson of 1658
Michigan.
A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie I. Graham of 575
Wicks.
"
A daughter, Delores, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Anderson of 16,58 Mic-
higan.
A daughter, Romona Gail, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim E. Stewart of
1518 N. Second.
A son, Michael Andre, to Mr
and Mrs. Ealy C. Stevenson of
248 Ingle.
A son, Calvin Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Thomas of 362 N. De-
catur.
A daughter, Hattie Pearl, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Austin of 1236 N.
Bellevue.
A daughter, Sedoria Louise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ivory of 2510
Hanwood.
A daughter, Alma Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Dubose of 1021 Lo-
cust.
A daughter, Lygia Rose, to Mr
and Mrs. Willie R. Wilborn of 23te
Park.
Twin sons, Anthony Lee and Ar-
thur Len, to Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Matthews of 183 Holland.
A daughter, Susie Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Jones of 475 Lip.
ford.
A son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs
Marion Walker of 254 1-2 Vance.
A son, Keith Lewis, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Thompson of 1851
Keltner Cir.
A daughter, Alfreida, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy L. Adams of 1906 Rile.
A son, Melvin Tyrone, to Mr.
and Mrs. Major Townsel of 2111
Perry rd.
A daughter, Debbie Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Barney Hart of 546 Wal-
nut.
A son, Kevin Tyrone, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Deener of 310 N. Lau-
derdale.
A daughter, Ella Mae, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles F. Smith of 396
Hessen.
A son Willie Henry, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie H. Blakley of 1651
Kansas.
A son, Adder Louis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Adder Slaton of 399 Butler.
A son, Vincent Paul, to Mr, and
Mrs. James Douglas of 2489 Van'
dale.
Methodist Event
Attracts 105
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A total
of 105 participants, about 50 per
cent of them attending for the first
time, took part in the Baltimore
Area Leadership School of the
Methodist church which recently
closed a one-week session at Ben-
nett College on Saturday.
A surprise visitor was Bishop
Edgar A. Love, resident bishop
of the area. Largest representa-
tion came from the Delaware Con-
ference, with 39, followed closely
by the Washington Conference with
38. There were 23 from the North
Carolina Conference and five from
the East Tennessee Conference,
according to Dean Howard A. Bail-
ey, of Yeadon, Pa.
Among the speakers heard were
the Rev. Trevor Jones, pastor ofl
Mt. Pleasant church, Preston, Ma.;
Dr, Noe, W. Moore. ir , pastor
of Tindley Temple, Philadelphia,
Pa.: the Rev. S. L. Townsend of
Lenoir; Mrs. Beryl Williams, of
Baltimore, and the Rev. Richard
L. Clifford, pastor of Centennial
church, Baltunere, MO.
Follooing the final Saturday
morning classes, there was a com-
munion service in Pfeiffer Chap.
el, with Dr. Major J. Jones, pas-
tor of Stanley Methodist church,
Chattanooga, Tenn., conducting the
meditation.
Aiernhers of the staff were lunch-
eon guests of Dr. Willa B. Player,
president of the college, en Thurs-
day.
In addition to classes and werk-
shops, there were a number of re-
creational events including a soft-
le, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Miss Sallye
F. Derrickson, Salisbury, Md.;
Mrs. Carolyn C. Dorman, Snow
Hill, Md., Rev. Edwin Ellis
Princess Anne, Md.;
Mrs. Bertha W. Emory, Queens-
town, Md.; Mrs. Lucille Fleming,
Newark, N. J.; Miss Adelaide
Grier, Philadelphia,; Mrs. Odel-
la G. Jackson, Snow Hill, Md.;
Rev. Trevor B. Junes, Preston, Md.
Rev. C. Edgar Jordan, Centre-
ville, Md.; Mrs, Margaret Lau-
my, Chester, Pa., Miss Delores P.
Norwood, Lewes, Del.; Miss Muriel
Owens, Chester, Pa.; James H.
Roberts. Easton, Md.; Rev. John
R. Shockley, Wilmington, Del.;
Rev. William Strother, jr., Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Rev. Walter S. Tay-
lor, Englewood, N. J.• Rev. Craw-
ford L. Trader, Easton, Md.; Miss
C,eraldone Wood, Philadelphia, l'a.;
Robert A. Young, Lincoln, Del.,
and Mrs. Morris R. Young, Lin-
coln, Del.
EAST TENN, CONFERENCE
Mrs. Dells S. Brysor, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.; Miss Lorena M.
Hight, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Rev.
J. Si. Pannell. Knoxville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mabel H. Scruggs, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn.: aid Mrs. Annie M.
Washington, Chattanooga, Tenn.
NORTH CAROLINA
Mrs. Rosanna Barrett, Asheboro;
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Beth.
ea, Elkin; Mr. 0. W. Burwiek,
Asheboro; Miss Beulah I. Caldwell,
Denver; Rev. John G. Corry,
Leaksville; Mrs. Gladys E. Cost-
nor. Gastonia; Mrs. Sidney E. Dav-
enport, Lenoir: Mrs, Vastine Dun-
ball game and an informal party lap. Asheboro; Rev. J. W, 'Gwynn,
on Friday night.
The complete registration list
follows:
DELAWARE CONFERENCE
Mrs. Thelma C. Alford. Oxford.
Md.; Rev C. W. Bagwell, Lau-
rel, Del.; Rev. Marion 0. Ballard,
Dover, Del.; Rev. W. G. Brown. Greensboro; Rev. R. C. Sharpe,
Jersey City, N. J.: Rev. David W. Fayetteville; Rev. S. L. Tcwnsend,
Bidden, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. Syl- Lenoir; Mrs. Maude B Tyson,
vanus Browne, jr., Centreville, Asheboro; Miss Catherine War-
Md.; Miss Sylvia Browne, Centre- men, Winston - Salem and Miss
ville, Md.; Calvin C. Bird, Ddmar, Anette Witherspoon, Lenoir.
Del.; Mr, and Mrs. Thomas E. Mrs. Katherine baker, Keyser.
Cameron, Chester. Pa.: Rev. C. W. W. Va.; Miss Naomi Boston, Graf-
Cannon, Pocmoke, Md ; Mr. and ton, W. Va.; Mrs. Virgie Broady,
Mrs. James A. Carroll, Chester. Roanoke, Va.; Mrs. Georgianna
Pa.; bliss Leotia M. Carroll, Ches- Brooks, Fairmont, W Va.; Mrs.
ter. Pa.; Mary Brooks, Moorefield, W. Va.;
Miss Mary V. Chancy. Chestern Mrs. Robert A. Carter, White Sul-
Pa.; Miss Mamie H. Collins. Oeone!phur Springs, W, Va .• Miss An-
Park, N. Y.; George 0. Dalrymp- gels Clark, Roanoke, Va.; Rev. Er- I the social committee.
1 Charlie Walton is the president— —
of the organizatidn, and Mrs.
Mildred Riley, secretary.
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Two Republicans Have
Good Chance, Says Lee
"There is a good chance that
two of the persons running 'or
seats in the Tennessee House of
Representatives on the Republi-
can ticket may be elected this
year," Lt. George W. Lee, long-
time Republican said last week.
Though he failed to say which
of the candidates among the
six who qualified last week had
the greatest chance of being elect-
ed, and despite the fact that no
Republicans have been elected to
the body from this section of Ten-
nessee in recent history, Lt. Lee
was, nevertheless, confident that
some Republicans would 'make
good showings this year.
Among the six Republicans
who will be matched against elec.
MADAME FLORENCE
Democrats in the November elec-
tion, three are Negroes. They
are Madame Florence McCleaves,
of 475 Vance ave.; W. R. Brad-
ford, of 166/ Latham st.; and Sam
Qualls, of S. W. Qabs Funeral
Home.
The wife of Dr. B. F. McCleave,
who was a candidate for the low-
er house two years ago, Madame
McCleave is making her first bid
for a public office.
The grand daughter of a slave
who escaped from Tennessee on
the Underground Railway a n d
made his way to Detroit, she
made history herself when she
sang the title role in the opera,
"Aida," in Corzena, Italy, in
1927.
For the past 25 years, Madame
McCleave has lived in Memphis,
and has taught music at Fisk
university, Tuskegee institute, Rust
college, and at Bishop college in
Marshall, Tex.
A former pupil of Mrs. Mc-
Cleave. Miss Vera Little, was re-
cently acclaimed for her perfor-
mance in "Carmen," during an
appearance in Germany.
Popular in both social and civic
circles, Madame McCleave is a
member of the Fine Arts club,
nest Clark, Pittsburgh. Pa.; Rev,
Richard Clifford, Baltimore, Md.;
Mrs. Alice Davis, Baltimore,
Md.;
Floyd D, David, Salem, Va.;
Miss Lafayette J. Dav:s, Salem,
Va.; Mrs. Bernice Gordan, Balti-
more, Md.; Miss Alice Greene,
Ronceverte, W. Va.; Miss Helen
Hamilton, Roanoke, Va Miss The-
resa Himilton, Roanoke, Va.;
Mrs. Mary E. Harris, Cumberland.
Md.; Mrs. Inez J. Hawkins, Bran-
dywine, Md.; Miss Ethel P. Jack-
son, Baltimore, Md.; Miss Eliza-
beth Johnston. Roanoke, Va.;
James W. King, Sr., Simpson-
vide, 'Md.; Mrs. James Miller,
Ronceverte, W. Va.; Miss Marcie
Miller, Baltimore, Md.; Wen-
dell Parker, Roanoke, Va.: Miss
Lillie Patterson, Roanoke, Va.;
Mrs. ntalcomia Phillips, Bait!.
more, Md.; Mrs. Edna Renick,
Lewisburg, S's. Va.. Mrs. Mimi
Roberts, Glen Burnie, Md.;
Also Miss Evelyn N. Smith,
Washington, D. C.; Miss Ruth
Starks, Baltimore, Md.; Miss L.
Mattie Steiff, Salem, Va.; Miss
Ruth A. Steiff, Salem, Va.; Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey Tate, Ron-
ceverte, W. Va.; Mrs. Beryl
Williams, Baltimore, Md., and Mrs.
Edna Williams, Baltimore. Md.
STAFF MEMBERS
Rev. Howard A. Bailey, Yeadon.
Pa.: Rev, Julius S. Carroll, Balti-
more, Md.; Rev Robert Si. COR,
Nashville, Tenn.; Rev. kniest T.
Dixon, Nashville, Tenn.; Rev. Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell B. Hazzard, Wash-
ington, D. C.: Rev. C. L. Miller,
Philadelphia; Mrs, Mamie B, Mil,
ler, Beltimore. Md., and Miss
Florence M. Wheeler, Baltimore,
Md.
Winston-Salem; Mrs, Alma C.
Hogue, Shelby; Miss Evelyn C.
Jones, Greensboro;
Also Rev J. T. Jones, Gastonia;
Mrs. Delilah Knight, Spindale;
Miss Estelle McCallum, Greens-
boro; Miss Fannie McCallum,
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Civic Club Will
Sponsor Picnic
The first annual picnic of the
Edmonson Street and Barksdale
Civic club will be given on the
lawns of Mr. and Mrs. Pierce
Latigue of 1775 Edmonston at..
and Mr. and Mrs. Cassell Mat-
thews of 1779 EdMandSOn at., on
Saturday, July 19.
The picnic Is open to members
of the dub and their guests. Mrs.
Lydia Reams is the chairman of
1ST NITE CAR RACES
LANCASTER, Calif. —
The first nighttime sports car
road races ever held in California
have been scheduled for Aug 2
at the 2't, mile Willow Springs
course near here, it was announc-
ed.
Steel mills in the H.- S use
*ore than 3,000 trillion gallons Of
water a year
Delta Sigma Theta sorority, the
Lincble League, the League of
Women yoters, and the YWCA.
Mrs. Bradford was a candidate
for the lower house two years
ago, and according to Lt. Lee, re-
ceived in excess of 37,000 votes,
the largest ever received by any
Negro in Shelby county making
a bid for a political office.
A labor leader, Mr. Bradford is
secretary-treasurer and assistant
organizer for local 81 of the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Boiler-
makers, Blacksmiths and Iron
Workers of America. During the
past 16 years he has been a
delegate to conventions held every
four year; in this country and
Canada at various times, and at
W. It, BRADFORD
the last two served as financial
secretary.
He is a member of Martin Me-
morial CME church, where he
serves as treasurer, steward, and
trustee; master mason of Val-
ley 21, and is patron of Order of
the Eastern Star, Brady chap-
ter 115.
Mr. Bradford is the father of
five children, Mrs. Velora Cla,
a clerk at the Atlanta Life Imo
ance company; Miss Marie Brad
ford, a teacher at Melrose; Miss
Helen Bradford, a teacher at the
Riverview school, Nebbie, a cafe
operator, and William, jr., a truck
driver.
Sam Qualls, a junior member of
the S. W. Qualls and company
Funeral home, has headed the
Beale. at, Elks' Christmas Fund
for the past four years, widen has
been responsible for providing
eight city truckloads of food for
the poor. PM- the past four years
he has headed the Negro Junior
Chamber of Commerce's charity
program which provides toys and
clothing for hundreds of under-
SAM QUALLS
privileged children.
Mr. Qualls attended Langston
university in Oklahoma, and was
graduated with a degree in busi-
ness administration from Tuske-
gee institute in Alabama.
He is the moderator of a radio
panel show, "The Young Negro
Speaks," heard each Sunday over
WLOK.
Wilbun Makes Bid For
Office At Vote-O-Rama
Atty. S. A Wilbun, Democratic
candidate for the Tennessee House
of Representatives, spelled out his
program of progress for the state
to about 400 persons who attend-
ed a program called "Vote-0-
Rama" last week at the Clayborr.
Temple AME church.
The Democratic candidate told
the group that he wcvild seek to
draw new industries to the state
by creating a climate conducive
for their growth. He said that they
come only to progressive com-
munities and that Atty. Wilbun
said, would include a first class
educational system.
He said that he would fight for
higher teacher salaries, a revision
of the open shop. or right to work
law, and for an extension of un-
employment compensation to 26
weeks.
Unemployment compensation is
of more interest to Negroes, he
said, because they are the last to
be employed and the first to be
dismissed. Thee Negro's point of
view, he said, has too long been
ignored, and his election will sup-
illy them a voice in state govern-
ment.
QUIZ CANDIDATES
Other speakers on the program
included Rev. Henry C. Bunton,
pastor of Mt. Olive CME cathe-
dral and president of the Minis-
ters and Citizens League; Rev.
Samuel Herring, pastor of St. Paul
Baptist church; Liege Wall, Na-
thaniel Hendrix and Rev. Alexand-
er Gladney, president of the Bluff
City and Shelby County Council
of Civic clubs.
Scrying as master of ceremony
for the meeting was Atty. .1. F.
Estes president of the Veterans
Benefit inc.
A questionnaire was read during
the meeting which contained
issues on which it was stated that
voters should receive some prom-
ises before casting their votes.
It included questions as to
whether or not candidates are in
favor of implementing the eld age
assistance, blind and dependent
benefits and the appointment of
Negroes to such state offices as
deputy sheriffs, guards, state high-
way, inspectors, and as secretar-
ies.
MORE QUESTIONS
The candidates, Atty. Estes said,
should be quizzed on the subject of
moving the Pikesville Reform
school for Negroes from that deso-
late mountain area to sonic city
in West Tennessee, ,vhere they can
be more easily rehabilitated.
He said that the school was
planted there in the first place to
provide jobs for mountain people
as guards over the children. To do
a more effective job of rebabili-,
taling the delinquents, he said,
they should be brought near enough,
to receive visits from parents and
ministers.
Candidates should also be com-
mitted on the subject of transfer-
ring unused Shelby County schools
funds, and the appointment of Ne-
groes to some of the 112 positions
as board members, commission-
ers, and positions created for the
purpose maintaining efficiency
and promoting the state's welfare,
it was pointed out.
Serving as co-chairman of Vote-
0-Rama with Atty. Estes was
Rev. E, C. Tippett. The program
for Negroes to the community and
supported by county and state
was opened with the singing of
hymns, and a prayer led by
Rev. Herring,
Voters League
Calls Special
Ga. Confab
MACON, Ga. — A special call
meeting of the Georgia Voters
League will be held here Satur-
day, July Ai, according to an an-
nouncement of John Wesley Dobbs,
president of the League.
The meeting will be held in Stew.
ard Chapel AME church of which
Rev. J. H. Lemon is pastor.
According to Dobbs. "the mem-
bers of the Georgia Voters League
represent leaders from nearly 100
counties in the state, and they
should get together on plahs and
policies for the September primar-
ies which will elect a governor,
lieutenant governor, other state,
district and county officers "
An entirely new state legislature
will be nominated in the primary,
which is tantartilmnt to election in
Georgia. so will the 10 U. S. Con'
this year.
Most important, however, to the
local county delegations will be
the county sheriffs, judges and oth-
er local officers who will he cam-
paigning from now until Septem-
ber 10, the date of the primary.
In his letter to nearly 1,100 lead-
ers. Dobbs named three politica)
action matters to be considered
in the meeting: "How to get out
he largest possible vote." 'Is ` bloc
voting advisable?" and "What
particular candidates should be
supported?"
Cold Comfort
BERKELEY, Calif.— (UN) 
—
University of Californfa entomol-
ogists say temperatures may vary
as much, as 35 degrees between
the ground and points two inches
above it, which is why grasshop.
pers climb up on plants on hot
eurnmer days.
Asthma Formula Prescribed
Most By Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription
Stops Attacks in Minutes.
Ns. York, My. I seseisl — The asthma
formula prescribed more than any
other by doctors for their private
patients 4 now available to sethma
sufferers without prescription.
Medical tests proved this formula
stops asthma attacks in minutes and
gives hours of freedom from recur-
-enc. of painful asthma spasms.
This formula is soeffective that it
I. the physicians' leading asthma
prescription—so safe thstnow it can
be sem — eghkeett preerriprion — In
tiny tablets called Penueivielit.
..Relief Lasts for Hours!
Primatene opens bronchial tubes,
loosens mucous congestion, relieves
taut nervous tension. All this with-
out taking painful injections.
The secret is—Primatenecombines
medicines (in full prescription
strength) found most effective in
combination for asthma distress.
Each performs a special purpose.
So look forward to sleep at night
and freedom from asthma spasms
...get Primatene, at any drugstore.
Only 080—money-back-guarentee.
°Ma *maw, nmeamo
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MPH IS
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James Scott, who suffered a
broken leg several weeks ago when
he and his brother were involved
in an automobile accident, has
returned home frem Crittenden
Memorial hospital. lie is the son
of Mrs, Rosedale Scott,
Mr, and Mrs. James Reed had
as their recent gueet, her sister,
Mrs. Clemmie Patterson, of Flint,
Mich. While here Mrs. Patterson
also visited Mrs. Hattie Taylor and
Mrs. Martha Beard.
Miss Pearline Warren recently
visited her grandmother, Mrs. El-
la Barron, of Bentown, Tern:.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Oliver journey-
ed to Memphis, Tenn., for the
Fourth of July to visit their daugh-
ters, Mrs. Ella Mae Warren and
Mrs. Addie B. Warren. With
them on the trip were Miss Mattie
Mae Warren and Johnnie Lewis,
their children; and little Doro-
thy Jean Clenton.
While in Memphis they called
upon Mr. Oliver's sister-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs, Blossie Chilies.
Miss Johnnie Mae Bell is spend-
ing her vacation in Detroit with
an aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Clinzie Pernell. Miss Bell is a
1958 graduate of Wonder High
school.
Here to visit Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Ridgley on the recent holiday
were their daughter and grandson,
Mrs. Pecola Armstrong and Na-
thaniel Walton, of Chicago.
The Golden Circle of the Masonic
Lodge held a meeting in West Hel-
ena, Ark., recently, and among
those present were Mrs. Bessie
Baldwin and Mrs. Roxes Whit-
field of West Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Anderson,
of 509 26th at., celebrated their
fourth wedding anniversary on
July 4. Present for the happy
occasion were Mr. and Mrs. W
ham Oliver, Mrs. Alex Harper
Mrs. Anderson's sister, Miss Gem'
aldine Johnson, of Chicage, ant
many other relatives and triencie
A delicious menu was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Steel ar
on vacation in Chicago and Gain
Ind., visiting relatives and friend
Mrs. Steel is the second grad
teacher at Wonder High school.
MVC Announce
Football Games
For This Fall
17'TA BENA, Miss — The l99,1
football schedule for Mississippi
Vocational college's Delta Der.
was announced last week by
E. Coulon, director of public re-
lations for the school.
Home games will include cone
tests with Alcorn college, Sept.
20; Jackson State college, Oct.
4; Paul Quinn college, Oct. 25;
and Gramhling college, Nov. 15.
Games at other schools will in-
clude Mississippi Industrial col-
lege, Oct. 11; Leland college, Nov.
8; Prairie View A and M college.
Nov. 22; and Wiley college on
Dec. 6.
Mr. Coulon predicated that the
Delta Devils would be strong con-
tenders for the conference crown
in 1958. He said that graduation
exorcises last June almost deplet-
ed the team, and left the coach-
ing staff with the demanding pro-
blem of rebuilding.
Cites Big Tasks
U.S. Negroes Face
CLEVELAND — (UPI; -- Dr.
Charming Tobias, chairman of the
board of directors of the NAACP,
said Tuesday night that the group
had achieved signal gains in some
areas, but had an enormous cask
ahead in its ten-year program to
Negro.
In 
equality for the
a progress report to the open-
ing session of the 49th annual
NAACP convention, Dr. Tobias
said the major step in the pro-
gram was the school segregation
decision handed down by the Su-
preme Court on May 17, 1954.
He cited important advances in
the first five years of the pro-
gram. They included enactment
of the civil rights act, an increase
in thesvoting strength of southern
Negroes, court decisions against
Jim Crow travel, elimination, Of
segregation in the armed forces
and expanded job opportunities.
SCHOOL PATTERN
But Dr. Tobias noted that al- 1
though substantiated gains had
been made in those fields, much
remained to be accomplished by
1963, the 100th anniversary of the
Emancipation Proclamation,
"The great majority of Negro
and white children in the South
still attend separate schools." he
said, "although some 350.000 Ne-
gro children in the border and
southern states are flow enrolled
in school systems which hove
been desegregated."
"During the next five years we
must move speedily and effective-
ly to get rid of conditions which
keep colored people in a status of
second class citizens. To this end,
we will use every means at our
corazre and
will continue to call for
implementation of the Suprc.ne
Court's desegregation rulings in
all sections of the country."
1,000 DELEGATES
One thousand delegates attend-
-
ing the opening session were wel-
comed by Gov. C. William O'Neill
and Mayor Anthony Celebrezze,
The six-day meeting was high.
lighted last night by a bipartisan
discussion of political parties and
civil rights by Senators Peal
Douglas (D-111.) and Jacob Javits
If you've added too much bluing'
to the wash, just rinse the clothes
in clear water to which a little
vinegar has been added.
unnullonfonnanunutununnouniniminitm
Congratulate AME
Group In Alaska
On Citizenship
NEW YORK — Dr. A. Chester
Clark. seeretary of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church Mis-
sions, today congratulated the
membership of the recently est-
ablished Bethel A. M. E. Church
in Alaska, and welcomed them
as eitirem, of the forty - ninth
State in the Union.
Bethel Church was founded re.
eently in Anchorage, Alaska as a
part of the connection's largest
area. the Fifth Episcopal DI.
strict, by Bishop Frederick D.
Jordan. Currently it is under the
supervision of Bishop R. R.
1Vright, Jr. A second A. M. E.
church is also located in Fair-
banks, Alaska.
muniumutHintiminiiiiiitoununointoniumnutur
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHO
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar at LaimbordaM
Ph... IA 5-6345
DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?
A. T. 'QUICK CASH" JONES
Loans Arranged
FROM
$ 50 TO $ 500
ON
SIGNATURE"- AUTO - FURNITURE
No Waiting - No Red Tape - We Arrange Everything
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
IA 6-5088 317 BEALE
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„ independence Day was eelebratn They also visited parents in Jack.without any traffic fatalities 's o n. Mrs. Blondell chapmanithin our area and, at this writ-
we have not learned of a mis-
p to any of the many holiday
sitors that journeyed home.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tonsil and
r. Jimmy Nolan from Joliet.
.spent the week here visiting
latives and friends Mr. and
s. Jack Eta= and Mr. and
s. John Wombley of Columbus10 were week end guests of Mr. Mrs. Fannie Ivy was called toii Mrs. Rufus Johnson; Mr. and the bedside of her daughter Grades. Willie H. Fields of Et. Louis,' in South Bend Ind
., were guests of Mr. Field's
ter and niece, Mrs. Zone Young
• Mrs. Walter Williams. Mrs.
de Russell Groom of Washing-
tca D. C. was at home for
siveral days to see her sister,
aas. Daniel Davis. Mr. Porter Av-
ey of Toledo, Ohio, visited his
nether, Mrs. Helen Avery. Mr.
aid Mrs. Wilbur Gordan of Ben.
toi Harbor, Mick, spent the week er things a financial success of
eiti with Mrs, Lydia Willis, Mr. $wa. The chairman, Mr. Homer
Gadon's mother. Hudson, jr wishes to thank all
Ansa Sallie Whitlock of Joliet,
stopped over briefly to say
o to her father, Will Whitlock.
r. LaBiserna Penn, wife and
nn's sisters, Ann and Cora from
Chicago and Indianapolis respect
ively were week end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Penn and
Mrs. Media Penn. They also viett-
ed Mrs. Penn's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Sanders. Mr. John
L. Tyree of Memphis visited his
aunt, Mrs. Lela Northcross. Mrx
Julia Lee and Mrs. Carrie Van
who contributed and a special I I
thanks to the good friends of Dyer EARLE ARK
who reported $11.25. He regrets
however that space would not per- 9 amit him to list the donors. He also i •
states that at any time his church
would respond to a call. Persona A picnic sponsored by the
r
from Dyer attending the program American Legion was one of the
were Messrs James Harris, Syl- , biggest events of the July
vester Burns and Artie L. Gentry.' holiday, and it was carried
Miss Harriett Alford is receperat- in a very orderly manner. N ,
log nicely since her return fromithaniel Nesbitt is the commander
the hospital, where she underwent,'
I 
Food was sold by members of
Dyke of Benton Harbor, Mich.. Gibson County schools 0Pa/tad Han effort to raise funds to lauild
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Her.
ron. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Campbell,
and Mr. Ben F. Thompson of Chi-
Ruth Avery. Mrs. Pearl Alston of
cago visited their cousin Betty eath Claims
Gary, Ind., came for her mother,
Mrs. Mary Taylor. Mrs. Frances M
Marsh Pumpy and husband of rIBenton Harbor, Mich., and Mrs.
Evelyn Broom and daughter were
guest of Mr. and Mrs, Billy El- Mrs Ante Bea Houston. e de o:
der. James 0. Houston, of 1026 Wood-
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ward and lawn, died July ii after suffering
e ests of Mrs. Jannett Blake. The from a prolonged illness. Mrs.it
era brothers. Joe, John and Houston was a former beautician
in the Memphis area.
were home for one week with their day and school news will be forth- a church with kitchen. The pro-
ject was sponsored by Mrs. Zel-
ner Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Davis are
patients in the Wynne, Ark., hos-
pital. They were injured in an
automobile accident.
Mrs. Addie Strong Dennis has
gone to San Francisco, Calif., to
visit her children.
Mr. and Mrs. Dred Powell were
visitors here recently. They are
from Chicago.
coming.
ar from South Biend, Ind.,
visited their mother, Mrs. Trudy
Shivers Mr. 'Joe Fennessee and
Mr. Alonzo Whitlock also' from
South Bend, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ossie Fennessee and relatives in
the Mt. Orange community. Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Chrisp, jr., and
children of Indianapolis, Ind.,
stopped briefly in Trenton to see
Mr. Wallace Chrisp, Sr., arid Mr.
Luther Chrisp, father and uncle.
She was a native of Memphis,
having been educated in the public
schools of the city.
Mrs. Houston was a member of
the Gospel Temple where funeral
services were held Monday, July
14. Rev. Charles T. Epps attended.
Having no sisters or brothers,
Mrs. Houston is survived by a
husband, Mr. James 0. Houston
and other relatives.
Credit Union
Workshop At A&T
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Offi-
cials of 65 credit unions in the
state of North Carolina are sched-
uled to attend a Credit Union
Workshop in a one-day session on
the campus of North Carolina
A and T college on July 24.
In addition to discussions on
general practices and policies of
credit unions, special seminars
will be conducted with "relit
union directors, supervisory com-
mittees, and credit committees.
The workshop is being sponsored
by the department of Short
Courses at the school, which is
heeded by B. W. Harris, and B. L.
Webesterm, managing director of
the North Carolina Credit Union
League.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Alas- ernment "we hope to be more len-
ka's Gov. Michael A, Stepovich ient in our rules and regulations Seeks Aid Forindicated Sunday that modern-day eads.,far as homesteading is concern-
pioneers in the union's 49th state
would be able to stake out free
homesteads, the lure which at-
spent several days at the bedside
of her mother, .Mrs. Fannie Ab-
bott in the hospital at Jackson,
Tenn. Miss Vivian Smith return-
ed from her three week visit to
Indianapolis, arid , and New York
City. Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Powell
returned from their tour visiting
in Flint and Detroit. Mich., Cana-
da and Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs Eva Adams left for Colona,
Mich., to visit her husband. Mrs.
Mary F. McBride Williamson of
Cleveland, Ohio, era-Mite to Rip-
ley to visit her parents, stopped
by to chat with Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee,
Salters Chapel A M E Church
of Dyersburg sponsored a Men's
Day recently realizing among nth.
TIGERBULES TRAVELING
— Seen snapping the tape In
the 100-yard dash during AAU
National Championship meet
held recently in Morristown.
an operation. the St. Luke Baptist church in
s. A. Houston
The
gress passed last Monday provides
statehood bill which Con' .
for 25 per cent of the federal land
tracted more people to the West to go under state ownership.
than gold. Stepovich said the land would
The federal government owns 991be used to attract industries and
per cent of Alaska's 586,400 square I settlers to the sparsely - settled
miles. But Stepovich said when
about one fourth of this land is
handed over to the new state gov-
' CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. —
(UPI) — T II e Charlottesville
school board Tuesday night un-
animously adopted a three-point
1
'
p designed to side-step racial
ration in the city's white
ols.
Charlottesville is under a federal
court desegregation order, and 31
Negroes have applied for Septem-
ber admission to four of the city's
six white schools. •
The new plan, proposed by
school board Atty. John S.
Battle, jr., and adopted in a three-
hour closed - door meeting, calls
for a school zoning plan to prevent
racially mixed schools; scholastic
testing of any school transfer ap-
plicants; and a personal interview
nf any student asking to transfer
to a school occupied by students
of another race.
northern territory, which ia twice
as big as Texas.
"In all probability we'll sell
some of the land," Stepovich said
in a television interview with Rep.
Harold C. Ostertag (D-N.Y.). The
governor did not give any details
of the homestead plans.
Under homestead laws settlers
gained title to millions of acres
of western lands by cultivating it.
Stepovich also said he believed
Alaska financially could support a
state government. Opponents of
the statehood bill said the federal
government would have to subsi-
dize Alaska. But the governor said
his territory had a 10 million dol-
lar budget surplus this year.
The lack of adequate transpor-
tation, highways, and businesses
are Alaska's main problems, Step-
ovich said.
He predicted that Alaskans
"overwhelmingly" would accept
statehood in the referendum which
is required before t h e territory
can become a state. He predicted
a margin of 7 to I or 10 to 1 in
favor of joining the union. The
referendum will be held, Dec. 10
or Dec. 15, he said.
0-311
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White Liberals
Aubrey W. Williams of Mont-
gomery, Ala., president of the
Southern Conference Educational
Fund, has asked Rep. Celler of
New York to help prevent the
House Un-American Activities
Committee from pubiicly ridicul-
ing Southern white liberals by use
of the subpoena, according to an
Education Fund report.
Mr. Williams stated in a tele-
gram to the Congressman that the
committee had announced in a
press notice after July 29 Atlanta,
Ga. hearing, that "leading inte-
grationists will be subpoened."
Said Mr. Williams in his tele-
gram, "to publicly pillory any
white person, Jew or Gentile. . .
using of course, the old v•heere of
finding some. . .who will put the
finger of Communism on them, is
apparently the open aim of Chair-
man Walter and Committee Staff
Director Arens."
CAMP McCoy, Wis. —
Some 1,600 troops of Chicago's
178th Regimental Combat Team,
Illinois National Guard, passed in
review Saturday before Asst. Sec-
retary of the Army Hugh Milton.
In a speech after the reviewing
ceremony, Milton descrbed the
combat team as one of the finest
of its kind in the nation.
East Pakistan contains more
than 42 million persons.
N. J., last week is VIPS Mar-
garet Mattheas, center, who
nipped the favorite at left Miss
Barbara Jones, Miss Maitha
Musing: The Adolescent: Though
the adolescent attempts to fill the
role of an adult one day, and re-
leer( to a child the next, neither
I attitude is one which expresses
hostili ty toward the parents,
though both may be directed to-
ward them. And they may not
have anything to do with the at-
titudes.
These varied actions arise as
a result of the adolescent's needs,
and will become greatly accentu-
ated if the parents make too
much fuss about them, or attempt
to keep the child from growing
up. The conflict is one of the re-
sults of the newly accelerated
growth processes through which
all children pass at the teenage
level, some earlier than others,
Dear Carlotta:
I have been divorced from my
husband, the father of my 8,year-
old son, four times. On each oc-
casion he has come to me, and
has promised to quit drinking,
spending foolishly, and buy us a
home. Each time I have left a
good job, and have gone back to
face another session of unpaid
bills, turned off gas, and dunn-
At a recent meeting, the mem-
bers of the ZuberaBynuin Council,
a parents group for handicapped
and cerebral palsied children. com-
pleted plans for recreational pro-
grams to he carried out during
the Summer at the Abe Scharff
branch of the YMCA.
Recreation will include game
playing. instruction in crafts,
birthday parties, showing of
films, and trips to the park. Ar-
rangements are being made to
have a magician perform, and a
puppet show presented.
Several organization; in the city
have agreed to provide transpor-
tation for the children, They in-
clude Bluff City, United, and I.it-
tlejohn taxicab companies, T, H.
Hayes and Son, R. S. Lewis, S. W.
Qualls, and Southern Funeral
homes.
The members of the chapter
are asking all persons interested'
in helping the children lead more
useful and normal, happy lives
to give their services. At present
there is a need for a program for
pre-school children, the severely
Twenty-four playgrounds will
hold their annual City-Wide Bath-
ing Revue finals Friday night, July
18, at 7:15, in Orange Mound
swimming pool. Miss and Mas-
ter Memphis will be selected.
Special features will be a div-
ing exhibition and music by the
Letter Carriers band.
Supervisor W. T. McDaniel in-
vites the public to this affair.
There will be no admission.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch-
ing, and relieve pain — without
surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another,"verystriking improve-
ment" was reported and veri-
fied by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction or re-
traction (shrinking) took place.
, And most amazing of all —
this improvement was main-
tained in cases where doctors'
observations were continued
over a period of many monthei
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able
to make such astonishing state-
ments a," Piles have ceased to be
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
some of 10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Rio-
Dyne')- the discovery of a
world-famous research institu-
tion. Already, Rio-Dyne is in
wide use for healing injured
tissue on all parts of the body.
Thin new healing substance
is offered in suppository or oint-
ment form called Preparation
H.' Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation H sup!
positories or Preparation H
ointment with special appli-
cator. Preparation H is sold at
all drug counters. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded.
•Itqf 1, 5. P.5.015,
Hudson, another Ttgerbeile at
right crossed the finish line be.
hind them to make it one, two,
three for Tennessee A and I
Mato eakersity.
ings for bills.
Should I go on like this, or shtiald
I go back to work and support
myself and my child? M. C.
Dear M. C.
No atmosphere of constant quar-
reling and nagging is good for a
child, or for anyone, as far as that
matters. Blaming mistakes on
each other will not help either.
Consult Family Service or a we-
fare agency. Each of you can ac-
cept a share of the blame, and
put your home on a healthy and
happy footing.
Dear Carlotta
I'm going steady with a boy
from out of town, but I think I
might have a better chance with
a fellow I dated last year. I like
the last boy better, but how can
I go about telling my present
boy friend that I am breaking
off with him? Nancy.
Dear Nancy:
Wise girls do not burn all
bridges behind them. Keep both
friends, but cut the steady dating
angle. Tell them you like them
both as friends, but that you are
just not interested in going
steady.
handicapped, and adults.
SCOUTS TO HELP
The Boy Scouts, under the lead-
ership of J. A. Beauchamp, have
volunteered to help with the chil-
dren during the vacation months,
and on other occasions when it
is possible,
Persons who wisn to join the or-
ganization may come to the
Vance Ave. Branch of the YWCA
on the first and third ‘Vednesday
on the first and third Wednesdays
of each month. The meetings be,
gin at 8:00 p.m.
Additional inbarmation regard-
ing the organization may be ob-
taMed by calling Mrs. Minerva
Hancock at FAirfax 7-9865, or Mrs.
Annette Williams at JAckson e-
8920.
Army's Surplus
Property To Be
Sold On Friday
Boats, tires, cranes, and tractor
parts will be sold at a sealed bid
sale to be held at the Memphis
General Depot on July 18.
The value of the equipment on
sale was approximately $400,000
when it was acquired. In addition
to many hardware items, bids
will be accepted on 55 - gallon
drums, boat pumps, divers' masks,
belts, shoes, bolster trailers, can-
vas bags, and 15 - ton push - type
railway cars.
The merchandise is on display at
the depot, and may be inspected
from Mondays through Fridays
between 8:00 a, m. and 3:00 p. m.
through July 17.
All equipment will be sold in lot
ontities, and bidders will have
to quote prices for the entire lot
when submitting bids.
Additional information may he
obtained by calling the property
disposal officer at GLendale 8-
4431. extension 114.
TM WINNING TEAM — Ac.
eeptIng the eighth national
AAU championship trophy from
Morristown, N. J. mayor, Ray-
mond Manahan, center, is Tea.
nessee A and I Stale 'mire',
sity's women's track coach, Ed
Temple. The team will repre-
sent the United States in Bus-
Charles "Sunny" Wilson, the
, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wil-
son, has enlisted in the United
States Army, and left here on
Wednesday, July 9. Sunny is . a
1958 graduate of Lauderdale Ili,
Miss Isabelle Nelson is vacation-
ing this Summer in Detroit, Mich,
Miss Ladye M. Carter was in
Chicago recently for her vacation.
Mrs. Lelure B. Whitlow and son,
and Mrs. Mary Frances Williams
were here recently to visit their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Mc-
Bride.
Mr. an dMrs. George Jones,
of Elgin, Ill., and son were guests
of Mrs. Anna Campbell and Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Halfacre.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Watkins,
who recently moved into their new
home on Montgomery at., held op
en house on Sunday, July 6. The
lovely home is another compli
ment to our town, The Watkins
are the parents of liorace Cole-
man, jr., and Regina Dianne
Masters Albert, Clarence, and
Nathan Murray visited their fath-
er, Rev. R. G. Murray in Ridge-
ly, Tenn., last Sunday.
The Dyersburg District confer-
ence, including L a y Depart-
ments, Women's Missionary so-
ciety, Sunday School and Chris-
tian Youth Fellowship Conven-
tion of West Tennessee met at the
New Hope CME church from July
9 through 11 in Henning, Tenn
Worship service began on Wed-
nesday morning at 9:30 a. m. with
Rev. B. F. Harris in charge.
Meditation was led by the pre-
siding elder, Rev. J. C. Hullum.
A message preceding Holy Com-
munion was delivered by Rev. W.
C. Pain.
During the afternoon, 0. C. Sut-
ties gave an address to the lay-
men which was followed by an
open forum. It was on the sub-
ject: "A Layman's Responsibility
in a Changing World." Prof, S.
E. Moore acted as moderator.
Thursday was Youth Day, and
the address on "Youth's Respon-
sibility in a Changing World," was
given by Miss Charlene Hamilton,
of Lane college. The sermon was
given by Rev. L. Johnson,
Missionary Day was celebrated
on Friday, and the sermons were
given by Revs. E. W. Selby and
S. C. Williams.
Miss George Ella Wilson, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pickett
Wilson, left here recently for Phila-
delphia. Pa., where she plans to
remain. A junior in high school,
she plans to complete her edu-
cation in the City of Brotherly
Love.
Mr. and Mrs. James Baltimore
are the parents of a baby girl
born Tuesday, July 8.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Thornton are
here from Detroit and liam.
It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
Formerly
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sla. The members of the NV ill-
nitlg- team, kneeling in trent
front left, are Misses Martha
Hudson, Anna Smith, Isabelle
Daniels, Lucinda William.,
Barbara Jones and Margaret
Matthews. Standing, same or-
der, are David Noonan, dire-
Summertime is the time for
fruits, While there are some fruits
we can buy the year 'round, many
of the seasonal fruits are found
on the market only during cer-
tain times in the summer months.
When they first make their appear-
ance we like to enjoy them just
as they are, but as the season
wears on, hot weather and jaded
appetites call for variety.
Fresh fruits and custrards are
perfect summer dessert part-
ners, A; assortment of coto r-
fill fruits arranged on a lazy au-
san, centered with a bowl of eta
gent chilled soft custard makes an
unusual party dessert.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sat., July 19, 19:.
Mr of the meet; Mayor Mana-
han, Dan Farris, AAU exece
live secretary; Coach Ten;
pie, and AAU Women's Track
and Field national president.
Frances Kaeubski, who is also
her 22nd pastor of St. John
the national secretary treasur
Choose melon balls or cubes, ha-
nana slices, blue berries and-or
other fresh berries in season and
orange sections for an attractive
arrangement. For family meals,
too, one or two fruits served with
custard will make a hit.
Custard desserts are an excel!-
eta way to get added milk in your
meals.
Teen-agers. who need these es-
sential minerals, vitamins and
high quality protein, as well as
adults in the family, will enjoy
getting this boost to their day's
nutritton. Serve custards often,
varrying your choice of fruits for
a delicious summer dessert.
ELEGANT SOFT CUSTARD
1-2 cup sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1-2 teaspoon salt
2 cups milk
3 eggs, separated
1-2 teaspoon vanilla extract
1-2 teaspoon almond extract
Whipped cream
Fresh fruit in season
Mix 14 cup sugar, cornstarch
and salt; gradually add milk. Cook
mond, Ind., as guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Halliburton, of Ripley,
Tenn.
Person* having news that they
would like to have placed in the
newspaper are asked to call
George Coe at 624-W,
in double boiler over hot water,
stirring constantly until slightly
thickened. Beat egg yolks; add hot
milk mixture, mix well. Cook over
hot water, stirring constantly until
mixture thickens and coats spoon.
Becareful not to overcdok, for if
you do, the custard will curdle.
This doesn't thicken to the cor-
sistancy of a white sauce, but
more nearly like a thin cream soup
Add vanilla and almond extract.
Beat egg whites stiff; gradually'
add remaining 14 cup sugar beat-
ing constantly. Fold hot custard
gradually into egg whites. Chill.
Just before serving garnish with
whipped cream, if desired. Serve
with fresh fruit. Makes 6 servings.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being awe,' and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your Job or business Is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi Stab
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
vhere she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel, Be sure
to look For the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whltehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. B. ear*
to look for the right sign and the right name.
Funeral services tor Miss Pearl
Maples, a longtime resident of
Memphis who was active in local
and statewide organizations and
clubs,, were held here last week
at the Emmanuel Episcopal
church with Canon Moore offici-
ating.
Known to many friends as "Big
Sugar" and as "Mama Pearl,"
Miss Maples died at her home at
1062 Miss. Blvd. on Saturday,'
July 5. Her death was attributed
to a heart ailment. 
Star, World Fellowship of the 
YWCA, and the City Federation
of clubs.
She is survived by nephews and
i nieces. Dr. and Mrs. I. L. Scruggs,
of Buffalo, N. Y.; Rev. and Mrs.
J. R. Delley, of Hearne Texas;
and Harry Scruggs, of Detroit.
Internment was in Mt. Carmel
cemetery. Qualls and company
was in charge of arrangements.
! 
Miss Maples, a native of Fella,- Rites Held Forki,TeD11., Was a member of the
Ruth Circle club, State Federation
of Clubs, in which she served
as door marshal, the J. H. Adams
chapter No. 231, Order of Eastern
SENATOBIA, Miss, — The ques-
tion mark surrounding the death
of Woodrow Wilson Daniels,
whom a white Water Valley couple
say was beaten twice by Yale-
busha Sheriff J. G. Treloar is
gaining momentum toward being
explained.
Dist. Atty. Roy Johnson said in-
formation in the case will be pre-
sented to the Grand Jury. He ;
added that the investigation is not
complete.
Daniels died at John Gaston hos-
pital July 1 frem what a prelimi-
nary autopsy report described as
a "stroke or brain injury." An
Investigation was prompted after
Sheriff Treloar was accused of
beating the man while he was in
Jail.
The incident was considered by
Gov. J. P. Coleman to be a mat-
ter for the grand jury, which
meets July 28.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND ROOS!
STEINICK BUILDING
WHIR! 1010'S !INF you
err PaifIRINTIAl
SIRVIC1
RALEIGH — Funeral services
for Dr. John Owen Plummer, Sr.,
well-known physician and special-
ist, were conducted Sunday, July
6, at the St. Ambrose Episcopal
church with the Revs. Samuel D.
Rudder and F. J. Hunter officiat-
ing.
Interment followed at Mount
Hope cemetery.
Dr. Plummer died at Lincoln
hospital, Durham, after he had
suffered a heart attack on June
29.
He was born in Warrenton, N. C.
ay 19, 1880, and received his
early training in the public schools
there. Dr. Plummer was gradu-
ated from A & T college, Greens-
boro, N. C., and the Leonard Med-
ical school of Shaw university,
Raleigh, in 1904.
He served as otologist, larynn
Mlogist, rhinologist a n d ophthal-
nologist at Lincoln hotspital, Dur-
lam, N. C. and was on the visit.
ing staff of St. Agnes hospital,
Raleigh, at the time of his death.
He was physician for St. Aug-.
Istine's college, Raleigh, 1905-
1926; physician and specialist in
liseases of the eye, ear, nose and
throat, 1904 until his death; pres-
ident of the North Carolina Med-
ical Association, 1915; president
of the National Medical Associa-
tion, 1923-24; member of the Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity; Supt., St.
Ambrose Episcopal church Sunday
school 1925• graduate manager of
the Physical Training Dept., Shaw
university, 1923-26.
Dr. Plummer is listed in Who's
Who in America. He accepted the
chair of anatomy at Leonard
Medical School, Shaw university
in 1910 and held this position until
1919. The United States Veteran
hospital at Tuskegee. Ala., one of
the biggest problems in the his-
tory of the National Medical Asso•
ciation, was built during Dr.
Plummer's administration as pres-
ident.
Surviving Dr. Plummer are: his
wife, Mrs. Clementine K. Plum-
mer; two daughters, Mrs. Marie
P. Orsto, Petersburg, Va.; Mrs.
Owen P. Cook, Durham, N. C.;
amd one sore John Owen Plummer,
Jr., Washington, D. C.; two sis-
ters, Mrs. Beulah Fitts of Balti-
more, Md.; Mrs. Courtney Fitts,
Wilson, N. C.; and one brother,
Baker Plummer, Warrenton, N. C.
The attorney general became a
member of the cabinet in about
1814.
Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKI IT SO!
A bank savings account can go a long way
toward taking the shock out of the cost of
emergency medical care, for example, or of
losses not covered by insurance. To be ready
for the things that roost budgets don't cover, try
making regular deposits in a savings account
with us. Be protected against the unexpected!
TRI.STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
eRTISTIC HAIR STYLIST,
Mrs. Margaret West Watson of
Pittsburgh, Pa., will be one of
six persons to serve on the fac•
ulty of an Institute of Cosme-
tology to be held on the cam•
pus of Tennessee A and I
State university from July 21
through July 26. Mrs. Watson,
shown demonstrating a coif-
fure, wilt be returning to the
Nashville campus for her third
Year.
Negroes Named Find Bias Ranks High
To Advise On In Federal Employment
Civil Rights• WASHINGTON, D. C. July 9 —ithat goal.
Two prominent Negro East
Lansing, Mich. civic leaders were
among the nine persons named to
the Michigan Advisory Committee
to the National Commission on
Eighty-Mee percent of Federal An intensive training program
job complaints on the basis of was recommended by the come
discrimination because of race or mittee to teach Federal workers
religion came from Negroes, re- that discrimination is a tragic
ported the President's Committee waste of human resources, de-
Icy last week covering the period foreign relations, and violative of
on Government Employment Poli- structive in its effect upon our
Rites Held
For Kentucky
State's Dailey
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Theodore
R Dailey, retired associate pro-
fessor of education at Kentucky
State college, died at his ' home
here after a long awes.
A native of Princeton, Ky., Dail-
ey received his early schooling in
that city. He first came to Ken-
tucky State as a student graduat-
ing in 1922 when the school was
a normal school.
He received his A. B. degree
from Wilberforce university. his
M. A. from Indiana State Teach-
ers college and -did advance study
at the University of Chicago,
where he was initiated into Phi
Delta Kappa (honorary education-
al society.)
Dailey first taught in the pub-
lic schools at Hopkinsville, in 1925,1
then Henderson and Earlingtom,
where he was superintendent of
the colored schools of that city.
He served for eight Years as
dean of West Kentucky Industrial
college before coming to Kentucky
State college in 1937.
At the college he was associate
professor and director of teacher
training in the Department of Edu-
cation. Dailey served as histor-
ian of the K. N E. A. former state
educational association and also
served on many committees both
In and out of the state in the field
heisted. Burial was in Frankfort.
of education.
He retired as associate profes-
sor emeritus in July 1936, due to
his health. He was trustee emeri-
tus of St. Joint AME church,
Frankfort, and was a member of
Alpha Phi Alpha Laternity.
Survivors
 include his wife, Mrs,
Catherine Beard Dailey, a son
Theodoie R. Dailey II, a sister,
Mrs. Ver3 Satterfield. one grand
son, Theodore R. Dailey,
May 1956 to Jan. 1958. It was the every moral and spiritual con.;' Vocation SchoolCommittee's second report. cept of human rights.
The Negro complaints were 28 Nothing was said as to how, Gets New Deantimes as much as the complaints many complaints were received;
(tom Jews, the second leading iduring the period covered by the Eugene L. Isaac formerly ofNed, president of the Michigan category with 3.2 percent. Next in committee's previous report, Jan.: Natchez, Miss., has been appoint-Council of United Church Women, the total of 341 complaints re- 1955 to May 1958. 1 ed dean of" trades at Mississippi Actress ComingDetroit, and Edward M. Turner, ceived were the Latin Americans Labor Secretary Herbert Hill 1 Vocational college at Itta Bena,Detroit attorney and president of with 11 percent, 1.5 percent from of the NAACP said recently in it was announced last week. To St. AndrewMichigan Conference of Branches, Seventh Day Adventists, 1.2 per.NAACP. 
cent from Roman Catholics, and
The Committee held its organ- the other 2.6 percent from sevenization meeting on July 2 at Mich- other racial and religious min-igen State university. otity groups.
The first project of its nature, in-
stituted and approved under the
Housing Act of 1954, was initiated
at Philander Smith College in
Little Rock, Ark., recently when
land valued at some $300,000 was
cleared for a Federal Program of
slum clearance and redevelopment
in favor of the college, the public
relations department of the school
reports. The college paid a pur
chase price of approximately'
, 
anaOpenThe includes two totaling $1,500,-$157,000 as Redeveloper. Gh000 dormitories, a
Student Union building, and a Li- 
brary-Fine Arts center. A hall • Nib
Arts center 
toward the 
Library-Finerts building is part of
the prospective formation of a
quadrangle. The dominating fea-
lure of the quadrangle is the Wes
ley Methodist Church. The new 
- Thi week
as president. The college enroll*
ment has grown from 121 to mol
than 1000 students, 
annually,l)
that period.
Dr. Harris has received national
recognition during his presidency,
having heed chosen "Man o` the
Year" in his community tw are
ago for his contribution ' ,ern-
munity life and welfare.
use in September, 1959.
The PR report marks this de-
velopment as the achievement of
Dr. M. LaFayette Harris for ap-
proximately 23 years of service
NEWORLEANS — Dr. Samuel
L. Gandy, dean of the chapel of
Dillard university, is scheduled to
arrive in the Soviet Union this
week, wording to word received
by the university news service
from Cairo, Egypt.
Dr. Gandy is one of five U. S.
religious leaders touring Europe
and the Middle East under the
sponsorship of the National Con-
ference of Christians and Jews.
The purpose of the inter - faith
tour is to remove blocks to corn
munication between religious
leaders in the U. S. and the rest
of the world. Thirteen countries
will be visitedeby the clergymen.
Civil Rights recently, according
to a commission report.
Dr. John A. Hannah, Commis-
sion Chairman announced the ap-
pointment of Mrs. Jessie Jai Mc-
.
Cosmetologists
Will Meet On State Youth Congress
Steels Campus Meets In Knoxville
By C. L. SMITH
NASHVILLE — Madame Mar-
jorie J. Joyner, of Chicago, a as-
tionally-known hair stylist, will
headline the six-member faculty
for the seventh annual Institute
of Cosmetology to be held on the
campus of Tennessee A and I
State university from July 21 to
26.
Opened to only 75 beauty op-
erators, shop owners, and cosme-
tology teachers, the institute's
courses will include hair shaping,
styling, coloring, comb-outs, cos-
metic chemistry, shop organiza-
tion, management, ethics, lesson
planning, and the development of
instructional material.
Serving at the institute for her
third year will be a Pittsburgh,
Pa., cosmetologist, Mrs, Margaret
West Watson. Others scheduled to
serve on the staff are Mrs. Edith
Sloan, cosmetology instructor at
1 Nashville's Pearl High school;
I Mrs. Amanda Thornton, owner of
a beauty school in Nashville; Mrs.
Hattie Childress, Middle Tennes-
see inspector, and Mrs. Ruby P.
Torrey, of the department of
chemistry, of Tennessee A and I
State university.
New York state ranks second
to Wisconsin in dairy production,
followed in order by Minnesota,
, California and Pennsylvania.
The group cited that the task
of ending discrimination in Fed-
eral employment was a eginsidete
able one and that substantial pro-
gress was being made toward
The State Youth Congress a the
Churches of God in Christ of East-
ern Tenn., was held in Knoxville.
Tenn., from June 11 through the
15.
The meeting was presided over
by Elder J. E. Poindexter, state
president and Mrs. Maggie Smith,
state chair lady. The delegation
convened at Lonsdale Church pas
tored by Elder Lorenza Smith.
Featured in the program of events
was a meal served July 11 by the
Boyd St. Church of God, pastored
by Elder J. W. Carlock.
On Saturday the 95 delegates
Ifrom various parts of the statewere given a bus ride to the Great
Smoky Mountains, sponsored by
the president.
The final session of the meeting
was held at the Rock Temple, pas-
Grandchild For
Earl Taylors
Mrs. Janet Tayior. wife of Rich-
ard Harvey Taylor, 4444 Vincennes
gave birth to their first child, a
daughter, at Lying-In hospital, ear-
ly Monday morning The baby, who
weighed in at seven pounds 10
ounces at birth, hadn't been nam-
ed at press time.
The newcomer is the first grand.
child of Earl and Margaret Tay-
lor, 4444 Vineennes, prominent in
civic, fraternal and social circles. Wilkins and other relatives.
Cleveland, Ohio, that some manu-
facturers holding Federal con-
tracts are discriminating against
Negro workers.
He further added that many
labor unions fail to enforce the
anti-discrimination policy stated
by the AFL-CiO, in a panel dis-
elision on the status of the Negro
worker.
I tared by Bishop J. 0. Patterson,
I Attending were guests from Day-
ton, Ohio, Ala., Cal., assistant over-
seer Elder A. Xing and state
supervisor of women's work, Mrs.
F. Paige.
The next congress will take
place in Shelbyville, Tenn., in
June, 1959.
Feel like a straight or a mixed drank?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
Mrs. Julia Wilkins, wife of Dr.
E. M. Wilkins, died July 11, in her
home at 1003 Leath, Mrs. Wilkins
had been ill and in poor health for
several months.
She was born in Pori Gibson,
Miss., and was a product of the
public school system of that city.
Married in 1930 to Dr. Wilkins,
she accompanied him to Mem-
phis, where he is now a practic-
ing physician.
She was a member of Claborn
Temple AME church, where fu-
neral services were held July 15.
The Temple pastor is Rev. Starks.
Mrs. Wilkins is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Minnie Bell Bowles,
of Chicago, Ill., a brother, Dr.
Riley F. Thomas, of Washing-
ton, D. C., a husband, Dr. E. M.
C11.8EY'S DISTIllED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NFUTRAL SPIRITS
ellBET, tlife, CINCINNATI, OHIO DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTIKERS PRODUCTS CO.
Mr. Isaac comes to Ma Bena
from Savannah State school for
the past eight years.
A graduate of Alcorn A and M
college, Dean Isaac received his
master's degree from Iowa State
university. He is a member of
Phi Delta Kappa fraternity. Am-
erican Association of University
Professors, and the American Vo-
cational Association.
He WAS recently awarded a
"Service to Youth" plaque by the
YMCA of Savannah.
Barbecued chicken should have
the sauce brushed or sprayed on
each time it is tuned during cook. 
Miss Etta Moten, on liberty
from her radio program over the
National Broadcasting company,
will appear here in Memphis at
St. Andrew AME church on Sun-
day, Aug. 10, according to Rev.
H. Ralph Jackson, the pastor.
Miss Moten is said to be a
fervent believer in the destiny of
the Negro church, and the African
Methodist Episcopal church in
particular. She is now able to
make appearances which a heavy
schedule previously did not per-
mit her time to make.
When to cut noses? For best
keeping and best color cut in the
late afternoon, and cut the bud
mg. Turn every four to five mm- just before the petals start to en.
LONDON — Last week in e:Tra,
Ghana the seal was set on a nen
domestic and international airline
as Ghana Airways Ltd. was /Mk
corporated with a nominal capita,
of $1,120,000.
Formetion of the company is the
culmination of several months of
negotiations between the Govern-
ment or Ghana and BOAC Asso•
ciated Companies Lid.
Sixty per cent of the capital wits
subscribed by the former and
40 per cent by the latter.
An agreement is also to be
signed shortly between Ghana
Airways ltd, — which will trade
simply as "Ghana Airways" —
and British Overseas Airways
Corp. covering the operation of
international air services with
etenment on charter from BO SC.
Ghana Airways will be controlled
by a board of directors consisting
of a chairman and two direct-
ors appointed by Ghana govern.
ment and two directors named by
BOAC.
The new airline began interna-
tional flights on July le with
once-weekly Stratocruiser sere
to London.
It will take over all of the
existing domestic, and some of the
regional, services from West Afri-
can Airways Corp. on or about
Oct. 1.
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Knocks Himself
Out Winning
Drinking Contest
NASHVILLE, Temi. — (UPI)
— No one can say that 16-year.
old Bill Klamer can't hold his
whi'k y.The outh, who doesn't drink,
bet his friend that he could swal-
low a pint of whisky straight
without removing the bottle from
MS lips.
Klamer gurgled his w a•
through the bottle, passed out
and woke up five hours later in
General hospital.
UOMINUMMINHIMUIMINHOMMONOes. fold.
with COKE and these
quick-fix foods
on hand!
-YOUR GROCER IS FEATURING THEM NOW! Unex-
pected guests? A busy day? A midnight snack to make? Why
not stock up on these makings at your grocer's, today. And—
remember plenty of Coca-Cola. So good in taste and in suchgood taste ... Coke really puts the finishing touches on animpromptu meal.
lib SNACK TRAY. Served with Coke, it's ideal for
evening entertaining. Try combining cubed luncheon
meat and pickled onions; cocktail sausages, sweetpickle slices; shrimp, stuffed olives; cream clew, driedbeef. Add assorted crackers.
• CHEESEBURGER. Season quiek-frozen groundbeef with basil. Saute until almost done, top withsquare id American cheese, cook in covered skilletuntil cheese melts. Only one sparkling drink goes sowell with 'burgers—Cot So good in taste, in suchgood taste—serving Coca-Cola makes 'burgers a mealin themselves.
REGULAR ouria SIGN OF GOOD TASTL
SofNed model ortfocwity of The Coco-Colo C000pony by Coco
-Colo BofNing Company of hfoomphifb Tomo
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